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PREFACE

This Report is the product of collaboration of the three authors over a

period of about 21 months, froth May, 1974 to January, 1976. It started with

the appointment of Donald Holsinger as an Academy Spencer Associate for the

summer of 1974, to work'with the senior author on a study of educational

activities of philanthropic ations. The Academy Spencer Associates PrograM

provides a summer earch stipend for a younger scholar to work in close collab-

oration wij a member of the Academy on specific problems'in education.

e plan to study the educational activities of major philanthropic founda-
.

ions was so broad as to make it questionable whether a summer's work by one

individual could cope with it. However, the senior author had been working in

''this area in a casual way for some,years, and the subject itself was so attrac-
t.

tive that it seemed worth while to make a start with whatever esources were

'available. Furthermore, several very competent younger s-were recommended

for the award,,and Mr. H. Thomas JamesPresident of the Spencer Foundation,

encouraged the senior authoi to apply directly to the Foundation for a second

award, which was made to Erik S. Lunde. e Academy tpencer Associates program

also provides the sum of $2,500 for travel and other expenses in addition to the

summer research7tipend for the Associate.

.

With these resources, the three authorked'iritensively during the sum-

mer of 1974. Theyselected nine Foundations for special study, and they spent

ten days_in New York City, working at the Foundation Center with its excellent

Library, and interviewing officers of the five Foundations with New York

headquarters, among the nine which had been chosen for special study. Visits

and extensive correspondence were organized !or the other four Foundations.

4
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The end of the summer of 1974 found the authors so engrossed in the study that

they decided to carry it on, in their spare time. At this point they decided

to analyze the grants in'the field of education made by the several.foundations,

using a set of content categories and dollars of constant purchasing power. The

categories were worked out in conference, so as to get a set of descriptive

categories that would facilitate comparison of foundations with each other, and

study of the program of a given fOundation as it developed through time.

These categories'are,given in Appendix A. They may prove to be useful to.

other researchers who wish to make a quantitative study., Dr. Holsinger took

charge of the complicated task of transferring data from coding sheets to punch

cards t6 the computer. Most of'th'Tables in the Report which follow Chapter I

. are based on his work.'

The officers of the, nine Foundations were all cooperative andfriendlY

to the project, as were the staff members of the Foundation Center in New York

City.

The Report consists of two Parts: the 'first being:4 general study of

Foundation activity in the broad field of education; the second being a set of

case studies of the nine Foundations. The case studies were written by they--

three authors as follows: Holsinged-Ford, Grater -and Russell Sage: Lunde

Carnegie,.Danforth, and Kellogg; Havighurst--Lilly, Mott, and Rockefeller.

The chapters in the first part were put into final shape by Havighurst,

with help from the two junior authors. The senior author has had an extensive

experience with Foundations,'both as an officer and as a grantee. He served

the General Education Board (Rockefeller FOundation) from 1934 through 1940 as

.Assistant Director and later Director of the Program in General Education,

velich supported innovation and experimentation in the field of secondary and

5
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'college education. He also directed the Board's, program in Child and Adoles-

cent Development during the litter part of this periOd. Later, ill 1947 and

1948, he spent about 8 months in Central Europe as arepresentative_of the

Rockefeller Foundation, seeking out ways by which the Foundation could aid in
/

the post-war restoration of communication between the German and Austrian

academic communities on the ohe hand and the kmerican and West European academ-

. is group on the other hand.

I
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I. FOUNDATIONS AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Although charitable gifts are as old as civilization, it is only in very

recent time that charitable or philanthropic foundations have 'come into action.

The earlier charitable endowments of any magnitude were aimed at alleviating a

problem or a distressful situation An orphan asylum or an old people's home, or

free food for the hungry, Were instruments of philanthropy.

But around 1900, the modern foundation was created as a means of attack on

the causes of a social problem, so as to prevent or at least reduce the problem,

and thus to nermanently,improve the human'condition. The support and application

of education is an example of such a foundation activity.

Two wealthy Americans at the beginning of the century began to turn their

'I, wealth to this kind of purpose. They were Andrew Carnegie and John Davison Rockefeller.

Carnegie gave the money to create the Carnegie Institute of Technology in

Pittsburit He provided funds_for public library buildings conditioned on the recip-

tent commutitty providing the site and guaranteeing an annual maintenance fund of

not less than 10-percent of the building oast. By 1919, when he died, his money

had gone into 2,509 library buildings at a cost of $56 million. Between 1901 and

1910 W. Carnegie set up six funds or trusts, including the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Education and thetarnegie Indownett for International Peace.

Then, in 1911, he made a gift of $25 million to create the Carnegie Corporation

of New York. Shortly afterward he gave an additional $100 million to Carnegie

Corporation.

John D. Rockefeller in 1892 started his gifts to the University of Chicago,,
. .

which eventually reached $35 million. He established the General Education Board

with a million dollar gift in 1903. This.had been precede4 by the Rockefeller
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Institute for Medical Research in 1901, and in 1913 the Rockefeller Foundation

VIA set up with $50 million worth of shares in the Standard Oil Company of New

Jersey.

These two sets of philanthropies illustrate the nature of a modern founds,-

tion, which works-to secure knowledge and understanding leading to such actions

as:

Prevention of disease;

Technological develo t;

Enhancement of productivity.

For such purposes, support is given to research in science, and to education-

al institutions. The areas of activity expand into the broad field of human rels-

`tions and human development, as suggested in the charter of the Rockefeller Foun-

dation, "to promote the well-being of mankiid throughout the world."

Iducatioginms, originally, and continues to be the principal field of foun-

dation activity because it is viewed as an instrument for directly promoting human

well-being. Table 1 shows bow the American foundations distributed their gifts in

the period fraa-1962-73. Education receives 32 per0cent of the money granted, with

closely-related tields of Health and Science getting 15 and 12 percent respectively.

It is interesting in Table 1, to note that, When translated to constant

dollars, there was not much change in the annual volume of grants between 1964

and1973. The Ts Reform Act of 1969 probably placed pressure on a minority

of foundations to grant more of their capital !kinds, but, except fOr theyear

1971, Uwe was no major increase in total grants.

Table 2 *bows how American foundations distributed their grants in the decade

from 1921-1930. The relative proportions in the various categories are quite

similar for the two decades that are 4o years apart. The category definitions

are not exactly the same in the two tabips. Tbe Table 1 categories of "sciences"

v
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1.3
and "humanities and arts" are mainly included in the "education category of

Table 2, with some of the Table 1 "science money pmbably-in the "health" category

of Table 2. Still there are some real differences j.n the amount of money going

to "international" programs and "humanities and arts" programs: These programs

drew substantially greater support in the 1962-1973 period.

lumbers of Foundations. According to the Foundation Library Center Directory,

the numbers of fOundatiOns grew rapidly after 1940, reaching 6,007 in 1964 This

does not include some 9;000 small foundations, none with assets over $100,000.
.

Before 1900, a total of 18 foundations had been founded. The numerical

growth figures are:

-1900 18

,1900-1909 18

1910-1919 76

1920-1929 173

1920-1939 288

i94o-1949 1,638

1950 -1959 2,839

1960.1964 957

6,007

Measured in value of their assets as of 1971, there were 45 foundations with $100

,million.or'iore, 135 with 425 to $100 million in assets, and 215 with 410,to $25

million in :islets.:

*JO? Foundations

Table 3 lists most of the large fouNiations with their rank order in terms

Of market value,of their assets_ in 1968. Two Very important foundations with assets

under $100 million are listed in this Table, Since they are among the nine fa"-

dations which have been studied intensively in this Study Proje6b.

Thesefoundatiodaell have the common characteristics which define,en

Americanviabilanthropic,fbundation,'es described by T. lierson An4rews.1_ It:

in nongovernmental;

is nonorofit;.

`has a prindisel fund of its'arn;

10



Table 1.2 - Categories of Foundation Granti, 1921-1930

Field

Education .

(
Health

'.;..-,

Sq..tal Welfare__
-----

Alecreation tit

r

International Relations

Religion

Law and Goiernment

Race Relations

Miscellaneous

Foundation Administration

Total

1.3a

Total 'Percent of

.1921 (Lou) 1928 cHigh) (1921-30) Decade Total

(Thbusind $)

1,072 27,906 233,000

,490 30,222 172,141
r

6,545 12,563 74,226

151 5,834 4 8,741

726 1,674 8,132

752 2,540
r

7,575

445 533 6,709
t

7 W. 936

8 38 4k 245

1,149 1,978 16,164

36,345, 83,743 528,420.

43.3

33.2

14.4

1.6

1.5

1,4

1.3

0.16

0.04
,

3.1

100

IISource: E. C. Lindemann, Wea and Culture. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1936.

to

11
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Rank

Table 1,3 - or Foundations b Value of As

1 \ Ford Foundation

Year Established

1936

2 Rockefeller Foundation 1913

3 Duke Endowment 1924

4 Lilly Endowment

5 Pew Hemorial TruO 1948 437

6 W.K. Kellogg Foundation

7 Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 1926

1937

Asset
Value

et 1968

629

, 579

1930

8 Nemours Foundation

9 Kresge Foundation

10 John A. Hartford Foundation

il Carnegie Corporation of N.Y. 1911

12 Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 1934

15 Rockefeller Brothers Fund 1940

18 Danforth FOundation 1927

22 Commonwealth Fund 1918'

27 Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation 1948

31 Chailes t. Kettering Foundation 1927

Grant Foundation
, 1936

Russell Sage Foundation. 1907:

1936

1924

435

413

'400

353

1929 a * 352

12

334

329

222

173

142

106

'103

54

37



is managed by its own trustees and directors;

is'established to maintain or a1d social, educatio

religious, or other activities serving the common

Education the Major Field of Foundation Interest 0

t-
We have seen that the b.road field of education has been ,cultivated most v

1.4

charitable,

fare.

oronsly by the foundations. In Tables 1 and 1, education gets the major share

of Assistance, followed closely bylkalth. And, in the field of health, much'-----

of the foundation money has gone into medical education and medical research

in universities. Table 4 shows how two independent studies of-foundation

grants reported on the situation as of 1930.

Emphasis on Higher -Education

Higher -iclucation has been the favored 'area for foundation assistance

throughout this century. This is seen in Tables 5 and 6, which break down

the "education" grants into sub-categories. Table 5, which summarizes foun-

dation grants made in the decade froai,1921 to 1930, shows 61 percent of,the,.,

grants in the arl6a of higher education, and 18 percent instementary and sec-

ondary education combined. Table 6; for the year,1974 is very similar, when

allowance is made for the diffe in categories. Table 6 has categories

for "endowment," "buildings," and ellOw;hips," which_TROuld,almostall be

included in the "higher education".pategory of Table 5.

The emphasis on higher education in the first 40 years of the century
sr

0

was'partly due to the fact that public-supported higher education carried less

of,the load than did private-supported,colleges and universitied. Furthermore,

the leading colleges and universities were more of them private-supported than

public*supported.

There has been some growth of foundation interest 4 education below the

college level,-since about 1960. However, much of the everimental work in

13
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Table 1.4 Categories of Foundation Grants in 1930

1,4a

Study**

Percent

Lindemann Study*

.

Field --- 4 Amount .

(Tkousand

,Percent

Twentieth Century

-'

.

(Total)

(Total)

f

Fund

Amount

Education
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences
Aesthetics

ilealth.
Social Welfare '

Child Welfare

InternatiOnal oslat...icans

Religion . .

Law and Governmettisz ''...

Race Relations
Recreation
OtherOther

Administration

Grand Total

32,661
... 0.

--

--

15,156
7,910
-- ,

951

715

1,161
78

572

\4'.2,486

61,705'

53.0

.

.
. ,

24.5
,12.8

1.5

1.2
1.9
0.1

'4., 0.9
....--

4.0

100

/
14,172
4,487 .

3,260
1 392 .

27.0
9.2
6.2 ,

2.7

, 23,311'

18,627
3,851/.1,215i

45.1

35.5
. (7.3
L.2.3

.5,066

1,390
294
794
62

,--- ,

2;572'
-

52,476

9.6

2.6
0.6

1.5
0.1

..
- --

. 4.9

---

'100.*

re!

*EduardC. Lindemann, Wealth-and Culture. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1936.

*Twentieth Century Fund, Amertctx Foundations and Their Fields. New York: Twentieth

Century,Fund, 1931, 1932, 1934 (Cnntains analyses of grants from 90 to 129 Foundations).

A
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Table 1.5-

ANALYSIS OF -GRANTS AMIN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, 192111030

1.4b

',.. Amount Percent
..

(in thousands)

H..her Educationi* $135;965, .- 60.9

Elementary and Secondary 32,907
.

14.7

Elementary (alone) * 5,766 ,
. G 2.6

Secondary (aloha) 3,849 ,1.7

Adult Education 9,15V. 4.1

Libraries .7,511 3.4

Vocational 6,163 . 2.8

*tOketic and Cultural 5,811 2.6
I

Educational Publications 2,373 1.3

Training for Leadership 1,220 0.7

EducitiOffl Conferences. 214 0.1

Pre-Se Aducation
,

52 -

Unclassi ied
_

11,505
f

5.2

Total $223,001 100

Source: E. C. Lindemann, Wealth and Culture, New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1936.

*

Note: The categories of Endowment, Fellowships, and Buildings
are subsmmed mainly under Nigher Education and Elomeniary
andSecondiry Education

15
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,or

pre-school, elementary, and secondary education.4r-been ne by utliversity

personnel, Consequentl,,the foundation grants ge;neral
although their purposes, may be to improve Pre-collegia

*aphasia on the last and Midwest

1.5

The foundation grants'have gone mainly to uni

in the eastern and midwestern part of the country.

studied grants made by 9 foundations between 1902

tributed between the last, Middlewest, South:'

order with percentages of: 39, 27, 26, 8, and

go to taAversities,
educatign.

rsities 7d-institutions'

or inst ce, S.V. Hollis

d 1934, d found them disl

thwest, and Northwest in that

2

respectively. This di4ribu-

tion is about what one vould'expect, in vi of the distribution of high-prestige

colleges and universities to the first t rd of the century. The one exception

is the South,-which yes relatively po and was educationally backward at, that
2

time.. The reason for suph emphas on the South vas its serious social and econ-
it,

7

omic situation, whichmade it e neediest aria of the country. The Rockefeller

boards, whose grants figures greatly in the foundation field in the 1902 to 1930

period, paid special attention to the South.

Since 1960 there has been a such more even distribution of foundation funds,

relative to the population distribution of tbe country.

Upbeats. on Select Universities

It is also a siriking fact that the,bulk of foundation grants to institu-

tions of higher education have gone to a few major and research-oriented univer-

sities. Colvard and Bennett studied the grants made in fiical 1970 and found

that 25 universities and colleges received about 53 perient of the total funds

,

granted to 515 colleges,and'univertities'by private four ions in that year
3

.

They also found that there was substantial-overlapping of universities receiving

large foundation grants and those receiving large federal government grants. More

than half of the top 50 universities in federal grants received were also in the

top 50 institutions in private foundation grants received.
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II. ANALYSIS' OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY OF FOUNDATIONS

The study we. are reporting focussed on nine Foundations; all of which have

maintained a substantial interest in the field of education. The choice of these

,

foundations was a relatively simple matter. We wanted,a range of educational

interest and activity, in terms of levels of education and types of educational

activity supported.' Any study group would probably ClaVe selected at least five

or six of this group within a total group of nine. We included. some of the old-
,

est and some of the younger Foundations, Carnegie, Russell Sage and Rockefeller

had their origins before 1910. Ford, Lilly-and Grant were created in 1936-37.

Ways of Analyzing Foundation Programs

In order to analyze Foundation programs when we have_a_time variable from

the beginning of the Foundation through 1973, and when we haye a variety of foun-

dations with-educational interests, we have used the following models: /e

A., General Themes of Activity, Related to 0hangineXCcial Conditions and

Changing Social Needs. This is a relatively descriptiVe and even sub-

jective model.

B. Categories of appropriations or projects, with amounts of money...trans-

rated into constant dollars so as to facilitate study through time.

This enables us to deal statistically with all of the appropriations,

so as to trace a variety of relationships among Foundation activities.

L.C. Programs and Projects aimed explicitly at educational change and improve-

ment.

eforol.

D. Development of Personnel, through fellowshipsOraining programs.

This is,widely used.

19



2 -2.

E..-Interaction of Founelation activity with Federal Goverlament Support of

Research and Inncvation. This is a rather recent development, mainly

since 1955.

e-

F. Administrationiof Programs, Grants, and Projects. Foundations take

various amounts of direct responsibility for the programs and projects

they support.

A.. GENERAL THEMES OF FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY

Major emphases of foundation activity and interest are related to social condi-

tions and needs of American society. If a historian of American education was to

undertake the project of detcribing the major educational movements and programs

of the 20th century, he would probably produce a list pretty much like the follow-

ing list of major.foundation emphases.

1. Aiding the Backward South: :1900-1940. Although the South is not now espec-

ially backward\in technology or low in material standard of living, it was clearly

the p-Poblem area of the country in 1900. Consequently it would be expected that

foundations would turn much of their attention to the South, aiming to help raise

the material standard of living, thrlugh education, health service, improved

agricultural and industrial technology. The General Education Board, with Rock-

efeller support, made this a major goal for the first 3 decades of the century,

picking up programs started by smaller foundations. This emphasis is seen in

Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 'Other foundations came into the field. such as the Woodruff

Foundation (based on Coca-Cola) and the Duke Endowment.

Of the $161.7 million in Rockefeller Foundation grants for the South,

$107 million were given before 1940. Since 1930 the relative proportion of founda-
.

tionsfunds going into the South has decreased, though it still probably receives

more aid per capita than any other regibn of the country.
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"A.,;Itible
2.1

pRANTS BY REGION- -FOR THE GROUP OF FOUNMTIONS IN THE STUDY

Region

In USA

National

Northeast

South

N. Central & Midwest

Southwest

--.West

Foreign--Outside the USA

International--Including the USA

Total

$millions (1967 dollars) Percent
of Total

1,274.6

600.5

326.8

411.2

11.8

132.6

39.8

18.7,

10.2

12.8

0.3

4.1

346.4 io.8

105.2 3.3

3,209.1 loo

2- 2a

,Note: This covers the period since 1960 for all of the 9 foundations,

and from their beginning only for the Lilly and
,

Rockefeller

FoUhdations.
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, . .

2. Medica] Education and Medical Training:* 1910-1930. Following the

Flexner (1909) Report on Medial Education, the ockefeller and soon: other major

Foundations turned toward the support of m ical schools with full-time faculty

personnel, and to the training of phys lams, nurses, and public health person-

nel. Several Foundations have dev' d practically all their funds to medical edu-

cation and medical research, a d this has increa sed±nrelative volume siryce 1930.

But the 1910-30 period was 6411iC1,1 for its reorganization of the systm ofM6d1-
.

/ -

cal training, and for its establishment of a research base which hai continued '

to grow. The broad field of Health and Medical Education drew 18.5 percent of

the total grants recorded in efti.c. Study.. The year 11121Z1 was fairly typical.

Grants in Health and Medical Education that year amounted to 17.5 percent of the,

total, as seen in Table 1.6.

3. Support of Growing Private 'cone 0 -60. With the-Rocke-

feller and Carnegie gifts before 1930 to 11,111.' college'tteachers' salaries and ,

to establish a reasonably adequate pension system, the private colleges and uni-

versities became the darlings.of Foundations, large and small. For example,

the Lilly Endowment from its beginning in"1936has ma annual grants for gekeral

support to a number of private colleges in Indiana Sinc- 960 this kind of foun-

dation support seems to-have decreased, while blic-supported colleges and uni-

versities have expanded to carry increasing proportions of the student load.

4. Adaptation of Secondar,vEducai'ion to Mass Enrollment: 1930-42;_ 1967--.

The Depression Decade of the 1930s forced many teen-agers to attend high school

and to stay through high school. ,Secondary education had to take on new fkinc-

tions for youth, beyond the college - preparatory' one. Also, the political

trends of the 1930s placed an emphasis on civic education, and education for

democracy 41lich required curriculuna development in relationto these objectives.

The teaching profession needed hew patterns, of training. The General Education

Board and the Carnegie Corporation gave modett but strategic support to national,

23



2-4.

regional and state educational organizations for experimentation and the devel6p-

ment of teaching materials. t The period since 1967 has once more called for

emphasis on programs of secondary and community college education, aimed at

servlAg the large numbers of youth who cannot get into the labor force during

the econOMic recession of the 1970 decade.

.

5. eral Education in the College: 1925-47: As higher proportions df

youth ente college, many of them to attend for two rather than four years,

the ''general.education movement" was born, mainly in the midwest and the west

coast areas. The General Education Board and the Carnegie dorporatidh made

grants to selected colleges and universities for experiments with general liberal

,

education, a5 distinguished from college education aimed to train the student '*

ks,

for an occupatiom, .This Culminated in the Re4rt' of the Harvard University

faculty committee on General Education in a Free Society (1947), and with the :1

move of many state universities to establish 2-3ear General Colleges, frOm which'

students could either graduate with a "general education" or goon to major in ,

a college department.

6. Conservative Reaction and Stress on'the Basics: 0-60. The general,

conservative post-war social trends were seen in the field Of secondaw, and
,

higher education by movements to htablish and maintain academic *standards for

high school and college programs, in the face of a rapidly growing youth popu-

.

lation, with growing proportlons completing Secondary school and entering college.

The major studies organized by James B. Conan-Cana supported by Carnegie Corpov-

ation had n far-reaching Affect, while the teachertraining institutions were

challenged by Conant's Study of Teacher Education to work out new and practi-

,

cal programs. The entry of the Ford FOundation into the educational field

brought a great'deal'of added money to support experimentation and innovation,'

as well as'some elements of controversy.
.

24
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7. The New Frontier, War on Poverty: 196Q -6'T. The coming of John F1 Ken-
.

nedy into the American Presidency stimulated a generaL'resurgence oftriform

and innovation in many areas of life; with emphasis on attacking poverty, race.,,'

prejudice, and the notable disadvantages of some minority groups. Several-6f

the Foundations joined, though their appropriations were dwarfed by the pries

provided by the federal government. This movement is illustrated by Table 2.3,

which shows the change through time of grants for educational assistance to

blacks. The Ford, Rockefeller,_Danf6ith, and Carnegie grants all were stepped

un in thin area during the 1960-1970 period. This was also a,period of greater

attention t t the development of universities in the under-developed parts of the

world.

25



Table2.3

e

GRAN4iS'fOR EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO BLACKS

2-5a

Higher Education $Million (1967 dollars)

Forte ,Rockefeller

1910-191,* 0.5

l,9'20-29 .e 56.4

1930 -39

1940-49

1950-5y

1955-59

196o-64

1965-69

1970-

8.1'

21.9

1.2

1.3

I.. b.

14.1 14.0

23.o 0.6

Total 38.3

193o-39

194o.-.49

1950-54

]95-59

3 9643,64

1q65-69

1970-

I Total

'Danforth,, Carnegie Kellogg

1.2

1.7

9.5

1.7

2.6

8.1

4.5

1.0

14.4

.
0.4

2.4

2.9

dt9

16.5

0.4

0.r

0.5

. 9(1

.0.9

1.0

5.14

.:

Note: Grants far black Cdtieges and-black'studenti were made b'efb-re the-years

indicated by Danforth, Carnegie,, and Kellogg Foundations, but have, not

.
been. tabulated in tills Study. ,

. .

....--

4:

.20
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8; NeedS.of Minority Groups; 1960-74. A part War on Poverty, car-

ried on by President Lyndon JOhnson, was the elicit programs to help Blacks, Span-

ish-origin, and American Indian people to secure their civil rights and to get more.

and better education. In the educational field this took the form of programs

for equal opportunity and for compensatory education. Several Foundations made

strategic grants to support research, innovation, and training of minority per-

sonnel in the field of education.
A

9. Radical ,Reform in Elementary-0nd Secondary. Schools: 1965-74. The rela-

tively conservative educational programs of the late 1950s gave way to a revival
11

of the progressive education movement oPfhe 1925.'40 period, with emphasis on

"open classroom," "frieeschools," "alternative" schools. Mordant criticism

of public schools became popular. Several foundati6ns moved into this'; ield with

a degree of caution, and generally through officially recognized educational organ-

izations. The federal government, through the Office o( EconomicsOpportunity,
1 p

instigated programs, such as the Vouches Scheme which would give parents K

, - 4

choice of school's for their children, with government financial support. At

the samettime, the federal governmen laced more and'more emphasis on partici-

pation of\el.ikadvantaged groups in decision ing on local school matters. A

broad movementfor "decentralization" of administrative control and for "local

community control" of the schools was fostered by certain foundations and by

certain government agencies, In general, however, the foundations stood by .

the educational Establishment, working to define and attack the problems which

.underliepoverty and 14w/school achievement of 'disadvantaged groups.

During this perioethre was a majoyshift .of Foundation interest and support

down from the level or higher edusetiiVinto the pre-collegiate level, -as is seen

in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. Among the nine fouridatians covered in this Study, only two- -

t

Kellogg and Danforth--maintained a very high ratio of grants at the level of higher

education to 4rants At the pre.- collegiate level.

27



Table 2.4

FOUNDATION EJCATION GRANTS, EY AGE SERVED

ISMillions, 1967 Value)

Foundation Fre-College
iate

Higher Adult &
ContimAng

Ratio

Higher/Pre-
C0,11egiate

Period
Covered

Ford 243.; 63.7 5.6 42-73

Rockefeller 60.6 1079.9 12.8 17.9 03 -72

Carnegie 21.1 98.E 0.5 4.7 2-73

Kellogg 0.7 181.-; 178.9 56-7

Danforth 6.1 164.4 0.6 27.4 5-73

Lilly 16.5 61.5 3.7 45-72

Mott 19.9 11.3 7.6 0.6 70-72

Grant 4.3 15.6 1.9 3.6 37-72
4

.Sage 1.8 6.? 0.2 3.7 07-73

Total 373.9 2982.2 106.2 8.0 07-73

I e

28
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10. Cultural Pluralism: 1966-74. About 1966 there emerged a strong move-

ownt among blacks for what some called separatism and others called pluralism.

It-was clear, by this time, that racial integration in the public schools of the

big cities could not become a fact without a long drawn-out process of residential

integration, upward mobility of blacks, and cooperation of suburbs with central

cities. Meanwhile, blacks werd/becom:ing politiCally powerful in the major cities,

and in certain southern states.

Other minority groups, notably the Chicano and Puerto Rican groups and some

American'Indians became more separatist or pluralist in their policies. This

resulted in moves for minority-oriented.ccillege-studies, and for stress .in the

school curriculum on minority-group history and culture.

Finally European ethnic:groups became more-self -cons ious'and put"PressUi4":.

on the educational system to work for pluralism rather than close 'integration of the

many ethnic strains in the population.

The foundations with an interest in education have moved very uncertainly

-ZN-14

W-this area, recognizing its importance, but not ;ready to adopt clearly *fined

policies.

11. Pre-School Education and Socialization: 1970---. The general view

of the major government-supported programs of compensatory education (Head Start,

Upward Bound, etc.) was pessimistic, by the close of the decade of the 1960s.

Several foundations supported careful analytic and experimental studies aimed

at improving compensatory education. But others moved their attention to the

earliest years of childhood as perhaps the crucialltrears for successful cognitive

and -e-Rit4onal development. The Grant Foundation continued a tong-term interest

in this area. -Ford went into it. . And the Carnegie Corporation in 1972 set up the

_Carnegie Council on Children to explOre and develop foundation policy on the develop-

ment:of "from conception to about age nine."

30
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12. Expansion and Re-Orientation of Post-Secondary Education: 1968- -

As the period ofcrude expansion of collegeenzornments, fueled by the baby

boom,of 1947-60, came to a loWaround 1970, it dawned on the rank-and-file as

well as the leaders in high education that a crisis was at hand. College

0
graduates were unemployed, faith in the reliability of the college credential

was attacked by researchers, -and private and public-supported colleges and uni-

versities were in financial straits. The Carnegie Corporation had anticipated

some of this in their creation and six million 'dollar support of the Carnegie

Commission on Higher'Education over the period from 1967 to 1973.

By 1972 it was_clear that a major re-orientation of higher education was

under Jay; 'The. principal thrust was toward a conception of post-secondary educa-

tion with seVeral'valid.aspects,orbranches. Continuing'10ucatinn or adult educa

tion was-broughX:into closer relation to some universities. The University Without

Walls movement grew up. Education as A lifS-71ong. t process-WAS being'Utge6

_The...Carnegie Corporation tirranced'a Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher

Educati8L Professional oxgani orPhysicians hptiomet stsvpharma0.sialart,
. , , . , -414'4>

lawyers,-nurses--organized prograMs for continuing professional education as a

. , _ ,
.,

'. .

criterion foi'ttiewai-of-licen's4s,:

k.,

A strong governmentsunit on Pos Secondary Education has brought federal gov-'

.

ernment suppbrt into exReriimeatation and ev4luation in this. area; but it seems

likely that the foundations with a major interest in higher education will con-
.,

tinue to work in thiseal9W.

B. 'CATEGORIES OF APPROPRIATIONSORIPAJECTS

It is obviously useful and important.to know what purposes are served and

what instrumen ittes re used and what sub - 'areas in the broad field of educa-

tion are selected as )arget areas by the foundations. This has been attempted

au_
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by the staff of the Foundation Center in New York, which publishes annually a

set of tables on giants made in a given year, in the areas of: Education, Health,

Humanities, International Activities, Religion, Science and Technology, and Wel-

fare. No single grant is counted more than once in those Thegrants

categorized as Education amountel4 36 percent of total grants in the 1973

report, presumably referring to 1972 grants. However, Education occurs as a

sub-category in the reports on Health, International Activities, and Religion.

! In Table 1.6 we have reproduced the Education,Category of the Foundation Grants

Index and supplemented this with the amounts for Education in those other three

areas.

There are ,16 categories in all,-representing 2,547 grants totalling $341

million, or 48'percent of the total amount given by foundations in that year.

This Table instigates several basic conclusions as well as a number of perplex-

ing questions. For instance,,,the,fourlargest categoric are: Endowment, Medical

Education, Higher Education, and Buildings and Equipment, totalling $230 million,

or 6A percent of the grand total of monies granted in the field of educatiA 4.1t

is likely that nearly all6f.fhis Mtney went to univeriities and colleges; lknd

thus could be placed in the broad category of Higher Education. But this is suet',

abroad term that it must include a variety of programs which will impinge on

elementary 'and secondary education, and it may also involve some educational

research. The staff of the Foundation Center are not well satisfied. with these

.

categories, and are working on what they hope will be a more useful system.

Procedure Used in This Study,

In the hope of throwing more light on the nature of foundation activities,'

Ne decided to work out a more dtgiled spt of categories for the 1) foundations

4.,

whichich we studied.rintenaively.--ih -is .work had - -the- following principal character-

istics:
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I1. Grants were recorded by year, or by clusters of a few contiguous years.

2 Grants were translated into dollars of constant (1967) purchasing
power. 'Thud the development of foundation activity through time could be more

__-
accurately reported.

3. Regions served by the grants were indicated--domevic and foreign.

,4. Grants aimed at the making of educational policy were identified.

5. Grants aimed at various sub-areas of higher education were identified
(e.g., graduate education, medical education, teacher education).

Thirty-twa possible descriptive categories were defined, and codes deviled

which require 47 columns of a standard punch'card. These are reported in Appendix 1.

Most of the results of this form of analysis are repored in the Chapter which

deals with the 9 foundations. A major advantage of this scheme of'analysis is

the possibility of cross-tabulations showing the relations among foundat,ion

activities. For example, it is possible to produce a table showing how money

spent for fellowships was related to minority groups (especially blacki) and to

regions (South, national scene, international activities).
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C. PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS AIMED EXPLICITLY AT EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AND
IMPROVEMENT

A foundation either implicitly or explicitly makes a distindtion between
'support of

basic support of the status quo or change and improvement. The foundation may

opt for both alternatives--some support of the status suo and some support of

innovation and improvement. The basic support of education it pretty much limited

to higher education and to private colleges and universities. There has been no

general program of support to private secondary and elementary schools unless they

were innovative or experimental.

The vast Ford Foundation grants to colleges and universities in the 1950s

represented basic support of the status quo except in a few outstanding instances.

The grants by the General Education Board for teachersl salaries and for general

support of private colleges in the 1918-30 period is another example. The Lilly

Foundation support of private colleges in Indiana is an example. In all these

cases theie was some selectivity in terms of quality and need of the institution.

But the money Kas granted foribasic support rather than. for i6nevatioh.

Wherever a foundation has a professional staff directed to making and

applying policy, there is sure to be a drive to turn money into improvement.

The major interest of the officers is in this area. Some of the outstanding

cases are;,.

Improvement of Negro schools and colleges in the South. General Education

Board: 1905 on.

Development of public-supported high schools in the South. General-Education

Board: 1905-25.

Reform of Medical Education idkAmerlca. General Education Board. 19131:30.

Creation and Support of the Lincoln School. General Education Board. 1917-30.

The Eight-Year Study of the Relation of School and College. General Edu-

; cation Board. 1933 -41. NN,

3 4

4
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The Commission on Teacher Education. General Education Board. 1937-1942.

The Program on Equal Opportunity. Rockefeller Foundation. 1963- -

The University Development Program in Underdeveloped Countries. Rockefeller

Foundation\ 1963--

The Atlanta Area Higher.Education Program. General Education Board and

the Woodruff Foundation. 1930-601,,/

The Carnegie Commission on Milker Education. Carnegie Corporation, 1967- -

The Community School Movement. Mott Foundation. 1940- -

Character Education Studies. Lilly Endowment. 1945- -

Child Study and Grant Foundation. 1945-60.

Comprehensive School Improvement Program. Ford Foundation. 1961-70.

Teacher Education Program. Fund for the Advancement of Education. 1?52-60.

National Assessment of;Ed rational Programs. Fund for the Advanc'emet

of Education; -68.

The Community College Movement. Kellogg, 1960- -

Continuing Education. Kellogg, 1950--

.%
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AND 4.

D. DEVELOPING PERSONNEL,,THROUGH FELLOWSHIPSA TRAINING

PROGRAMS

David Stevens,

One of the Vice-President& of the General Education Board commenting on

14-ogram policy in a group which included this writer, characterized the Foundation's

1N6avy investment in fellowships as a policy of "betting on all of the reasonably'

good horses in the races. Most of them are bound to win if they `stay in the game."

The Rockefelle foundations have placed $163 million of their $11b0 million grants

in the field of education in the category of Fellowships and Scholarships. This

does not include a good many millions in training institutes for teachers and ad-

ministrators.

This kind of support is rewarding in many ways. It is,an investment in the

future of the most competent and ing youngpeople. It is a sure way of im-

proving the quality of an institut r a program. .It gives the foundation

officer the reward of doing'something tangible for people who appreciate it, and

it giVes the foundation an investment in the future careers of people who are

04.
sure tote "winners" in the course of life. (See Table 2.6)

Some foundations find it convenient to glve money for fellowships and scholar-
.

ships to agencies or-organizations which' in turn select the recipients. These

,

agencies do a competen't job of administration of fellowship funds. BA the Rock-

4
efeller foundations and the Ford and Carnegie foundations have also burit their

own staff and located them around the world where they cadipersonally discover and

observe and advise individuals who receive the fellowships and travel grants.

36
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,t10,01e 2.6

'FOUNDATION GRANTS FOR PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT RELATIVE TO

Category. -

EDUCATION
$ million (1967 dollars)

Internships. $13.0

Fellowships 220.9

Training Institutes 60.8

fl

$294.7 = 10 pertent of a total of -

$2,963.3 million

Note: This does not include the Danforth or Kellogg Foundation, both

of which have large Fellowship programs. It covers the period

since thell beginning for the ether 7 foundations, except for

the Carnegie, where it starts with 1962, and thelott, where

it starts with1970.

37
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E. INTERACTION OF FOUNDATION ACTIVITY' WITH FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Until about 1960 therg'was very, little federal government interest in the

development Aod Improvement of education. The U.S. Office of Education served

mainly to collect and publish statistics. There was federal government support's

of vocational education and ofagricultural,effd'home ect?nomics'edooptien as
P

well as basic support of land=grant universitieS. there was Iittle or''nb

interaction between foundation programs and federal governmentactivitied.

With the passage of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the U.S.

A

Office of Education.came into an innovative, and supportive role for some programs.of

higher education and secondary education. Then, shortly after 1960, the U.S.Office

of Education was provided with funds for the support of educational research.

'this program developed in a modest way until the passage of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965, which put the federal government squarely in the

business of promoting educational innovation.

Vey soon after 1965, the federal goverr nt-was supplying' much more money

for educational research and development than were either lociaI anCstate education,

al agencies or ptivate foundations. The foundations, then were in a position to

adapt their activities to what the federal government was doing, or was likely

to do.

Federal goyernment policy with respect ,to educational innovation and.improve-

m

,went is being worked out, since 1965, with a good deal of uncertainty. However,
\ \

the creation of the National Institute on Education in 1972 is a landmark. The
A , .

NIE will probably have. more money to spend on educational research and development;

than all the foundations put together. But the foundations appear to have the

initiative at this writing, and the educational profession seems to expect the

foundations tp continue to be a center .for support of policy - making and research

in education.

Chapter aulli report on the perceptions that lea4eFs in the field of

,

a



educational research and development have Of foundation 'and of government

agencies operating in this field. 4144

F. The Administration of Programs, Grants, and Proiect

-

_Foundations var a great deal in their manner of dispensing funds.: Some

4
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keep'their own machin ry to a minimum while others maximize their participation

in the activities which they finance.

There are three fat -ly clear-cut styles.

1. 'Minimal staff, concerned solely with making grants.

In this style, the Foundation staff is kept to the minimum necessary to dis-

cuss and determine mmters of policy, to make decisions on specific requests for

support for projects and programs. Beside the Officers who make decisions on grants

there is a treasurer and a secretary and office staff. Examples are: Lilly Endow-

ment and Grantjoundition. This type of administration often makes use of con-

sultants wha are pgid for evaluating specific requests, but do not take part in

the decision concerning th'e grant.

2. The staff.of the foundation carries on a great deal of the work supported by

`the foundation. In effect,-this is an operating foundation. An example is,

the Russell Sage Foundation, which maintains a number of "staff scientists" who

have office space, full selary,'and money for, research expenses. They'are expected

to spend full time on research bpd writing, mast of it, related to Foundation -pro-

. gram, but some of it may be more individually personalin content. They are

appointed for about 3 years at a time, and appointment may be renewed. Inrecent

' years, about 30 percent of Sage Foundation expenditures have gone to support of

residential research Staff. There are also a number of VisitingScholars who

work in the Foundation office for a year at a time, and then return to their

regular jobs. There are also extramural grants, which are awarded by the officers

and Trustees, with a good deal of advicp from.the research staff.

Several foundations carry on in-house programs administered by the,regular

staff, but such programs constitute a relatively small part of the annual outlay.

An example £s the Clrnegie Corporation program on Child Development headed by

Professor Kenneth Keniston of Yale University. In, this case, the program

directed by Professor Keniston who remains at Yale, but is finented fully by the

foundation; pith all administrative details handled in the foundation office. Thus .

Professor Keniston combines the roles of a fUll-time staff officer, ihd a university

faculty member seeking assistance, from the foundation. It may be assumed that the

YoUndation staff made a decision to support work in the area of child development,
,

\ yM
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anA/wa'nted the bestsperson they could get to advise them. PreaUmably they

invited_Kqniston to organize a Council and to explore the field, to make recom-

mendations for research support by the FOundation,-and also to make recommendat ons

concerning'educational policy concerning children.

2-16

Carnegie Corporation and the Ford Foundation have operate& in this fashion
o

on several occasions'.

Another example of this style of work is alellowship program in which the

foundation receives applications. and awards fellowships to individuals; keeping in

diredt contact with the individual fellows. FelloWs are often recruitedby the

foundation staff. An example id' the Administration Internship Program in Public

Education, maintained by the Rockefeller Foundation..

3. The)Osff of the foundation -do6s some of the detail work of designing a proj-

ect or.a proposal, i'ut eventually .the..foundation makes 'a grant to an outside agency

for, the administration OfIthe project. This puts much.reaKnsibility on the ioun-

dation staff, but places the-detaila of administration,handling the money, etc.,-.

in the hands of a grantee agency.

Sta into
.

The. ntee agency may. come, into tIlxistence-previoualy as an agent of, the

v.

oun
,

.

tdation: and then later may f..indother sourCes ,of
.

income, thus becoming inde-

'pendent of the foundation. Such agencies are found especially in Washington, O.C.,

and also in the South. They are useful to thejoundations and also to the society

das orginizations initiated by 'foundation action but deserving and eventually

obtaining'long-term support by the society.

This in-between category has advantages and disadvantages. It permits the

foundation 65-he closely ,involved with a project that has the appearance of being

independent Of the fOdndation. If the project operates in a politically contro-

Versial area; the `foundation may .be accused of trying -to, use its influence secretly'

and unfairly.

On the other hand, a project may gain a great deal from the knowledge and

ship of foundation officers by using them on committees and commissions.

ample, the General Education Board made a grant to the Progressive Education

ssociation in the 1930s to support the work of its Commission on Curriculum.- This

Commission produced a-series of influential,books on general education at the

secondary school level, with such titles as Science in General Education, Mathematics

-40
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4.4

in General Education, Literature in General Education. The Curriculum Commis-
.

sion took full responsibility for the project, but invited certain foundation

staff members to sefve as working members of the committees who produced these

books. This was not stipulated in the terms of the grant. It was a "natural"

outcome of the close understanding between certain foundation staff members and

the leaders of.the PEA Commission. One GEB staff member iatually.i.served as

chairman of the committee that produced the books ience in General Education.

Recipients of foundation grants generally favor a considerable degree,

ofparticipation by foundation officers in their prOgrams, according to responses
Trwe have obtained in a questionnaire study of such people. They say that founda-

tion officers help them a great deal in their projects, And that a good give-and--

tak* relationship develops.
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III. FOUNDATIONS COMPARED WITH GOVERNMENT IN SUPPORT

OF EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION AND EXPERIMENTATION

111
At the present time the Foundations and the federal government are the two

principal sources of support for educational innovation and exiterimenta4on: The

federal government has come into this field only since about 1960. The National

pDefense Education Act of 1958.supplied funds for training counselors, -teachers of''

certain foreign languages, and for other activities that would presumably' mikke the

educational system
a
more effective agent of national defense. This source of funds

was supplemented in the late 1950s by a program of research grants administered' by'

the U.S. Office of Education. These grants were increased in skze during the early

1960s, and were multiplied by the Elementary and'Secondary Education Act of 1965,

which supplied funds for Research and Developrt Centets as well as'for grants

to individual researchers. The research and development program--of the USOE

expanded farther, and eventually was-transferredjto a major extent, into the

National Institute of Education in 1973.

The research budget of the U.S. Office of Education in. 1970 was -$13% million,

comparecrwith $281r;illionjor educatio'n from private foundations. However; it

should be remembered .that a considerable fraction of the foundation.support'was

for general support o endowment of educational enterprises, while the research

, anddevelopment budget of the USOE/wasindependent oflunds appropriated by the '

government for basic support of public and private educational systems. There

were.and are other sources of government funds for.educational'research
.

and dev-
_

alopmenf. The Office,of Naval Research at one time supported some useful research

on-education, and the-Office of Defense has made grants of this sort. 'The National

Inatituteof Mental He'alth and the National Institute of Child Health and'Human

Development have supported research in the educational field. Recently the.Nit-
,

lonal'Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities have

'entered this field. When their,funds for research and development in ti,field

.of education are added to those of the U.S. Office of Education, the total is
;
approximately $225 million for 1970.
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Looking at foundation support for educational activity, we see that it

expanded greatly after 1950. This was partly due to the entry of the,gigantic

Ford Foundation into the field, and partly to the increase in=-the number of

foundations, noted in Chapter 1.
o

Still, the bulk Of foundation financing was for general support of the educa-

tional enterprise, in contrast to suppOrt of innovation, experimentation, and

training of personnel for these functions.

At the present time, it may be estimated that the federal government is pay-

ing about 70 percent of the cost of innovation, experimentation and training of

people for this kind of work, the foundations are pdying about 21 percent of the

cost; and school systems, colleges, and universities,are paying 9 percent of the

cost, either directly through research-budgets, or indirectly through paying for

a fraction of the time of faculty members who are expected to devote that fraction

to research and writing.

To a considerable extent then, the private ,foundations and'the federal govern-

ment are working in the same field. It was to makasome cr4tical comparison of

boundatiOn procedure and federal governmehture that a brief questionnaire

was sent to a number of leading educational researchers.

The questionnaire is reproduced?in Appendix 3 . It was open-ended, and

encouraged as full a response as was considered useful by the respondent. A

number of people responded at Length, on separate sheets of paper. In general,

there weretwo topics to which their attention was directed.

1. Comparison 6: experience in securing support for research and-develop-

meqt projects from private foundations and from federal government Agencies.

Preference for doing business.with the one .or the other type of agency. t
2. Means by which the fundin: agency ecidea to support or not to support

a proposed:project. Specifically, the eral use by federal government

agentiei of a committee or council of the grantee's peers to_determine'which

prOjectashouldbe supported.

43
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Respondents to the QuestionnalKe

The senior author sent out a letter to 58 men and women whom he knew to be

researchers or directors of research in the field of education. A few were

primarily administrators, who dealt with funding agencies on behalf of research-
.

..ers as well as possibly for their own projects. Most of the 58 people were person-

ally known to the author, though he did not. make a personal appeal to them.

lie told them that he would be able to identify their responses through a num-

ber on their protocol, but that nobody eliewould know this, and he would not

quote anyone by name without their explicit permission. There were 42 responses,

or 72 percent of the total group. Four of them asked to be excused, because

of relatively limited contact with funding agencies in the field of education.

Of the remaining 38, all mentioned one or more foundations, and 31 ranked founda-

tions in response to the question, "On the basis of your experience and knowledge

of Foundation activity in the broad field of education, would you name three

Foundations which you think have performed most usefully and efficiently since

1950. We are not'thinking here of quantity of money granted,rthough that -

may well figure in your judgment. Rather, of the competence of Foundation staff,

the efficiency of their operation, the Quality of their policy- making, the

success of the projects and programs they supported. Please rank the Founda-

tions, and add one or two if you cannot easily limit yourself to a list of -

three." No names of foundations were suggested. The 38 persons who named

foundations, and the 31 who ranked them, named 21 foundations a total of 90

"times. The foundations were named in order of frequency:

Carnegie 27 times

Ford 18 times

Spencer 12 times

Kellogg 6 times

Sage 5 times

. y -

Of the others, two were named 3 times, two were named Dice, and 12 were

named once.

The nine foundations we chose for intensive study were named 66 times, or

73 'percent of the total mentions, while the 15 others got 24, or 27 percent of

the total mentions.'. While all of rhe more frequently-mentioned foundations'

got at least one first,-one second, and one third rank mentions,, the Carnegie

CorporatiOn came out clearly as the popularity winner, with 18 first-ranked

mentions:
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Respondent Chaiatteristics. The writer looked at the list of respondents

carefully, to note whether their interests in the field of education might'pre-

dispose them to favor one or another foundation. For example, the recent atten-

tion pf the Carnegie Corporation to issues and problems of higher education

might lead people working in higher education to think first of Carnegie.

But the list of 38 respondents hows only five with a clear-cut major interest
.. .

in higher education. Table 1 shows the distribution of major fields of

interest of the 38 respondents who named foundations. Several of them were

counted twice, because they had strong interests in two of the fields listed.

The 38 respondents all had a substantial experience with research and dev-

elopment grants. Thirty three(33) had received government grants and 35 had

reteivedioundation grants. Four had not received foundation grants since

1960, and two had not received government grants since 1960._ Thetotal number

of grants received since 1960 by these people are shown in Table 2, and also the
received

total amounts of money received by them. The 31 who had
. A

foundation grants

had a median support of $500,000, whil the 31 who had received'.government

grants had a median support of $600,000.

Comparison or the Foundations with Federal Government Practices and Policy

A:crude comparison of the two agencies for educational innovation and

improvement is reported in Table 2. The procedure was as follows:

The writer read the questionnaire responses,paying special attention to

the responses which compared foundation with government agency practices and

:polity. He rated each response as favorable,. mixed or neutral, or negative

or unfavorable tor the'foundatiOn, or to the government agency. 'This'mehnt

rating tesponses of the 35 questionnaires which 'made evaluative comments.

Same respondents gave responses concerned mainly with foundation or with

go4erpment procedures4 while others gave,reeponses which dealt rith both ,

agencies together. Consequently, as,Table 2 shows, there were 59 separable

responses from the 35 respohdenta. The majority were clearly favorable to the

foundations, as compared with the government. The negative reports concern-
,

ing government ptocedurea dealt mainly with the following matters:.
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Table 1

FIELDS OF INTEREST OF THE RESPONDENTS

3 -5.

Psychology of EdUcation

Sociology of Education 8

Research and Testing 5

Higher and Adult 5

Elementary and Secondary 4

Administration 4 Oa

Curiiculum 4

4Teacher Edudation,
COmparative and

3

4t.

History of Education 2

re-
411,

Total. 45

I..

r
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Table a, ATTITUDES OF GRANTEES TOWARD GOVERNMENT AND

FOUNDATION PROCEDURES

Foundation Procedure Government Procedure Peer Review
(Government Method)

Favorable 22 5 13

Mixed or Neutral 4 14 6

Negative 1 3 9

Note: These represent comments made in response to one or more questions
on the Questionnaire. Thirty-five persons made the statements which
were evaluated in this Table.

Experience of Grantees with Foundations since 1960

Number of Respondents Receiving Grants Amount of Money iadrants

From Amount (thousands) Foundation Govt.
Under $100 7 2

$100499 2 2

200 -299
2
3

4

500-799 0 6'
/-

800-999 2

1000-1999 6 3

2000-2999 2 2

3000-4999 1 2

5000-5999 1

6000-7999 0 3

$10-15 million 1 2

165 No. of Grantees 31 31

No. of Foundation Govt. Agency
Grants
Received

1 5 1

2 10 6

3 2 6

4 '2 4

5 - 7 2

6 1 2

7 1 1

8 or 9 0 5

10 or more 3 5

Total No.
of Grants 131

Received

31 32

ti ssr
Median Amount $500,000 $600,000

so+
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The government procedures were plagued by much red tape, froi the time of

writitg the research proposal to the time of conducting the project and onto

the time of making a final report on the project. Quarterly reports were

required. Most government grants were made fora year at a time, and the

grantee had no assurance of continued support beyond the first year, thdugh

his project might be clearly planned for a period of several years. (This

was not true of grants from'the,National Institutes at Bethesda, where a proj-

ect requiring several,yearcould be supported with assurance that .the support

wogld continue as long as the Congress appropriated thenecessary money.)

In contrast, the foundation procedure was seen as relatively informal and

stripped of unnecessary paper work, both in the application for support stage

ancrin the actual project stage. Extrethely important was the flexibility of

foundation grants in terms of duration, from short to long, with provision

for change during the project.

With respect to quality of staff personnel, the large foundations were

generally favored, partly because the foundation staff were generally seen as

wise and experienced, and.able to give useful advice. Moreover, the rapid

turnover of personnel in government service was mentioned. On the other hand,

there were several negative comments on foundation personnel, some of whom

were seen as prejudiced and inclined to forcetheir own preferences om appli-

cants.

Some of the comments are quoted in the following pages, in categories
4 ^ A

identified-by tht writer as favorable, mixed or neutral, and negative.

Comments and criticisms, of federal goverhment procedures and policies in

funding educational research and development activities are directed toward

a number of diverse targets. The majority, of comments had to do with. the

U.S. Office of,Education research and development programs of the 1960s and

early 1970s. iut there were other respondents who referred. to one or wore

of a number of other governmeat agencieS. The various goverhment'agencies

a're:
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The Research institutes:

NatiOnal Institute of Mental Health

National Institute of Child Health and HumAn Development

National Institute of Education (since 1973)

Granting Agencies:

United States Office of Education

NationAl Science Foundation

National Endowment for the Humanities (since 1970)

These various agencies have various procedures for"the selection of research

projects to support, and for the administration of research and development funds.

In general, these procedures have moved away from a laissez-faire policy of

support for individual projects and toward support of projects'

k.
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which fall_into areas the government agencies have defined as desirable and

deserving priority.

The continuation of government support of educational research and develop-

ment depends on the Congress, and congressmen must be convinced of the value of,

this kind of activity. -Perhaps congressmen are less likely to support a research

development, program of a pioneer and innovative kind than are foundation trustees.

These considerations shdUld be kept in mind when reading. the following.

Favorable to Foundations

We would prefer the,foundations because of our experiences with govern-,

ment agencies. The'latter have demonstrated a great-deal of difficulty in

making decisions, in heavy staff-turnover, working inside constraints of

legislative mandates, ete:

1. Foundations more personal in specific concerns and interest.

2. Foundations more open in policies and' procedures.

3. Foundations more apt to give long term funding.

4. Founditions more inclined to permit researcher to 'sown" product, etc.

5. Federal provides mon supervision & direct on site review.

The best staff members of the best foundations, private foundations that is,

are selfless people who help other people get'their work done, who go out on

the road to look for projects, who help projects become better by criticism.

Sometimes people of aimilar quality work for agencies like the educational

branches of the National Endowment for the Humanities. But on the whole,

their tenure is not as long and the controls under which they work are

tighter than is the case with the private foundations.

OE.

L.

My experience with private foundations is one. of relative informality,

and direct conversatiorf regarding purposes, criteria and evaluations of

proposals. With government agencies the relationship has been formal and

with less direct discussion of the essential features of the proposal.

1
Federal gov't.agencies are OK for generally recognized problems and

apprdaches but not for'new approaches. The, peer review is not very imagine- .

tive, is likely to reflect arbitrary biases, favor certain disciplines, and

make. much of the morte or less arbitrary distinction between basic vs applied

research. A very. imaginative proposal or one that wuld require some changes

go
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basic thinking would not get very far in the peer review. Defensive,re-

iohs would beset up. A foundation that has no special axe to'vind

but recognizes a given problem as important is more likely to be interested'

in the best approach that can be found.

I would prefer doing business with a foundation that has a genuine inter-

est in a problem and is looking for the best approach to solving it they

can find. They tend not to be restricted toone or two 'disciplines, are

not hung-up by the "basic research vs appli0 research" controversy. They

are interested in gettihg something done. I also found that foundations 'In

general require much less paper work.

I have found that foundations can be quite specific about their areas

of interest and when one has an idea 'within one of those areas the approach

is easy, dignified, and proMpt. .Federal agencies appear to; haveless fdcus,

often seem to be more interested in many proposals than in the Merits of,a

few, and at times their decisions are quite bewildering.

In general, dealing with private foundations far more satisfactory:

officers more open-minded to suggestions and freer to make decisions.

410eral. agencies tend to require tailoring to their current polidies (which

change continually) and convincing of numerous officials who sometimes

seem to be fighting for.positions. With foundation officers I have usually

felt more at ease, that I was working with people free to use their own

best judgment and not requiring to be "handled with care." With most

government officials I have also felt it was "safe" to talk unrestrainedly,

but sometimes it has seemed prudent to consider what it might not be "wise"

to .say.

1
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Better.experience with foundations--the-interactions.are more

colleague-like; we talklabout the substantive problerd rather than
,

focus on the managerial and institutional aspects of whatis propos

Ow. omm.

My experience has favored foundations as asource of reset h support.

This may be biased; in my case, because my research a s not hay ominent

policy or practice implicationsr and the foundat hay re toleration

for research which has, as its aim, the gaining of increased understanding

and the enlargement of perspective.

Much better experience-with foundation officers, included a simpler

application process, less paperwork by far, a more informal communica-

tion and review system, quicker response and notificatiOno-more reason-

able accounting and reporting procedures, and an Absence of the most

annoying features of governmental bureaucratization. Had I dealt with

the largest foundations, however, I might- hgve experienced.. less of a.

positive difference in the foundations',' favor.

Rtlitions witH foundation officers have been more satisfying, primar-

ily because I, was:able to establish a continuing relationship, usually

with someone who was interested in the work. Of course, -on several
,

occasions I took on projects at the request of the foundations, snd

so they were especially interested In the results.' Quite apart from

this last, however, the relationship with federal officials quickly

deteriorated to the level of a person in some perfunctory role who

simply was, interested in quarterly reports and annual reports being

in on time. I:have never had any feedback from a government officiaras

to whether or riot there was satisfaCtion with.the work done. Sy con-
,

trast, I have files of letters from foundation officials expressing

such atisfactioni.
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First, in regard to the federal government, I am very much concerned

with both present infIexibility.and the tendency foi certain areas to

he-"hot" and others to be "cold." .I am somewhat fearful that this

situation.lac.,being compounded, somewhat,, by the presentfOtaffeffort

of the NIE to determine "in blouse" just what'will be relevant to the

interests of the NIE and,what will not. Asa consequence, the staff finally

formulates an area for which requests are desired. The RFP goes out,, and '

_

,there is a lot of 'competition for 'the money. -Consequently, I believe that

a lot of people secure grants simply becausetheARY auggests A possible

interest. The more mature schblar (not necessarily mature chronologically)

has some long-term interests in view and wishes to build accumulatively

On what he has done before. He looks in vain for an RFP and, not finding

it, must begin-to look for somewhere to probe in order to gain entry into

the granting 'machinery. Unless he knows his way around, and is'prepared to

make a few trips tie=meshingtodinfrorder to !'cultivate:' friends, his chances

of. getting egrant under such circumstattes are, I fear, very dim. Also,

itit tends to mean that any excesses connected with what is "hot" become,

unusually extreme, simply because proposals fromhother areas of interest

are,pot likely to gain-approval,The ultimate conaequence of this is, I

think, t`flat we are usually dealing with issues of a highly, practical sort

Which' have .come to our attention somewhat belatedly. (like career education)

and there 'is very little opportunity td get some .kind of head' start on the

.,problems likely to be with us a decade from now. Consequentlk, we. are ,

always ,trying to- 'patch up our past mistakes instead of lookingtoward what

- nolikr tomorrow. ,

In regard to the federal government, one,of the most frustratingipiob-

lets is the constant, change in stiff. This would not be tqe bad,if per-
.

sons who leave were replaced quickly. Consequently, one writes 41-4ersbn

who was jusethere only to discover that nobody seems equipped to handle

your request.
Imem

For a host of reasons, I haVe tended to avoid the federal government

and look tO° the private philOnthropiOloundations forthe kinds of things
4

want to do. However, there, are some very serious problems. Some years

ago, it appeared; at least, that a:single staff perabn could Work with

you, until the proposal wets prepared in'accordance with foundation require-

menta. The foundation representative; presumably, did some checking' at .
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this point with his colleagues, received the approval of a top official,

and the proposal then went to the Board. Once convinced, the foundation

executive-became your advocate. today, however, much larger
bfoundatione

staffs have a kind of narcissistic complex and seem always tnotcontem-,

plating what they exist for, Never quite able to make Up their minds

win regard to this question'and not having announced any clear policy,

they are then in a position to reject any and all requests by simply

saying, "It does not fit into ouryolicy.'r This is a kind of "I only

work here " syndrome.

ti
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Neutral or Mixed

I imagine that foundation decisions are in some ways more capri-

cious. The foundation doesn't have Congress and the GAO looking

over its shoulder. Thus, one is more at the mercy of a small group

. of deciders. But the small groUp can also be more venturesome and

more willing to gamble, on a long shot.

..
I cannot honestly say that my experience has been bad with either-

group. The government agencies have required more paper work and a stricter

adherence to budget categories and time specifications, tut both have

been helpful so far as staff is concerned. With government agencies

the changing lei ration has made continuity of planning and performance itir.

'more difficult.

-- -- - - --
Federal,gavernment -agencies are OK for generally recogniied problems

and approaches but not fan new approaches. The peer review is not very'

imaginative, is likely to reflect arbitrary biases, favor certain dis-

ciplines and make much of the more or less arbitrary distinction between

basic vs applied research. A very imaginative proposal or one that

would require some changes in basic thinking would'not get very far

in theLpeer riview., Defensive reactions would be set up. .A foundvion

that has no special axe to grind but recognizes a given problem as impor-

tent is more,Aike.ly to be interested in the best approach that can be

found.

11. - - - - -- .

finch overlap and cross -over. .14* best experience was with Carnegie

Corp. in the 'early 1960s and with N.S.F. in the 1967-73 period. N.S.F.

was.just as wise and easy to do business with as Carnegie. My worst

would be Ford Foundation, which Seems so often to be much like a blind

elephant.
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The differences are stylistic and structural--review by (most)

federal agencies /s fuller, fairer and more impersonal. Typically,

federal agencies are less willing to take risks and stuffier about their

insistence on classical academic values. Certainly, private founda-

tions seem more humane, more interested in the intention and goals of
1--kam

the research team
A
in the specific implementational or procedural

details. Of the people one sees and touches, not much difference

but, Lord, one sees a lot more of the foundation folk than one sees

of the federal folk, a fact that gives the-impression of greater

interest and enthusiasm.

In general, securing support from Federal government agencies

involves responding to areas in which they solicit proposals.. The

process is relatively impersonal depending upon outside review commit-

tees, but contact with individuals monitoring the proposal is often

helpful it insuring appropriate consideration. In-contrast, support

from private foundations is a more personal process involving' detailed

conversation and proposal preparation' with specific individuals.

At the higher echelons in both groups, I have found the officials 4

to be sensible to deal,with and talk with. It is at lower echeldhs,

at the level of specific project sonnitcki, where experience is quite varied,

Defensivgnesi, as a result of laCk of knowledge of a field, may be
9

prevalent in government people, whereas rigidly held. opinions'about

what should be done is more prevalent among foundation people.

Neither seems very good. My only really successful activity, in the

sense of a reasonable response to a proposal was from Carnegie rpora-
.

tioR in 1962. High-level foundation officers appear to be more seIts4ble

and wiser thanhi4h-levellovernment agency officials. But at the proj

.
edt officer level, foundations get people with frustrated ambitions,

which they want to impose on the research, and they tend to be worse.
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The major disadvantages of dealing with private foundations are:

1714sa

(1) their resources are likely to be smaller, and are s what more

likerrirc:ange ladically over the years. The major di ntages of

dealing with government agencies have to do with excessive bureaucratic

red tape, delays, restrictive laws (such as that dealing with 0143.approL

val of questionnaires), and somewhat unrealistic requirements with
, ss

regard to petiodic reports and prompt completion of research. efforts.,

glo imom. .
I believe I would prefer doing business with a foundation, simply

because at my present stage of development my interests seem not to fit

4)
into the conxentional rubrics for which an RFP usually is sent out. I

find it exceedingly difficult to secure money for my more "maverick"

interests, and So my hope now in almost exclusively with foundations.

The federal government seems to lack flexibility to fund anything that

cannot readily be included in some approved category. Rigidity is the

main problem with respect to government money; whim and fancy on the

part of foundation officers seem to be the central problem wift0ifounda-
_

tions.. Also, I find' that foundations have an extraordinarily difficult

time making clear-cut decisions. They drag one on and on fot months

when it would be so much better simply to-sdy "no" at the outset.

.
One really cannot treat private foundations as a single entity. ..,

In practice they range from company-dominated an4,doppr7dpminated

groups of compliant board and staff members to rigorously objective

bodies with clear-cut policies, well-disciplined boards and probing

staff members. In ay experience the foundations of the first sort

greatly outnumber the foundations of the second sort.

In terms of the caliber of its performance, the Carnegie Corpora-

tion seems to me to set a model for all other foundations, a fact wh ch

seems to be generally recognized. Certain special-purpose foundatio

(anOthet potential basis of categorization) also do an excellent Jo ;-

one thinks immediately of the Gu!nbeim Foundation in this respect.

mx. 6
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Favorable to Government

few Foundation's (almost none) support "basic" research in the

psychOlogy of school-type learning, even though that is what we

badly need to know about. In the past, and decreasinjly at

present, funding for studies of learning has been available from

federal agencies.

Foundations are inclined to evaluate giving "social impact" the highest

piiority. This aspect is not satisfactory. Government agencies are

able, sometimes, to give highest weighting to-"potential generalizability"

of findings, which is not at all the same.

- _ -

Generally, I have had much better experience with government offic-

ials than with foundation..officers. People, of course, are people

and there are all kinds in both institutions. However, there is some

sense of public accountability, or perhaps threat of exposure, ink

the federal government that simply does not obtain on the foundation

scene. Thus in one experience I have had with one large foundation,
A

they essentially.,"bought off" a group of colleges in order to pre-

yent a report which was critical of them from being published. I am

nbt saying that the government wouldn't have done the same thing,

only hey would have had a harder time changing the ground

rules than the oundation,-and we wouldhave had Congress with whom

we could have, lodgtd an ape al. In th4 instance, there *as no place

we could go except to the Foundatio and ye really didn't feel

we wouldNgt anmkhere with them.

Easier with federal government. Private,fo t ns generally

have narrower programs, less well-defined guidelineS and tend to be

more inconsistent in decision making.

IP+

Yes, the federal government. Their criteria and their guidlines

are more open to revi#w and they accept their,position'of accountability

to the public, whereaL few foundation personnel- seem to do so.
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With respect, to the review and evaluation of projects by "peers"

(other faculty members, researchers, etc. who are not regular staff members

of the funding agency), the majority was favorable, though a substantial minority

was negative, and a sizable group were neutral on this issue.

Favorable to Peer Review

My experience has been that when "peers" are carefully selected

in the first place, they perform well, and on the whole better than

foundation staff. `itt

--
I'll take my chances on peer review any time in contrast to try-

ing to satisfy the whims of a project officer. By and large, I feel

that the men who are chosen for foundation jobs are men of integrity,

but also men of very strong biases, essentially knowing what they wanto

That, of course, is why they are chosen.

I favor the anonymous peer method of appraisal. The personal,

"salesman" approach which seems to be involved with the private

foundation is not congenial,to me.

.11 I
Government agencies at best have better procedures, because of

the panel of peers they use for evaluation. Foundations tend to

have some half- trained half - baked social scientist (or person from

the fringes of social science) who has a few pet ideas, and wants'mainly

to "see something happen." They ordinarily do not understand research.

111,

Some government agencies make many decisions solely by relying on

staff members' recommendations, and certainly many foundations use

peer review procedures. As a general mechanism, I prefer the peer review

system because it usually means that the judgments are more professional

and authoritative, 'particularly when the project-is of a scientific

nature. On the other hand, it may be that some foundation staff mem-

bers are more experienced and perceptive with regard to developmental and
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action projects. Having served on a number of peer review committees,

and submitting project evaluations to both foundations and government

agencies, I may be biased in favoring the peer review system, but on gen=

eral principles I believe it is the best system available all around,

In my experience, the system does not lead to the est ablishment of

a closed circle of "research elite" as some of its critics claim.

I have seen peer review panels tear apart and reject (and rightly

so, in mostcases) research proposals of very distinguithed, well-

established researchers; at the same time I have seen peer review

panels recognize the talents of previously unknown, young researchers

and accept their proposals.

While it is true that foundations tend to rely on their staff mem-

bers and government agencies often use peer committees, I cannot say

that my experience has been uniformly good or poor with either mode

of operation. Certain peer groups have tended to be excellent judges'

and others not so. The same is true of foundation staff members.

If anything, I have found that peer-group judgment tends to offset

strong opinions held by one or two members which may,not happen to

'agree with the research being proposeds--/Aigor of proposal format

is more insisted upon by government agencies and their committees,

whereas general ideas that need to be worked up are easier to sell

to foUndations er to certain government agencits where review relies

mare on, in-house personneL_

When I first began working with private foundations, staffs tended

to be relatively small. Usually, one had to deal with Just a handful

of people, and then,the proposal went before the Board with a staff

recommendation. This was the most satisfactory arrangement I have

ever enjoyed. More recently, however, foundation staffs seemed to

have increased in sizes founddtions are more sharply delimiting

their activities to staff interests, and 17have felt that proposals
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did not get a fair hearing but survived or died in the staff process

largely according to the whims of individual staff members. I believe

this is now a very serious situation with foundations. Unless founda-

tions are staffed with a Sinattgroup of first-rate people, I believe

the committee or council of peers has been the most impartial and

would nova be my preference. One of the problems here, however,

is that such councils almost alWays are reacting to requests coming

in from an RFP and, thus, flexibility in 6114 what one wishes to do

is very, much reduced.

The chief problems with governmental support programs Lie, as

everyone knows, in the excessive red tape which,governs the whole

undertaking from beginning to end; and the fact the projects can

ordinarilybe approved only for one-year periods which effectively denies

any long-range planning. As one who has sat on a numker of panels

reviewing applications, ,I have felt constantly frustrated by the

necessity to wade through thousands of pages of material, a lot ol-

which was wholly unnecessary. On these panels I have also usually

felt that more money was alloAted than should be. If we had $600,000

to pend, .we were assured always by the staff member that we did not

need o spend any more of it than seemed called for by the judgment.

which was made of the specific proposals. As the review and allbca-

tion wore-on,-however, the same staff member would begin to show

anxiety lest we not spend all the money, and thereby indicate that-the .,

funds aflocated had proved to be excessive. Usually also a feel

grew up withina group that. its members ought to take care of their

colleagues - and so eventually all of the money would be spent, though

every member of the panel knew in his heart that'sOme of the money was\

wasted. I have never ended a panel session without feeling, for a'

little while, the way Barry GoldWater feels all the time.
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Negative to Peet Review

Favor' working wiih competent staffers. Federal panels of "peers"

often turn out not to be peers but persons who must be educated to

our problems and workable approaches.

I have often been a referee for projects in the field of higher
9

education submitted to the National Endowment for the Humanities,

sometimes for NSF, sometimes for ,the Office of Education. I have

not had enough experience, but I have sometimes suspected that the

government officials would do better if they did not need to use

panels to protect themselves. The panelists' judgments in the field

of education, often controlled by educational psychologists, have been

pedantic, preventing the worst research but not partiCularly sup-

portiVe of the best. Many of the referees do not have the judgment

to distinguish between a brilliant but off-beat project and a crazy

effort by a charlatan. .Such judgment is rare anywhere. I find it

more often in the private foundations at their best than in the

combination of peer review and'official scrutiny in the government

agencies I know. .

. m

The private foundations did a more satisfactory job of evalua.

ting the projects. They used persons with expertise in the field,

As advisors and/or evaluators. The government agencies used panels

the membership of which was often not familiar with the field of

the project. Some relatiiiely irrelevant criteria were used by$ the

government agencies such as geographic area.

AAA. . Al
Fifteen years ago I had an experience with a site visit that

nearly turned me off from the,whole enterprise. An eminent colleague

was asked to do A Major study for NIMH (I worked_on the proposal)

and ,a planning grant was awarded. When the proposal was ready, a

site committee-study committee turned it down. The alienating

aspect was the committee's lack of response to'the ideas, obsession

02
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with computers, and particularly the fact that they questioned

'my colleague exa..tly as they would a graduate student- rather

than as the major'author of innovative and classic research in.'

the field: I was appalled and more or less decided never to go

through the. process again.

63
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the group of leaders in .educational research and development whose

views are.reported in the preceding pages are generally quite critical of the way

government agencies relate themselves to potential receivers of government funds

for research and development, there is a great deal. of variation among the vari-

ous government agencies in this respect. That is, the government agencies exhibits

such a variety of procedures that a researcherWith wide experience is likely to

have a satisfactory relation with one or more government agencies even though

he is dissatisfied with other government agencies. Furtbermore, the major source

of government support for educational research and development--The National Insti-

tute of Education--had not yet entered the field of experience of most of our

respondents.

Cooperation of Foundations and Government

By the mid-1960s, it began to look as though the federal government might,

move into the field of support for educational innovation and experimentation

with such large funds.that the private foundations would become less important

in this area. The federal government commenced to support Centers for Research

and Development in Education at a number of universities, and with Such large

funds as to dwarf the average foundation grant for a research project. Further-

more, the federal government moved to support a number of Regional Educational

Laboratories which were almost independent of universities. These federal govern-

ment policies encouraged the creation of corporations for research and develop-

ment by entrepreneurs, frequently university professors or administrators-who

saw an opportunity to establish such agenbies free both of university financial

problems and of government agency., internal_ bureaucracy.

In this situation, some foundation' officers made explicit moves to work
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out procedures for cooperation between government agencies and private founda-

tions. In 1965 the Executive Director of the Danforth Foundation, Nkrrimen

Cuninggia, suggested to Francis Keppel, the United Stites Commissioner of

Education 'that he call a meeting of government and foundation officials. Said

Cuninggim about his own foundation, "The Foundation has decided not to abandon'
0

/ those-interests that-touch upon the areas of Federal activities, but to adopt

a policy of parallel action and where feasible, collaboration." Ms Board of

Direr ors in their meeting of January 5,4966, voted to support him in those

,effOrts. ,"Federal money, like foundation money, is automatically neither an ogre
A

nor an angel," stated Cuniaggim, and we "must.learn to live with it creatively.'

Some foundation policies turned toward initial support of%experimental

bventures with the expectation that the federal government would come along with

major support once the project had proved itself. This was noted by Fred Hech-
,

inger of the' New York Times, writing in Warren Weaver!S U.S. Philanthropic Foun-

dations. Said Hechinger, with "Washington's entry into education as the key

priority in modern society, The small-scale foundation experiment is more

likely to turn rapidly into a federally-'financed national project." (p. 426)

Effects of foundations on National Policy

A :ore general consideration of the interaction of foundations with gov-

ernment would involve consideration of foundation Activity in relation. to sev-

eral other functions of government, in addition to the educational function..

One principal function is the improvement of domistic.welfare through better

'health services, reduction of poverty, and,improvihnent of race relAtioiss

Anotheris the improvement of international relations throigh assistance of

various kinds to Third 'World nations. Morowitz and Norowitz have looked

:11r penforth Foundition,Annual Import:1965-66.
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searchingly, at,these aspects of foundation activity, which they, see as provid-

ing a "cooperative, yet individualist, liberal model for association between

nations. They envision an association between partners rather than conflict

between competitors for power or the relationship of a rich and benevolent

patron.and its dependent." They'quote from an addresk by a staff member of

the Ford FoUndation who describes the relations between the foundation and the

the receiver of the grant: "The image of foundation assistance tha' emerges is

,/
not simply that of a benevolent patron; ideally, it is that of a partner with

resources,andmompetences, but one who also makes exactions and is attentive.

to the performance of +ere"

* Horowitz and Horowitz, "Tax-Exempt Foundations: Their Effects on National'
.Policy," Science 168: 220-228, 1970.

F.; X. Sutton, "American Founditions and U.S. Public Diplomacy," Ford Founda-
tion, New, York, 1968.

The growing'concern of the lederal government with international Coopera-

'tion, with domestic welfare, with"civil rights, and with education, all happening

since about 1955, has drawn the government into cooperation with foundations,

*'which were already active in these fields. The foundations tend to inn ate,

and also to take risks that, government agencies are ready to take. Public

opinion tends to favor risk-taking innovations by. Boundatieni, more so that it

does for risktakini kr the fedeial government. ,

This collaboration between foundations and government seems to be develop--

ing on,a kind 9f trial-and error-basis, with foundations ftacticinga kitnd cif

middle-of-the road liberalism that is supported, or at least irlerated, by the

'majority in the Commis. Meanwhile the federal government is developing a number

of.government re:barch.foundations and institutes which may grow more and more like

private foundations in their aims and procbdures.
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IV. EVALUATION OF FOUNDATION PERFORMANCE

The evaluation of foundation "performance" has been very

much stressed in the most recent years. For example, the,Ford Foundation main-

tains an evaluation officein its Division of National Affairs. The director

of this office, Robert Goldmann,recently made a short,public statement about

Foundations and Evaluation which commences as follows;

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 and continuing congressiOnal scrutiny

have made foundaions more responsible for and concerned about the

results of their grants. Moreover, foundations are confronted with

such a rising number of requests for funds that they are finding it

increasingly difficult and therefore more important to make'intelli-

gent choices from among the alternatives presented to them. This

ih turn requires more and better information on the results of

previous grants--a trend that co:incides with increasing emphasis on

professional management of foundations-and greater concern for effec-
, *

tiveness and effitiency.

bespite'a good deal of discussion'about the need far evaluation at

meetings where foundation profeksionals or their boards talkahop,

hOwever, action generally remains scanty--for both substantive and

managerial reasons. ,

It is difficult, for example, to apply to most philanthropic

projects the evaluative tools'that have been developed by social

scientists and statistician for measuring the perfOtance of large-

'scale government programs. Foundations, with few exceptions, don't

Auld programs yielding massive data that lend tbemselvei.to quantita-

JP
tiveassessmeat. Also the practices and goali of fo,Igdations cannot
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be measured as readily as 'those of the profit-making world. And the

conventional, cost-benefit
evaluations, which can be interpreted

as auditing performance, smack aiittle'Of that.

.

A May, 1974, memorandum from the Danforth Foundation desCribes the proced:

Ures for evaluation of Foundation grants as follows;

Evaluation of grants is conducted to efdistTrustees and Staff to

learn from funding efforts how better to award funds in the future,

to assess the value and impact of the grant in the recipient institution

(including spin-off, or unexpected, benefits), and to account for

the expenditure both internally and externally. Also, evaluationsY

are conducted to assess the degree to which the Foundation is attain- \\\

ing its objectives as stated i its position papers and guidelines

and/or the degree to which grantees are achieving their stated goals.

.

Criteria for each grant studied are developed under the leadership

of the recommending committee and With counsel of tilt Staff. Ordin-

arily, consultants are engaged todonduct the grant-evaluations.

A committee, (of the Foundation) upon recommending a proposal

for funding; includes in the written,Synopsid a section-labeled

"Evaluation" with a recommendation suggesting how the grant should

be evaluated. This includes the amount of moneydeemed,neceshary,

an outline of.a suggested design, and a recommendation of an

individual (s) who would be appropriate for conducting the

assessment. The statement states' the issue to be evaluated and

the value of such an assessment to the Staff in its future work.

A committee, im recommending'a grant,. may decide that a formal,

. _

evaluation is not necessary, in which case such a, statement', with .

supporting ratiortle, is presented.
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A Systematic evaluation procedure developed by the.Rockefeller Foundation

has gone into'use in 1975-76. It was developed by &staff Committee 'on Evaluation

headed by Vice-President Allen C. Barnes, M.D. The key to this "internal" evalua,

tion rests with a statement made by the officers when a grant is proposed, which
ep,

outlines the criteria by which the project will ultimately be evaluated. This

statement is critically revilewed by all the officers (not just the sponsoring offecer)
,f

prior to being placed before the Trustees for action.

The RF procedure involves five separate acts. The first two are made at

the time the grant is Made, and consist of a systematic description of the project
o

and.then a statement of cbjecti es of the grant and criteria,to be-aged-in its eval-

b.u.stion. The third and next a is a summary of information on the -progress of the

project, involving visits by staff officers and sometimes by outside evaluators.

Fourth is a narrative'stitement by the grantee, describing the conduct

of the project. Finally, within six months of the ending Of a'itaat4 there.i

pek

cluding'evaluation written by the sponsoring officer comparing the actual out

of the grant to the original criteria proposed for evaluation. A follow-up eval-

-.4ruation i$ often made) sOmeiime after the conclusion of the project, to judge the

consequences and the Impact of the project.

In addition, the AP sometimes uses outside reviewers to evaluate grants that

have_been made, and albo to evaluate examplei of proposals that were declined by

the Foundation.

Early'Experience with Evaluation

As the foundationigrew and developed their programs In the early decades

of the century,.they;frequently, had to review-past programs and to decide whether
- I.- ...

1

ItiXO.CONVille tht -.prOgrams and whether to make changes in them. The advent'of

NI, 4%e-- -: ,.. ,'`.. .

a elOresident or e new Chairman of the Board of Trusteet may be the occasion.

'Prior to the Ocede of the 1960s, stock-taking .and"policy planning gen-
.

erally tooleplace

1

the occasions noted above, or at the close bf a major
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-/progr-m that was'ieliberatelyiklianned to occupy a certain period.

Thiwas espiecially true of the Rockefeller funds in the period from 1910

\-,to 1933, when the original program of the General Education Board in the South
. .

was Opplemented b the initiation of the Rockefeller Foundation in 1911, by

the establishment of the International Education Board with a major gift from

John D. Rockefeller, Jr. in 1)24; with the establishment of the Laura Spelman

Rockefeller Memorial Fund in 1918 and the creation of the General Education

-.,,,Program of the General Education Board in 1933. Something very similar took

placein t'cI2-4.Zarnegie Funds, during roughly the same period of time.

Sometimes tne Board of Trustees set aside a period of several days in con-

.......

nectionwith one of their two Annual Board meetings, to discuss proposals for

new programs and to evaluate old.programs. The decision to embark on a new

program or to terminate a program 'generally involved personnel in maj6r staff

itions. A director of a progrn that had been going for 10 15 years

....

might be approac'Ring retirement age. This would be an occasion for a review.of

the progrard, and possibly a major change. \

- \

CrmAge:, in the 'residency of a Foundation are very likely to bng major-

reviews Of program, and subsequent changes.

For example, there have been-eight Presidents of the Rockefeller F4undation,

and there was a major reorganization cf program at the conclusion of five e these

changes.

Evaluations of Foundation program are now being made public, partly, per aps,

as public relations gesture, but also because Foundation programs have public

import ce. Generally, a relatively sympathetic but

asked to)yrite a critical account of a program. The

Much of tha,, commencing with the report on the Fund

cation, 1951-19'7, which was written by Paul Woodring, who had been a staff

officer of theAord Foundation, but was then a professor at Western Washing

also objective observer is

Ford Foundation has done

for the Advancemeilt of Fdu-

10
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University. Then the Comprehensive School Improvement Program,'1961-70, was

described in evaluative terms by Paul Nachtigal in the, booklet, A Foundation Goes

to School. 1961-1970.

Contemporary Evaluation Activity

A useful overview of evaluation as now conceived and executed is given by

Orville Brim, then President of the Sage Foundation, in his chapter in the book,

The Future of Foundations (1973) where he wrote under the-title DipWe Know What

We Are Doing? He says that Foundations suffet from a lack of evaluative inform-

ation about their work and its effects. "Foundations put their executives in a

unique position in our society:4 The fact is that they operate with few, if any,

reality checks. They are cut off from the natural flow of evaluative information that

other institutions receive interican life.- They do not know whether they are doing

what they think they are dding-=Or whether what they are doing makes any difference

to anyone or not. Institutional isolation breeds narcissism and illusory feelings

=
of poxer, and separates administrators from the frontiers of thought." Brim names a

small number of fOrmal evaluative studies of Foundations and their programs.

Brim discusses five forms of evaluation.

1. Comparisons between projects in a foundation program.

2. Comparisons between programs of a foundatiOn.

3. Comparison between foundations.

4. Comparison between foundations and Llternative forms of grant

or philanthropic activity.

5. Evaluative case studies of projects.

A unique type of evaluation applied by Brim to the Sage Foundation was a year-

long analysis and critique by a group of radical sociologists; headed by Jay

Schulman of New York City. Schulman, with Carol Brown and Roger Kahn, then members of '

the Eastern Union of Radical Sociologists, were financed in 1970-72 by the Sage Founda..
1'

tion, and were given full access to the files of the Foundation. They-eventUally

interviewed
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in detail all the staff members and most of the project directors ind trustees.

They strdied the Foundation activity from 1948 to 1970. Brim chose these people

and useel'hi:- influence and pcl,..er to make sure-tqloceived cooperation from

the Foundation staff. There were difficulties, but he says' "over a period of

months, a fragile relationship of mutual trust was maintained, and the work went

along." They started with the explicit premise that the Foundation was run by

' upper-middle class professional and business men and women as Trustees, was opera-
:

ted by upper-middle class staff members, with a general belief that liberal and

"objective" social science studies would improve what was already-a-fairly suc-
,.

cessful and healthy society. An initial descriptiOn of their project was pub-
,.

11 Sociologist (Vol. 1, No. 4, April, 1971). A lengthy

draft was prepared in 1972, and a 33-page abridgement was published in The Insur-.

gent Sociologist.

This publ4cation.'commences as follows:

This study unravels some of the ways in which sociology, sociologists,
and collectivities of sociologists and social scientists_ foster elite
domination in the United States by imrsuirig professional intereits-and
projecting professional ideologies which reflect a mobile upper-middle
class situation. This is also a study of the social situation of soc-
iologists, a prbfession which has run-riot in the pursuit of its per-
ceived interests. The point of departure for this analysis is the Rus-
sell Sage Foundation, a key element in the organization of the social -,.vvwwore
science industry.

To preview our line of analysis: We see Russell Sage trustees, staff,
grantees, and audiences as sharing a similar class situation. These
academics, social scientists, organizational managers, and professional
managers share a common production situationjn that albost all of them
are professionals selling services in a market administered by those
controlling the major foci of organized econotnic and political power.
These professionals share a common market situation also in that they
command enough wealth and income to possess a life style ranging from
upper-middle class to upper class. As consumers they are a privileged
group.

Upper-middle class profesSionals are objectively linked to power
elites. in at least three ways. They work in and for organizations which
are controlled or influenced by members of power elites. They share in
a life style which is similar in kind and, often, in degree to the life
style of the power elite. They have imbibed power elite perspectives

and sensibilities as a result of being.socialized in upper-middle class
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families or socially mobile families and from student attendance or
faculty employment at elite universities and colleges.

Thus, upper-middle class professionals and those of the power elite

share certain intellectual, social, and political perspectives. Three

of these shared perspectives are important to our analysis: (1) the idea

that those wit° exercise legitimate power in our society have gained their

positions largely through competence and experience, and are therefore

most deserving of power and best able to exercise it for the common good;

competency and experience are vouchsafed through academic and organiza-

tional credentials; (2) the idea that social control is more requisite

for the public good than is social change; (3) the idea that beneficial

social change comes about through the action of authorities; changes
promoted by the unauthorized will lead to uncontrollable social disaster.

The full evaluation report by Jay Schulman -and his colleagues was not

approved for publication in the regular Sage Foundation publication series, but

the foundation offered to assist financially in a separate publication. This

has not yet been, done.

Internal Evaluation

Another form of evaluation is conducted "in-house" and consists of a semi-

--qualitative report on the product of the foundation program or project - -its influ-

ence on practice or policy, the extent to which it is read by the people to whom

it is directed, and the generl impact it has upon the society in the area of the

program or project. This gives an implibit evaluation, though it may be presented'

simply as an objedtive record of what happened.
_ .

An example of this is the final report on the Program in General Education

of the General Education Board, 1933-1940. This report was published in the Annual

Report for 1940 of the General Education Board. It was written by Robert J. Havighurst,

Director of the Program, and Flora M. Rhind, Secretary, with the consultative'help

1
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of Professor Harold Lasswell, and with the help of several months' work by Doris

B. Foster, Mr. HavighUrit's secretary. The program in General Education was aimed

to support experimentation and policy development in secondary and junior college

level edUcaion. The Trustees of the GEB allocated $10 million in 1933 to the new

program, after a survey of the field in 1932, made by several social scientists and

educators who looked into the problems of youth and 'education at the beginning of
#44.

the "DeprAsion Decade." Havighurst was one of the surveyors in the spring of 1932,

and he joined the staff in the spring of 1934 as Assistant Director under Edmund

EzraDay, who was Director of the new program and also Director of the Division of

-Social Sciences in the Rockefeller Foundation. When Day left the GEB to become

President of Cornell University in 1937, Havighurst succeeded him as Director.

Under this program, $8.5 million was appropriated between 1933 and 1941. The,com-

ing of World War II .in 1941 changed the situation of youth so much that the Foundation's

program was terminated at that time.

The evaluative report made in this way summarizes the grants which were

made, the characteristics and numbers of people who worked on projects in the

program, the'nuMbers of teachers involved in workshops and institutes supported

by the program, the books which were published,- and the approximate numbers which,

were sold during the period of the program, the changes in frequency of certain

titles of
key terms inAarticles listed in the Education Index between 1930 and 1940--

articles and books written by thousands of authors. Examples of such terms are

democracy and general education. These terms concerned thh major objectives of the

program in general education. It was assumed that a sharp increase in the fre-

quency of these key terms was evidence that the Foundation's program was affect-

ing those who write and read about eduCation.
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The five forms of evaluation.named by Brinlare all useful. Three of them

OPare essentially,"in-house" operations requiring information available within a

foundation. The other two involve comparison between foundations, or between

foundations and alternative forms of support, kuchitat4tilegovernment.

All cases of useful evaluation are cakes which provide a basis for making

decisions. The decision may be made by a foundation staff, to 'support a. particular
anticipatory

project. In this case a certain kind of
A
evaIuation of the proposed project is

made. Or the decision may be to allocate more money to certain kinds-of projects.

This kind of'decision suggests the need for information and-evaluation concerning

the success or promise of the projects of this type already in progress. Another

type of decision is whether or not to continue support of a given program, and

at what level of expenditure.

Since decisions of these kinds are always being made, it is safe to assume

that some kinds of evaluation are being used, though they may be quite informal

and quite casual. But the current trend is to conduct evaluation more carefully

and more explicitly in relation to the kinds of decision we have described.

In this connection it is useful to make a basic distinction between two forms

/ of evaluation--process and product evaluations.

Process Evaluation. While a project or a foundation program is in process, it

May be useful to evaluate the situation in orlifr to improve performance and cor-

rect mistakes. This kind of evaluation requires zrode study of a program' and

its projects while it is aim on. This study should feed information to the

project or program staff. It should lead to correction of errors, dropping unpro-

ductive elements of the program, and pushing ahead vigorously with the most

promising aspects of the program.

Foundations do not engage in this kind of evaluation very much. Also, they

are understandably hesitant to "intervene" in a, project they have funded.

persons working On therproject might be encouraged to take stock of th

work and to ask for help from foundation officers.

Product Evaluation. When a project or a program is nearing a end, ox is coming

to"a convenient stopping point, it becomes possible and desi able to evaluate the

product, or the output. This is the sort of thing a number of foundations are

now doing. It helps them to make wise decisions about re-funding and continuation

of a project or program, and about extension,or expansion of that program.

. . .7 5



The recent experience of the Ford Foundation in this connection is described

by RcbertGoldmann concerning the programs of the National Affairs Division.

"We started project evaluation by using the, kind of interpretive reporting that

a good journalist does, even though we were aware of the limitations of such an

approach and were on the lookout for refinements and variations that might give

us more precise results. But we were also determined not to become involved

with the heavy artillery of the more orthodox evaluation systems, which are geared

to large-scale programs. We preferred to start small and build on the basis of

our own experience rather than mount a costly and complicated apparatus that might,

as the Germans say, lead us to 'shoot with cannon at sparrows.'

"The utility of these assessments, moreover, require that they be available

to the decision makers at the time the information is needed. .In most cases, the

4
reason for evqating a project is that a decision is immanent and that an evalua-

tion or assessment report, if done well, could help program managers make a more

informed judgment. Thus, we have to utilize whatever kind of information can

b gathered at the time rather than wait for perfect, data.

"It was decided early that evaluators would not make recommendations as to

whether a project should be funded again, or at what levels it should be supported

in the future. Such decisions sometimes involve factors unrelated to a project's

performance, such as competing claims for funds within the Foundation or shifts

in programming priorities that go beyond the scope or knowledge of the evaluator.

"We do ask, however, for the evaluator's view of how the progradi might oper-

ate more effectively in the future, in what areas the project is doing well and

7

might do even better, where it is lagging and shows little likelihood of improve-

ment, and other similar questions related to performance. This is the kind of

information that not only the foundation 1/4A also the grantee should find useful,

em It comae with some authority frOM-4. competent eveluator who has spent .a good

deal of time with the program.
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"Finding the Best People. We also decided that our staff should be.small, and that

thebulk of the work should be done by outside .consultants; We were determined to

develop a cooperative and constructive relationship between the evaluation office

and program officers responsible for the grants that are assessed. A large

staff and a correspondingly big budget tend. to work against that by inducing

unwelcome visions of an inspector general.

"Moreover, even the most carefUlly selected staff is unlikely to possess

the range of experience and fresh views that are available when consultants

are selected on an assignment-by-assignment basis. And while objectivity

hard'to come by, Consultants, who are not on the Foundation's staff and earn

only part of their income from thit work, are likely to have a measure of detach-

went, which tis an important ingredient in such work.

"It wouldhave been iMpossible, even with the most careful selection pro-

cedure, to put together an in-house evaluation staff that would span the range of,

talents we have employed over the past six years, and we still have the chance

to bring in new blood as assignments come up. The backgrounds and qualifications

of consultants Who have done evaluations range from academe to law, journalism

to public administration, and social service or community organization work

to business. We try to employ people with experience in administering programs,

so that their competence as observers and analysts may be seasoned with the kind

of judgment ripened through such experience.

7E-Valuation manuscripts are submitted to my office,'ellited for style and
I

brevity, and then sent to Foundation officers concerned With the project. The

president of the Foundation and vice president ofjthe division receive copies

of all reports. Additional copies go to program personnel directly responsible

for the grants. These program officers then acquaint grantees with the results

of tbe assessments.
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"Between Spring 1968 and April 1974 we pros ced 232 evaluations of projects

whose total grant value was $145 million. The 1budget for the operations Of the

office of evaluation over the same time span, or the cost of having these evalu-

C

ations done, was $1.7 million. Thus, the cost of evaluation has been about 1.2

percent of total grant value."

Goldmann also discusses the influence of evaluation on the relations

between a foundation and its grantees. He says: "Perhaps as important as these

specific lessons for the Foundation is the impact of evaluation on grantor-grantee

relations and on thepquality of,program administration.. By introducing a highly

skilled outside person who takes ample time to try to understand the goals,
,A017,

.
operations, and proplem1s of a project and of the Foundation's purposes in fund-

.,

' ing it, several thinks happen: The grantee feels that thy' Foundation takes its

grants seriously and cares about what happens, not just'to its money but to its

objectives in providing the grant; the Fouildation staff gets the benefit Of a

relatively detached view of a project in which it is deeply involved, and the

0'
discussion between Foundation and grantee personnel, as well as within the Foun-

dation, becomes a good deal more informed and specific than would otherwise be

the case. Perhaps this broadee'kind of impact is the most important yield of

evaluation."

Evaluation of Foundation Activity by Grant Recipients

In Chapter 3 we reported some of the results of a questionnaire study in

which 60 grantees for projects in the field of education compared their experi-

ences with private foundations and with government granting agencies. Our prin-

cipal concern was to compare government to private agency operation, but a

number of the comments of grantees indicated the nature of their preferences

MP'

among foundations.

The strongest element in favor of the private foundations seems to be the

close contacts that sometimes occur between grantees and foundation officers.'
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The grantees feel that the foundation officer is deeply interested in the

project, and is dping everything possible to assist. On the other hand, same

grantees report unpleasant interactions with some foundation officers, who

appear to be arrogant and opinionated, and to by "using" the grantee to achieve

goals of the foundation that are not those of scientific research or of mutually-

determined human improvement.
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v. -PERSPECTIVES

There have now been seven decades of foundation activity in the field of

education, which can be examined in, the light of our knowledge of the condition

of human affairs at the time of the activity, and of what happened afterward.

This should give us a basis for some conclusions about the contributions the

foundations have made to the human welfare.

There aretwo broad functioni*of the foundations:

1. To provide basic support, where it is most-needed, to the educational

system. This is a constructive, conservative kind of activity, likely

to be generally appreciated. 'Ibis is a support for the Establishment,

in which the foundation ellieslitself with the main body of educators.

2.t To support innovation and experimentation, aimed at impsovement-thrbugh

z

change in the educational systeM endin the society. The Rockefeller

Foundition President, Cheste,Barnard,-inhis 1951 Report, wrote that the

Rockefeller'Foiindation has b en,"a pioneer and a supporter of pioneers-."

This ftnction can and very likely will disturb the Establishment at times.

ft can be seen by some people as a threat to their way of life. On the

/gther hand, the modern western society is so Change-Oriented that innova-
/

-tion and experimentation are,weleomed by many people in principle, even

though they may be uncomfortable at times.

A test of the qua].ty of foUndation'activity in line with the changeana

'4 improvement function is the degree to which it sensed

needs and worked effectively on way* of meeting those
Its _

lishment may not have been fully' aware of,themik

.* f %

4

,

and anticipated eocial.'7
,v

needs even when the Istabl-'.
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We will try to examine the record in relation to these two mejorfUnctions,

from the vantage point of the historian. We shall divide the first 75 years of

the 20th century into 6 periods, and also define areas of need and of develop-

went. within thesociety, asking-how the foundationt responded, how early they

moved to respond, "laid how useful their responses were.

The. Social Stance,of theIoundations

Throughoft the present century there has been a distrust of the socio-

political attitudes of rich men. The phrase "malefactors of great wealth" was

-coined tarly to apply to the founders of some of the great foundations. Since

4.0 evA,..

the individuals who made Immense fortunes in the late 19th and early 20th century

did so under-conditions of.relatively weak labor organizations and absence of a
legislative control over the methods of big business, it was natural-for ioeial

critics to bb against them and to be suspidibus of the motives behind any appar-

ently philanthropic activity they might undertake. Thus it was difficult in

1911 for the proposed Rockefeller Foundation to secure congressiOnal approval

for a charter by the federal government. Even the conservative Taft Administra-

tion had viewed the propC4a1 to establfsh-WnFoundation as "an indefinite
,

scheme for perpetuating vast wealth." This was said tWo years after a federal

judge had imposed a fine of $29.2.million on the Standard 'Oil Company of Indiana

. ,
, .

for Monopolistic activities and the cdrruption of public officials.' The Rockefel-

ler group then Atfidrew their application to,the government and easily

secured a charter from thiliNew York'State Legislatur in 1913.

e

This was followed, by an investigation in 19 by the U.S. Industrial Rela-

tions Commission,, ea by Frank T. Walsh to ina out whether the Rockefeller

Foundation program was serving-the Rackoff' ier business interests k Though nothing
g

.
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C006-07f this inyestiiation, similar investigations of toundaticts were made by

(

. ,C6ngresslona1 domkttees in 1951 under (ngressman Eugene Cox and again.in 1953

I

underCongresaman B. Carroll Reece. But in the investigations of the 1950$ the

charge-was that the foundations were engsgingin socialiitic or left-wing propa-

ganda. These tongressional committees vanished with the eclipse of SenatorJoseph

McCarthy. But the mid-1960s saw the emergence of Congressman Wright Patman and
4#1,.

hisearings under the auspices of-the Houle Small Business Committee. Pathan

took,a different'ideological positioh He sax the foundations as representstives

of Big honey, with foundations as tax shelters to help rich people reduce their

tax payments while still retaining some oethe advantages of the money,through

control of tOe grants by their foundations. Eventually the Congress /missed the

Tax Reform Law of 1969 which increaseithe regulations under which the foundations

.nust operate'and provided mild controls with which the foundations seem to 'be

able to operate i relative comfort: The 1969 law explicitly prohibited founds-

'tions from supporting "political or propagandistic activity." Waldemar Nielsen,

a reliable critic of fOundations, argues that the 1969 law

kervative ;ring of foundation trustees who show "a- tendency

tulle of discretion of typi'Cally more liberaXstiff members
.

. .

proposals." He concludes,:"These seemingly small procedural chant& appear

to.be'havinglajar consequences in diverting fousdaiion fund ,from

1 co roveraial but 'creative recipients to those of the most traditional me often.

encourages the con-
. -

to restrict the lati-

in dealing Mitt grant

r

backvard-looking kind."

* Nielsen, p. 20

6
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Moreover, it is clear that several foundations have made grants to definitely

right-wing organizations for efforts by these organizations to influence teach-

ing, especially in the direction of support of free enterprise capitalism. Some

foundations have also supported fundamentalistreligious institutions. These

4 !

appear to have had ho,conkressional criticism, though liberal critics of founda-

tions are quick to point this out.

On the whole, though, iri-the fie11 of education the major dations

hive not only supported the E hment; they have also, supported the

effective reform movements, wi money for experimentation and evaluation, and

with looney to pay for training o persons to work in these reform movements.

A. The 1900-1920 Period

The first two'decadeSof the century were largely devot to attempts by

the newly-developing foundations to establish and to improve an cational system

that. was inadequate in most regions of the Country from the earliest\years of

school on to the graduate and professional schools. Tha.tmo Rockefenr entities--
, .

General Education Board and the kefeller FoUndation--were.joinedthe
4

aPtiligie Corporation and the Carnegie Foun tion for the Advancement of Teach -

the

1
.

Mg in ambitious Program of innovation and improvement..

Seen from the point of view of the 1970s, the period from 1900 to 1930 appears

to be the Ube of major'impact of the Foundations-on the educational system.

Even though the Foundations were just getting started, 911,there were only a

handful of them, it is difficult to itagine how the ediaational-sy

set growing obligations without them.
i-

-girding. Backlgird South

, :1 (..., --

AlthdUgh the South is not nowcespecially backward in technology or low in

...,,'

d have f.

material standard of living, it wa clearly the problem ares of the. country in
Io

1900. tonsequntly it would he expected that foundations would turn auch of.tbeir

, a
29:

8..r
O
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attention to the South, aiming to help raise the material standard of living,

through education, health services, improved agricultural and industrial tech-

nology. The- General Education Board, with Rockefeller support, made this a

A*

a

4
r

a5

A
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major goal for the first three decades of the century, picking up programs

started by smaller foundations. Other foundations came into the field, such

as the Woodruff Foundation (based on Coca-Cola) and the Duke Endowment.

The provisidnaf-schoolinifor Negro children, and the development of a

system of public high schools in the southern states were radical missionary

ventures which required astute dealing with the southern power structure.

These were relatively bold actions at the time they were taken, though they

may appear conservative today.

A related effort was the school survey movement, initiated by Abraham Flexner

and the General Education Board first in several southern states and cities.

Reform of Medical Education

The Flexner Report on Medical Education (1909) was financed by the Carnegie.

Foundation. This was a challenge to the established system of proprietary or

"fr et- enterprise" medical schools, and it was supported by the Rockefeller and

other major Foundations, which stimulated and supported Medical schools with

full-time faculty personnel. Several new Foundations would devote practically

all their funds to medical education and medical research. 4-

B. The 1920-1930 Period

The period following World War I saw the firtt major foundatioh program of

.

basic aid to the liberal arts colleges of the country thrdugh Rockefeller and

Carnegie gifts to strengthen college teachers' salariea and to establish an

adequate pension system. 'From this time on, the foundations'were to provide

continuingitsaistance to private colleges and universities, including'the Negro

.
collekes of:the4South. The General Education Board made grants totalling

approximately $250 million in 1967 dollars for this pnrpOse' between 1915 and

i25. .

The Carnegie, Corporation and the oral Edurat1dn'Boara,-ardund:1920, were

making annual grants amounting to perhaps one-fifth of the annual income of all
0

colleges and universities, in the United States: (Weaver, p. 154)

. 86
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International Programs-

The broad interest ofMerican Foundations in universities throughout the

world--the Orient, Europe, Afric nd Latin America was begun at this time,.

largely through the RockefellerInternational Education Board. At the same

time, post-doctoral felloWship programs were commenced through the National

Research Council'and the International Education Board to stimulate scientific

research and to foster an international fraternity of young research scholars.

The Carnegie Corporation was - developing its-British Commonwealth Fund at this

time.

Educational Science, Fine Arts, Medical Education, and Adult Education

The Carnegie Corporation gave major support to college and university

programs.in the fine arts. The General Education Board commenced aiding several

graduate schools of education with programs-of advanced teaching and research

and experimentation in elementary and secondary education. Medical 'research

and medical education received growing support from a number of new foundations.

The American Association for Adult Education grew out of several CaTnegie

Corporation-initiated conferences, commending in 1924. A variety of grants for

programs in this new field were made by the Corporation between 1921 and 1939,

amounting to $2,685,000.

C. The 1930-1948 Period

The Depression Decade of the 1930s provided both a need and an opportunity

for innovation and expansion of secondary and higher education, which were

spear-headed by foundation - supported programs.

Problem of Youth. The,most Pressing problem, highly visible by 1932, was that

of'teen-age youth. With enormous unemployment of adults, there was little

dhance for teen-agers to get into the labor foice. Sale form of public-

87.
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supported program for youth was obviously necessary. The logical solution,

as seen by concerned Americans, Was to expand the high schools to take care

of nearly all teen-agers. This was a typically American solution. European

nations did not see the secondary scho3L4s appropriate for more than a

Small proportion of youth who were aspiring to professional and upper -class

careers. But the American society had already developed and accepted

the idea of a general public-supported post=

5_
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primary school. 'ProCortions of 14-17 year-old youth in school had increased

from 7 rcent in 1890 to 32 percent in 1P20' and 51 percent in 1930. Bu the

furtherexpansion to 73 percent in 1940 was a big leap which would require some

adaptatiOn of the curriculum'to youth from working-class famij.ies.

ik

General Education. As early as 1925 there was a stirring in the colleges which

becamethe-"generkl education movement" by the early 1930s Thek. college curricu-

ltim by 1925 ias clearly in need of radical change. Colleges were no longer pri-

`marily pre-professional--preparing a fe4Fstudents for entrance to law, medicine,

clergy, and teaching. The curriculum had expanded quantitatively through the

addition of many free eleCtives,l'Which left it up to the student to fashion his

own program around his 'major subject, which seldom took much more thell one-

third of his. time.

The notion of utiliiing as much as half of the four-year course for a

planned.and integrated program in general "liberal" education was being dis-

cussed by innovators during the 1920s. In 1927 the University of Wisconsin

',established the Experimental College under the leadership of Alexander Meikle-

,john, who came from the Presidency of Amherst College to lead the,project. This

was a residential 2 -year college for young men. The curriculum was built around

. thq idta that,a good liberal education could be obtainedpy studying a civiliza-

tion in all of its dimensions. The Experithental College devoted the first year

to the study of Athens of the 5th Century, B.C. The second year studied the

United States of the 19th century.' Faculty acted as tutors, and took their turn

. to iecture.tind lead discussIcps.as the group studied the economy, the religion,

tke art, the.tedhnology; the literature, drama, and, political organization of

the society
1:*
/.'

4
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.
When Robert M. Hutchins came' to the University of Chicago as President in

1929, he made general, liberal education his main interest. He collected a

faculty and organized courses around the Great Books of Western Civilization as

the centrairelement of general education. -Parallel-with this activity, proles--

sors inithe sciences and the social sciences and humanities developed integrated

suxvey-turses which could be put together into a curriculum of general education

--that had some intellectual unity,,' This program won out at Chicago, with the

creation of a 2-year Coll e that gave a diploma and a 2-year bachelor'sdegree.

The Great Books idea was transplanted to Annapolis, Maryland, to reinvigorate

St. Johns College with a program of 4 years of liberal education built on the

Great Books.

It is interesting to'note that these activities were-generated within the

colleges, rind without foundation instigation or support. But the close of the

1930s saw a spread of the general education movement in liberal arts colleges

and state universities which deew substantial foundation support. The General

Educatip Board and the, Carnegie Corporation made grants- to selected colleges

and universities for experiments with general liberal education, as distinguished

from college education aimed to train the student for an occupation. This cul-

minated in the Report of the Harvard University faculty committee on General

ow:
Education in a Free Society, and with the move-Of mAny state universities to

establish 2-year Geneihl Colleges, from which students could either graduate

4.
with a "general education" or go on to major in a college department.

Women's Education. Women's education was no greet issue in the 1920s and 30s;

with a few priirate women's colleges and girls' private schools and the great

majority of girls and young women attending classes and associating with the

opposite sex in school activities. But the-stirring of the General Education

movement was accompanied by the creation of severaI:privatf women's colleges

91) - 64
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which operated along progressive and general education lines. In the forefront

were Sarah Lawrence College at Bronxville, New York; Bennington College at Ben-

nington, Vermont; and Stephens College at Columbia, Missouri. These colleges

offered a liberal general education, with no special emphasis-on a career. By

the beginning of the Depression they were operating successfully, with little

or no foundation attention or help. The period after 1935 saw several founda-

tion grants to the new women's colleges with the purpose of examining the effects

of newmersions of women's education on the attitudes and behavior of women col-

lege students.

The Progressive Education Movement. By the mid-twenties there waxen active

movement organized around the concept of the child-centered school. This had

its origin in Europe, in new and highly experimental schools in Switzerland,

Belgium and England. Susan Isaacs had written the basic book and had started

the Malting-House School in Cambridge, England. A. S.. Neill had founded

Summerhill in Devonshire. The international New World Fellowship had been organ-

ized, with the Progrmssive Education Asiociation as its American section. In

the United States a number of private schools were organized along child-cen-

tered lines, though none reduced external constraints as such as the Summerhill

model did. Several major figures in universities took the lead for Progressir

Education._ Professor Kilpatrick at Columbia, Boyd Bode at Ohio State, Georgel.

Counts at Columbia and John Dewey, to a lesser-degreewere-expounding the doc-

trine of student interests and motivation as guides to curriculum-building.

The PEA had within its leadership two disparate groups, who.were able to 'coopei-

ate only as long is there were resources and space enough for thersto operate,

more or less independently. One was the child-centered group following-Bousseauk

the other was a social reform, quasi-socialist group who had European models,
P

but found_their leaders among American liberals as soon as the Depression shook

91
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the society and raised doubts about the validity of the capitalist economy,

st leaders
which was renamed by its capitali during the depression years as the free-

enterprise economy.

Progressive Education developed inside the educational system with very

little attention from foundations, with the very important exception of the

Lincoln School at Columbia, started as a brain child of Abraham Flexner, and

supported witH several million dollars of Rockefeller money through the Gen-

eral Education Board, commencing in 1917,

Foundation Attention to Emerging Needs, and Patterns

One foundation was taking some soundings at the close of the 1920s, with a

view toward change in program emphasis. This was the General Education Board,

which in 1925 Agreed with the Rockefeller Foundation (through interlocking

Boards of Trustees) to cultivate the educational field while the Rockefeller
0

Foundation concentrated on the "increase of knowledge" through research, and

on the application of research to certain major problems of poor anA4ppical

societies-.

The General-Education Board- staff and Trustees', between 1930 and 1933, were

looking fOr new emphases,over and above theiitraditional emphasis On educational

needs in the South, and the quantitative support and expansion of higher edUca-

throughout the country.
tion

A
After consultation With educational leaders and a survey of innovative

work on adolescence and the education of youth, they drew up a plan for a Program

in General Education': anaasked the Trustees to set aside a fund of $10 million

to support this program for ten years., Staff members were recruited specifically

for this program, and the following major innovative and experimental programs

were supported, growing out of discussions between staff members and leading

educators, with staff members playing a fairly 'active role:

9 ')

1
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The Eight Year Study of 30 Secondary Schools Which were set free to develop

neicurricUla which might not meet the usual College Entrance Board specifica-

tions. This Study Wad directed by the Commission on the Relation of School and
College, of the Progressive Education Associatibn.

The Study of Adolescents made by a Commission of the Progredsive

Education Association.

The Curriculum Reform promoted by the Coemission on CUrriculum of the PEA.

A series of Summer Workshops for teachers of experimental schools. The
at this time

Summer WOilahop was invented as a device ,for helping teachers to take an activeA

part in curriculum reform.

The American Youth Commission of the American Council on Education made

studies of in- school and out-of-school youth;anda notable series of studies

of Negro youth, followed bpr recommendations for secondary school curriculum

and for public service employment of youth. The Civilian Conservation Corps

which had been Created by the Roosevelt Administration.was studied and evalu-

ated'by the Commission.

TheCommissionon teacher Education of.tiie American Council on Education

brought the teacher-training institutions together into a strong professional

'organization, which undertook to reorganize the training o' teacheri with

more'studies of children and youth, and mbre criticaluonsideratioiof educe-,

tional o ectivel and ways of measuring achievement of these objectives.

'The Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association

and the American Association of School Administrators was createito study

and make recommendationi concerning public education. Besides leading public

school educators, the Commission included Charlee Beard, the historian, and

James B. Conant, President of Harvard University. Beard ',iota far the Com-
, ,

mission a'major bookThe Unique ?unction of Education in American DemOcracy,

3
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Grants"wee also made to support experimentation with general education

in the College at the University of Minnesota, Sarah Lawrence, Bennington, and

Stephens Colleges.

When the entry of the United States into World War II brought a halt to

much of this work, in 1941-42, the Program in General Education 'had made grants

of $8.5 million in',a focussed program. In 1967 dollars, this amounted to

approximately $20 million.

This is en example of a program aimed at promoting educational change with

the foundation: staffirorking closelyand actively in collaboration with educa-

tors who wanted change and used foundation support for this purpose. However,

.

the ideas were all available and being pushed by educators before the foundation

came into the held. 'The program is an example of a change-oriented foundation

-

seeking out change-oriented educational leaders, and giving them resources that

enabled them to exert a great deal-of leverage on the educational system.

The period around 1940 saw relatively, little new activity by Poundations,

since World War,II, starting in 1939, involved the USA increasingly. However,:

the Carnegie Corporation in 193i asked the Swedish social scientiat'Gunnar

to look critically at the situation of the Negro in American society, and he produced

his famous An AmericaniDilZemmat which was to have a large idpact on American

educational and other social institutions:

D. The 1948-1960 Period

The'period of a dozen years following 1948 was marked by a safe-and-sane

9

proaeas of slow growth, in the educational area, with emphasii on the "basics.".

The youth population actually decreased during this period,' thus allowing a

higher percentage to enter college without crowding the colleges. The child

.

population of elementary school Age did not commence its post-warbulge Until
./ ,.
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1953.,Ttiis-was

4
a petiod of economic prosperity and expansion.. The-jOb market

was good for collegejiadUates.

In the relatively quiet-half-decade after World War II, the foundations were

mainly taking stock, and planning new programs. 'But the Carnegie Corporation

quietly took the initiative to finance the Educational Testing Seriice, which was led

by ey bard of Directors consisting of outstanding-educational and psychological

testing specialists. This organization had a quiet beginning under the leadership
President

of Henry Chauncey, who had been Assistant to the at Harvard University, and steadily

grew into the country's major research and developmentoncy for educational tests

and fonitilziagf,Cognitive development.

It wai during-this period that new Foundations entered the field with large

resources. The giant Ford Foundation came into existence, with initial,grants

totalling more than $500 million for general support of colleages and universities

and increased faculty salaries to offset the post-war monetary inflation. Also,

the Ford Foundation granted more than $100 million to medical schools.

Two very influential studies by James B. Conant were focussed on the Ameri-

can High School, and on Teacher Education. Conant drew upOn leiders of,the Estab-
.

lishment for assist/ince in his studies, which called for'improvementy but did not

favor radical reform. The Ford Foundation stirred/ the waters of controversy

with its efforts (through,-the Fund for the Advancement of EdUcation) to get more

"basic disciplines" into the education of teachers, rather than morecoursea in,

!'educational methods." The Carnegie`Corporation supportedthe Conant eddies,. -'

Thy Lilly' Endowment stepped up its program. of general support of private Colleges

in Indiana. The Kellogg Foundation supported the expansion of adult education as

'dict'the.Ford Fcafindationo The Grant Foundation supported extension of child study

ffz.

programa for the training of tegeheis. The Mott FOundation'was.bbilding al olid

base for the COMMUhiy. School movement. The Danforth Foundation commented
,

its major Graduate Education Fellowship Progrmain 1952. The General Education



Board put the remainder of its resources into the strengthening f higher,

education for Negroes and for whites the SouthThe Rock fell

turned to a broad program of ass,/ ing universities in underdeveloped_cOntries of-
,A'

Asia, Africa, and Latin,70fica. The Ford*Foundation made grants of $210millibW

under its Overseas Development Program during the 1950s.

Educational Television. By 1950 the educational potentialities oVtelevision

')were becoming evident, and the Federal Communications Commission deliberately

4 held one or more channels opei for some form of public service broadcasting,

t

when-it allocated channels to commercial TV stations. Several foundations saw

possibilities. The Kellogg Foundation in 1951 made aaeto.f.n....$.30G3-060=to
,
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establish the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. The Ford

Foundation commenced to support production of educational television programs,

and has granted over $250 million for this purpose since 1952. The Carnegie

Corporation was to provide $500,000 for an influential Report of the Commis-,

sion on Educational Television in 1967. The Sloan Foundation provided funds

for work on Cable Television in 1971. Between 1949,and 1971, two hundred and

forty educational television stations e created, nearly all of them having

some basic support from foundations--many times local community foundations.

The federal government's support of the Public Broadcasting Service was

certainly influenced by the activities of foundations during this formative

A

Federal Government Activity. During this period much more money was granted by

foundations for educational purposesthan had been given during any similar

period earlier in the century. Also, the federal government entered the field

of support for educational development in 1958 with the National Defente Educa-

tion Act, that strengthened high school and college teaching in the physical

sciences and in foreign languages as well as providincInds for the training

And employment of high school counsellors who were expected to direct more able

young people into areas of work that would strengthen the nation's military

potential.

E. The 1960-1966 Period. The Iry Frontier:and the War on Poverty
President

The mood and the spirit of 146 may be well represented byeohn F. Kennedy

.169 took office at the beginning of that year. America was wealthy, self-

confident and prepared for another prosperous and relatively peacefill decade.

I
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The problems of the world seemed largely due to poverty and underaevelop-

meat, both at he and abroad. Education was an obvious instrument to meet these

problems. This led easilylo a policy of serving the less - developed areas of

the world with education and modern technology. Thous of young people joined

the Peace Corps and VISTA.

Abroad, in the underdeveloped nations, the educational fOundations

set up field offices and funneled money especial y to the small and underdevel-

oped universities. The Ford and-the Rockefel r and, the Kellogg Foundations

worked along these lines. The Rockefeller undation put $58 million into over-

seas university development between 1963 d 1974. From 1925 on, the Rockefeller

Foundation gave 32 percent of its grant to assist education abroad.

At he there was too much pover for a wealthy democratic society, as

well as a considerable amount of ec. omic discrimination against blacks and

people of Spanish-descent. Furth- "ore, the Supreme Court decision ,against

separate schools for blacks and ites was not producing racial integration in

the urban school systems, bec e'residential segregation produced segregated

:schools.

Several major foundat ns quickly,cadie to the support of economically

and socially disadvantag pupils through programs designed by educatort to

teach them more effecti ely and through raising the educational letel °Adis-

advintaged students,to(help them improve their socioeconomic status.

The Ford Founda ion commenced its Olamprehensive School Improvement Program

kefeller Foundation started its Equal Opportunityin 1961, and the

in 1962. These e focussed on big cities, where the problems of poverty and

discrimination re most visible. t,.ny foundations turned their. attention to

the black coll ea, making them grants to raise the quality of their faculty.

Disadvantaged inner-city high school students were given sumer ichoole;peri-

.enceon college -campuses, together with,ramedial teaching.

98
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Foundations Compared with Federal Government Action with Respect to Educational

Research and Innovation After 1960.
4

It we's just at thls.time, in the early 1s, that the federal government,

moved in to bring.very large amounts of money (compared with the money provided
.

by the foundations) to bear on the same problems of pover d discrimination.

The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1905, placed federal govefnment money and

personnel in the field with the aim of solving the problems to which the founda-

tions we have mentioned had turned their attention. The largest amount of money

came through Title I of the ESEA, which gave more than one billion dollars a

year to schools and school districts with pupils from low income families.

There was also money to support innovations undet Title III Of the ESEfiand.

also for Community Action and Neighborhood Youth Corps projects under the Office
S.

of Economic Opportunity.

The federal government provided from 5 to 10 times as much money for educa-

tional research and, nnovations as did the foundations during this period.

foundations increased their allocations to education during this period from 1110

about $100 million a year to $200 million in dollars of 1967 putchising power.

This period was one of optimism, that the educational system could spear-head

p major development of equality and of social justice.

One of the major social movements of the 1960s was Women's Liberation. It

seems that this movement got very little attention from the-foundations, until the

Carnegie Commissicaon Higher Education issued a stpng positive statement in

1975, with a nuliber of recommendations for improvement of salaries and status

of women.and minority group"members as teachers and other emplOyees"in the field

of higher eduCatdOn.-, Several of the'twenty-seven Recommendations dealt quite

99
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directly with women, as a category different fram'mi tty groups. The Carnegie Commission

also published a volume in 1973, titled '0 ties for Women in Hither Education. The

Carnegie Corporation, in 1974, annourdi 'eral grants to'assist colleges in the training
. .

of women for administrative positionsi n higher education. AlsO, the Corporation granted

Wellesley College 4195,000 to ap st the development of the new Center for the Study of

Women in Higher EduCation ancleothe Professions.

At Almost the same t the Russell Sage Foundation announced publication of The

New Feminist Movement Maren Lockwood Carden, a sciFiological study of the women's move-

ment in the 1960s a.. 1970s. Also, the Sage Foundation supported a study on Problems of

Blue Collar WOUle y Pamela Roby, and a study of labor force partiaipation'and occupational

tatus of wom , by Valerie K. Oppenheimer.

In forei fields the educational programs flourished, supported by foundation money.

Universiti s were growing; American professprs went abroad to teach and brought promising
t

young s olars back with them fOr graduate work. In South America, East and West Africa,

India d,Southeast Asia, higher education was developed in quali and/quantity largely

On t basis of foundation aid.

Meanwhile, in 1964 and 1965, the War itOrietnam began to draw large numbers of

rican youth into the armed services. Unrest developed on college campuses. Protest

vements appeared. The compensatory education programs for which foundation and govern-

ment funds had been provided did not show the expected imprpvement in school achievement

f school and college students.

After 1965, the enthusiasm and optimism of the early 1960s gave way to feelings of

frustration and pessimism on the part of many educators. Nobody seemed to have ideas

that would provide a break-through, andleaders'spoke more and more04,groblems and less

f solutions. Foundation offidfl shared the general mood, but continued to support what

Seethed to be the best and surest programs.

Almost without warning the structure of optimistic, expectations and promises caved

in, and the educational system was confronted with a crisis of shocking proportions.
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1967 -- Cultural Pluralism

During 1966 the political and educational leadtrs of northern blacks and

southern black's adopted a militant, pluralist if not separatist policy. Since

and
racial segregation in the big cities was increasing,r,since this was provid-

ing a political power base for blacks, they concluded that they should work for

local and racial self-determination, perhaps later coming back into closer

collaboration with the white powers structure when they Would have enough power

to bargain more nearly equally.

4
At the same time the youth counterculture spread over college-qampuses,

stimulated by opposition to the war in Vietnam. The Students for a Democratic
.....

Society became a force to. be*reckaned With by college administrators, who were

being pushed from the other side by legislatures and trustees concerned with

.steeply rising costs. I-

Neither the educational leaders nor the foundation officers and trustees

had foreseen this situation. Clearly, a new epoch was at hand, which might

re 'quire drastic social and educational change. It was clear, by this time, that

" racial integration in the public schools or the big cities Could not become a

fact without a long draVn7out process of residential integration, upward mobil-

ity of blacks, and cooperation of,,suburbs with central cities. Meanwhile,

blacks yere'becoming politically powerful in the major citiea, and in certain

southern states.

Other minority groups, notably the Ch.cano and Puerto Rican groups and

some American Indians became more aeparatist or pluralist in their policies.

This resulted in moves for minority-oriented college Studies, and for stress

in the school curriculum on minority-group history and Culture.

Finally, MUropean ethnic groups became'mOre self- conscious and put pressure

on the educational system to work for pluralism rather than close integration of

101
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the many ethnic strains in the population.

The foundations with an interest iu education have moved very uncertainly: .

in this area, recognizing its importance, but not ready to adopt clearly

defined policies.

Radical Reform in Elementary and Secondary Schools: .1965-74. The relatively

conservative educational programs of the late 1950s gave way to a revival of

the progressive education movement of the 1925-40 period, with emphasis on

"open classroom," "free schools," "alternative" schools. Mardant criticism

of public schools became popular. Several foundations moved into this field with

a degree of caution, and generally through officially recognized educational

organizations. The federal government, through the Office 6f Economic Oppor-

tunity, instigated,programs, such as the Voucher Scheme which would give parents

a choice of schools for their children, with government financial support.

At the same time, the federal government placed more and more emphasis on _

. 0
participation'of, disadvantaged groups in decision-making on loca 1, school

\,)matters. A broad mo ement rot "decentralization" of administrative ontrol and

for "local community control" of the schools was fostered by certain foundations

/'
and by certain government agencies. In general, however, the foundations stood

by the educational Establishment, working to'define and attatk the problems

which underlie poierty and low school achievementlof disidvantaged groups.

perception
Pre - School Education and Socialization: 1970 ---., The,general

A
of the

major government:supported programa of compensatory eftation (Head Start,

Upward Bound) was pessimistic by the close of the 1960s. Several foundations

rupported carefUl analytic and experimental studies aimed at improving coven-

satorviduCation. But otheri moved their attention to the earliest years of

childhood as perhaps the crucial years for successful cognitive and, emotional
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2,

development. The Grant Foundation continued a long-term LntereSt in this

area. Ford went into it. And the Carnegie Corporation'in 1972 set up the

Carnegie Council on Children to explore and develop foUndation policy on the

development of children "from cbncePtion to about age nine."

1

Expansion and/Re-Orientation-of Post-Secondary Education: 968
..

,

As the period of crude exianpion of college enrollments fueled by the baby

boom of 1947-60, came to a close around 1970, it dawned qp the rank -and -file as

well is the leaders in higher education that a crisis waa'at hand. College

graduates were unemployed, faith in the reliability of the college credentip1

was attacked by researOers, and private:and public- supported colleges_and uni-

versities were in financial straits. -.The Carnegie Corporation had aqicipated

, .

some of this in the creation and six million dollar support of the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education over the period from 1967 to 1973.
I

By 1972 it was clear, that a major re-orientation of higher education was

kiple

unday. The principal thrust was toward a conception of post - Secondarynv
education with several valid branches. Continuing eduoation or adult education

vas brought into closer relation to some universities. The University Without.

Walls Movement grew. Education as a life-long adult process was being urged.
.

The Carnegie CorpOration financed a Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in

Higher Education. Professional organizations--of physicians, optometrists,

pharmacists, lawyers,' nurses--organized programs for continuing profesalonal

education as a criterion for renewal of licenses.
p

A strong government.unit on Post-Secondary Education has brought federal

government support into experimentation and evaluation in this area; but it

seems likely that the foundations with a major interest in higher educatio

will continue to work in this area.
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:Thuswe see'the,contemporary,period as one of cpisis fOr-the society and
- t .

r

erie&s for educatio'n.7 The foundations are fully aware of this, *nd lookig

for bitiportunities to be helpful.

.7.

conclusion

Awe look,at the seven decades of:foundation activity in the field of

education, we are a4 once impreise ith the basic and essential roles that

have been filled by the foundations. They supplied major financial support

for higher education at two critical periods--the 1920s and the 1950s. Their

support for endowment and for faculty salaries stimulated the private colleges
0

and uniVeriities.to raise even more thrOugh campaigns with-alumni and friends

to contribute their shari on a matching'bksis. Their, support for education

in the South brou night in resources badly needed by the poorest region of the

country.

We'notthat some foundations have maintained a fairly sharp and narrow

-focus for their programs in the field of eduCition. The Mott Foundatitin

with emphasis on Community School has made a unique and important contribution.

The Lilly Endowment has consistently supported religious education and pro-
. .

grams of training .for the ministry; and has been a consistent supporter of

private colleges in the State of Indiana.

-The-Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford Foundations, together with Kellogg

and= Danforth have worked assiduously at improvement and innovation, in league

with reformers and researchers. In this reaped, they have occasionally

ri
assisted controversial projects, and this would seem essential if they are tat

serve tea change agents.

As the federalliovernment has moved into the field of suppart'for educa-
.

tional.researdh and development,sin6e 1960, there- must be AL reconsideration
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of the functions of private foundations4n:this area. ,Government support,

may become such larger than-foundation support for research and development.-.

So fars_the?eitnekt'o$ educational researchers and policy'makers who have :

eceived financial support froik both governmental and foundation

that the foundations do a more. satisfactory job.'

1. .
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Vt. THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATIONS

The ftrst.of 'several foucuiations initiate'd d supported by members of the

Rockefeller. family was the General Education BOat'd, chartered by Congress in 1903.

This was a pioneer among foundations.'' Sevieeal men anned this,action,-including

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
,
Itged 29 in 1903,, Wallace `But rick, a 50-year-old Baptist ,

minister, Senator, AtldriCh Of Rhode Island, father -in -1 r of John D. Jr.; Freder-

ick T.. Gates., Odvisor to John D. Rockefeller, Sr.; RD ert Ogden; Manager of the

Wannameker Department Store in New :York O ity;aWaltei Hinei Page, a magazine editor

'who was later to bedprie,AmbasSador to Great Britain; William H. Baldwin, Jr.,

President of the Long Isl=and, Railroad. The.juniOr Rdckefeller reported to the
-1

group that .his father'wduld start thetoif with a.gift of one million dollar4,

to hespeitiwithin the next ,ten They announced their purpose as "the,.

promotion of education withirOtheUnited_States-Without'distinction of race, 7-

sex or creed.

The men who created the General Edutatioh Board had becoie interested and

coMcerned'about the loW'state of education in the South. The southerh states were
. .

'pOor,'compared with the northern states. C. Vann WoOdward; a historian of the
.

'.SouthifrOte about publiC:schOoliin the South at the beginning of the century,

that they were "miierably'Supported,-pobrly attended, wretchedly taught, and

whollYinadequate for°,the ed6Cation of the people." Charles W. Dabney, president

of'the University'of Tennessee, suMmarized the situation in 1901 in these words:

"In the Southern states," he'sila "in school hotises costing an average of $276

.each, under teachers receikring'the average salary of $25 a monthiwe are.giving

the children in actual attendance' 5 cents worth of education a day for eighty-
.

seven days onlyin thelrear," There were a few poorly-supported private schools

. andacadeMies, financially shaky and generally poor in quality of education.

The condition of Negro schools was much worse, with salaries only a fraction

of whatwas paid to white teacheis. Booker T. Washington once wrote that,he had

seen a Negro teacher's contract that stipulated a mOnthlWage of $1.60. The

OEB ' made no attempt to overcome the tradition or the laws of the south..

ern states,states, which decreed, schools for whites and blacks. Even then, some

64,

,Southern, leaders complained that the GEB was spoiling the Negroes with education.
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By the end of 1903, the Genera Education Board had approptia ed $2861000

of ihemillion(dollars pr ided-by JohnFlObckefeller. At went mostly to sup-
4 \, .

port industriaI,and agric ltural schools, an to train teachers during summerd
\

and in normal sch

Wallace Buttrick, President of the GEB from 1903 to 1923,,set to example'

which staff members were to follow in the South for the next 40 years.

all Over the South, arranging for grants to individual counties and schoolwandto.

/State Departments of Education. He quickly focussed attention on the,need,f pub-

.

,/ lic-supported high, schools, which, were almost tent at the time. He saw that
..._

_teachers for elementary schools would have to come from high schools with supple-
,

mentary training. And high school teachers'would have to come from normal,schools

and colleges. Thus the GEB was bouncito become involved in efforts to improve
. . . .

urdieducation'at

all

ties invented

. 'Buttrick and the presidents ofrseveral touthern state

r

I

,

,

,,
j,93 to train higho

/ public high schools. The job of,"selling" the idea of state and county-supported

the-position of a:professor for secondary 'education, whose

school teachers and also to promote the establishment of

high-schools was not an easy one. Was not until 1912 that as many as a dozen

st6te legislatures in the SoUth had assed laws providing for public-supported

high schools.. The GEB continued to
/

7pay the salaries ot.professorssof secondary

education in Southern universitieS/unil1919. Its appropriations:for secondary,

education in the South amounted t6 $950 by 1925.

Similar activity for Negro klintary nd high schools was generated through

the training of Negro teachers, aLd through
. ,

t e Board's payment of salaries

for "State Agents 'fir Negro Schools" in the st to departments of education. The

Southern states werelzelUctant,,to_put money int

Schools. In 1920, .85 percent ,of the blacOchoo

Were in the firot !our gi.ides of the elementary

Negro Schools at first were white men, who'Snew t

108
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workedes skilfully as they knew how to expand. high schools and teacher training

,for black pupils and black teachers. The GEB continued to support this kind

of work until 1940.

'Another innovation of far-reaching importance was the Farm Demonstration

Program started by the GEB in 6. At this timeDegriculture in the South suf-
.

fered not only from t of boll weevil, but also from worn-out land. For

example, year-(n, year-out use of land for growing tobacco had sapped its,,fer-

,tility. Farmers could not get Acent crop of hay,or corn. The average Yield

of corn was five to ten bushels an acre. In 1905 Mr. Buttrick met Seaman A.

Knapp, formerly president of the Iowa State Agricultural College at Ames.

Mr. Knapp was working for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Louisiana,

showing farmers how to grow rice on what they thought was unfit soil. His sys-

tem was to show the farmer how to use better seed, more careful cultivation of

the soil, and fertilizer, so

signed an agreement with the

- .
demonstratiOn agents to work

as to increase his production.
1*,

U.S. Department of Agriculture

In 1906, the GEB

, to pay for farm

under Seaman Knapp's direction.

Agent in a Virginia county worked with a farmer toOhelp him

For example, the

grow 85 bushels of

corn per acre on land which had been producing ten bushels. This farm-became

a show-place, and other f meught on. Between 1906 and_1914 the GEB pro-

vided.$N6,006 to the.Departme of Agriculture for,Farm Demonstation work

and Boys Corn Clubs and Girls Gardening and Canning Clubs. In 1914, Congress

passed the Smith-Lever Act, which undertook to support the Farm Demonstration

.,,Programs

.fr

Concern with education in the,South persisted throughout the entire life of

the GEB. dy 1964, when the Board's.program was terminated, approximately 20

percent of the $325 million appropriated by the Board had gone for education

.'of Negroes, and another 25 percent was used for education of iiihites in

South.
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With his first gift of $1 million in 1902 and his final gift of $10 million

in 1921, Mr. John D. Rockefeller; Sr. gavea total of $129 million to the GEB.

This, with income and increased market value of the securities given, and with

$16 million appropriated for the GEB by the Rockefeller Foundation in.1946 and

later, made up. the $325 million mentiored above.

Other Educational Activities of the General Education Board and the RockefellVr

Foundation

Medical Education. The first major effort after the initial ten years of attention

to Southern education was the program for improving the education and training of

physicians. The central figure here-was Abraham Flexner, who had been employed by

the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to make a study of medical

schools in the United States'and Canada. He visited the 155 medicaCcolleges then

extant and camp to the conclusion that all but 3'1 of them were sciepoor that they

should be abolished: Above all,.he argued, the facility should be fdll-time'tech-

ers, working under universities and living on university salaries. His report,

published in 1909, caused a tumult. He was asked by Frederick Gates to adVj.se the

. ,

GEB, and upon his advite, the Boardmade a first grant to Johns HOpkins UniVersity

Medical 'School in.1913 ofd 41.5 million for the organization of the department& of
, y

appro-

priations

surgery, and ped4atrics on a, full -time basis. This was followed
fir

by appro-

priations fRr a similar pu4se to Vanderbilt; Washington University,at St. Louis,

We, and the University of 6ticago %._114,0aefeller contributed $45 million

betWeen
4

1919 aneT5?1, Specifi6ally ear-marked for Medical education in th4'...United

States. ApproxiMatsely 25 medIcEdschools Shared in the$45 million, and by 1928

the GEB had appropriated $61 milliOn for medical schools, which Wes expanded to
A.

' :4:4$94 million by 1960'. , ,
,,

,.,

Educational Survey, ind,,Eval4tions. Ab;aam Flexner joined the staff oethe Gen-
*.

.

. : A
eral Education Board in 1913 us,Astittarit Qicretaiy at .the age of 47. Before'.mak-

'. .,

ing the medical school survey he had, been
:

il'high'Achool teacher of, the classics.,

. , ,
, .
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and the iirectat of a private preparatory school in Louisville, Kentucky. Though

he worked in the Helical Education program of the GEB, he also maintained his

Interest in secondary and eleMetary education, and soon found an outlet for his

energy in the making of school surveys with recommendations for improvement. , P

The first opportunity came in 1914, when the Maryland -state legislature app;Opriated

$5,000 for a commission to study the' public educational system of the state. Members

of the Maryland commission, being laymen, asked the Carnegie Foundation for teach-
.'

niCal assistance. When this was declined, they approached the GEB. Flexner

urged the Trustees to approve his participation in this project, which they
S

did by voting an additional $8,700 to support the Maryland fund. Flexner chose

Frank P. Bachman, a/ublic school administrator wo had studied t e New York City-*

school system; to-work with him. Thus was created the survey team'of Flexner

and Bachmar4.who accepted other invitations and eventually made a number of

evaluative tudies of state and city school 9' stems, including Delaware; Kentucky

Gary, Indi a; North Carolina; and a number of other southern states. Frnk P.
,

Bachman was appointed Director for School Surveys and Public Education, from

to 1928. By 1928 it seemed wise to the'Trustees to turn this role over

to a university, and the George Peabody College at Nashville was given $800,000

to support a-Division of Surveys and Fiel4Figffivices. Bachman joined he Peabody

Faculty to -carry on this woek. ,

b
College Teachers' Salaries. At the close of World` War:I there was a sharp

drop in the purchasing power of the dollar, which wast_cut in half between

1914 and 1920. But teachers' salariea were increasing ve slowly to take

account of this change. In 1919-20, three-fourihs of full-time college

teachers were paid less than$2,500 a year; only five percent received

$4,2400 or more. At Christmas time in 1919, Mr. Rockefeller gave the CEB
.

1 1



$50 million to help raises the salaries of college teachers. By 1924,
r

mor than170 private or independent colleges and, universities had /

rec7ived permanent endowment grants from the G, and they, themselves,

raised $66 million to match the Board'S conditional ?rants. Salaries

w re increased'roughly,30 percent between 1920 and 1930.

This special attention to. teachers' salaries was a major supplement

to a long-term program of, supporting colleges and universities throughout

the United State, which involved Wiut $60 million in endowment grants

to 291-institutions between 1905 and 1925:, These did not include grants

to medical schools. These colleges, nearly all of theth private rather

than public-supported, raised $140 million in matching funds. An important

service, established in the early l'20s, came from the addition to the GEB

staff of two financial advisors, one from the University of-Wisconsin

and one from the University of Michigan, who-were on call for advice to

college business officers concerned with financial reporting andinvestment

practices. A widely-used book, College and University Finance was published

in 1922 by Trevor Arnett, Secretary of the GEB,'Who,had been auditor and

comptroller of the University of Chicago.
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Educational Experimentation and Innovation

From its beginning the drive of the Genera Education Board and later the

Rockefeller Foundation was toward innovation and experimentation. The teaching

--"If better farming methods in rural schools of the South; promotion of public high

schools in the South; schools for Negroes in the South; full time faculty members
. ,

for medical schools; all were radical ideas at the time they were proposed and
..,

.6--7

supported with Rockefeller money.

A noteworthy case,-which attracted attention and opposition, was the esta

lishment of the Lincoln School in Teachers College, Columbia University. This

came about throu he actions of Abraham Flexner, Secretary of the Board, an

of Charles W. Eliot,-ex-president of Harvard University and a Trustee of the

GEB. Flexner, though originally a teaciikrof Latin and Greek, had no use f

the then commonly-held view- that the mind could be exercised to grow, lik

muscle, on exercises.in the classical languages and mathematics. Eliot h simi-

to
tar views and wrote a pamphlet for his fellow-trustees in 1915, when th y were

discussinghe quality of American high schoo-education. Eliot said .at Amer-

ican high schools restricted their curriculum to "memory studies.

i..atin, American history and mathematics, with a dash of ecolhomics air civics."
/ /

They gave "no real acquaintance with the sciences and the.arts wh h within a

hundred years have revolutionized all the industries of he white race. . ."2

Flexner, in 1916, wrote a monograph entitled The Moderfi School, which outlined

his ideas for a new kind of secondary school. The trustees authorized the

officers of the GEB to work out arrangements with a appropriate institution for..

the development of sucha school. In 1917, thisAas done with Teachers College,

Columbia University. The GEB hought.a site near Columbia University and paid

for a building. Eventually, a total of $6 million was provided for the Lincoln

School, including $3 Malian of endowment. The public announcement of the school

was made by the General Education Board, an unusual procedure. The news release

stated that the Lincoln school would "frankly discard thetheory of education

known as 'formal discipline,' and will undertake to secure training through the

thorough' and careful study of subjectp which are in themselves' valuable." The

educational Establishment-reacted negatively. Teachers of Latin sent proteits,to

the GEB. Several Ivy League college presidents wrote lettels of protest to the

President of the GEB. Even.the.New York Times editorialized that the project

was an attempt to overturn the existing schdol system., 1
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HOwever, the Lincoln School attracted wide and favorable attention. More

than a thousand educators visited the school in the year 1923-24. Graduates were

welcomed 4n the selective colleges,'some of whom, agreed to admit students even

though they'had not studied Latin: Mr. .Rockefeller, Jr. sent to the school four

of his five sons. Courses of study which later became standard for most high

schools in the country were developed in the Lincoln School--especially in the

social studies. Years later, after the Lincoln School had been discontinued,

along with laboratory schools of several other University Schools of E4 tion,

Professor Lawrence Cremin, historian of the Progressive Education movement, wrote

"The Lincoln School was the'most influential private school in the progress v'e

movement; in fact it may well have been the'most influential single school in

the United States between 1900 and 1940.'

The Program. in General Education: 1932-41

Another initiative in tire field of education was taken by the GEB, during

the depression decade of the 1930s. By 1932 it wa clear that the youth of the

landlftre major victims of the unemployment and general malaise of the Depressibn.

Furthermore, since so few youth could'find jobs, it became clear that the sch6O144`1.

system would have to find ways of holding and interesting a large group from

working' class youth who in pre;,rious year's had gone to work at 15 or 16. At the

same time, the progressive movement.in education was flourishing, and the colleges

were interested in reform'of general liberal education: The senior officers of

the GEB decided to make a survey of innovative practlipes add ideas. at the senior
.. -

high school and liberal arts college levels. They:einployed several'young educe-

-tors to visit - colleges and secondary schools and to write reports with recomben-

dations for action. By 1933, the trustees approved a program of support for

experiments and innovatio n' in the-education of adolescents, which might accommodate

the great bulk of the Youthpcipulation up to the age of.18 of 19, something unheard

in the United States or any ntber country. The sum of $10 illion was ear-marked

stir(for a 5 to,10 year program, which was to be carried on ough national educational '
. . -

agencies which-by'that time were alert to the growing crisis for youth. ,
i. .;

The program in Odneral Educationlas-it was "called, operated14tOm 19'33

through 1941, eventually appropriating $9 million. The major educational
. ,

organizations which received grants undar this program were: the American Council

on Education, which created the'Amerieartlbuth Commission and the Commissions
.

on'Teachei Education, involving 31k, colleges andfachoOl systems, ' .--_'..,

foriwgich $2A million was grintsd; 4e National
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Education Association and the American Association of School Administrators
.

which created the Educational Policies Commission, a major deliberative and

policy-recommending'body which received $350,600 for its support; and the

Progressive EduCatiori Association, which conducted the celebrated Eight Year

Study in which 30 experimental secondary schools were set free to work on

new curricula independent of the long-standing requirements of the College

Entrance Examination Board. The Progressive Education Association aliocon-

ducted a Study of Adolescents whose report profoundly influenced educational

theory. The Director of the Study, Dr. Caroline Zachry, was fortunate to get

the assistance of several young refugees from Nazism in Austria,and,Germany,

who have since made a major contribution to American scholarship and education-

Among them were Erik H. Erikson, Peter Bios, and Fritz Redl.

Since the graduates of the Thirty Schools in the Eight-Year Study were

to be admitted to college upon recommendation of the schools, rather than

through college entrance examinations it was desirable for the experimental

schools to work-out new methods of evaluating their students.,andstudying

the programs In college. For this a grant was,made to support an Evaluation

Staff, headed by Professor Ralph W./Tyler, then at Ohio State' University.

Tyler developed a model evaluation procedure which started a new styli,,of

educational evaluation that was widely influential ocrephe next two decades.

'All-told; the Progressive Education Association received $1.6'million for its

work through this decade.

Grants were also made under this program for experts in general education

at the junior college level, to the University of Minnesota, Bennington Col-
,

lege, Sarah Lawrence College, Stephens College; and to the AmeriCan Aisociation

Of JuntorColleges for experiments in "terminal" or vocational education in a

group of cooperating colleges.

,

This program was parallelled by grants for studies of adolescents at the

University of California at Berkeley, Western Reserve University, and Harvard

University. These studies were the pioneers in the provisida of information

from the field of developmental psychology for use by educators.

f
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The coming of World .liar II saw the termination of the board's program in

-General Education, and renewed final effort to assist educational development

in the South, The GIB spent the last of its principal fund on this effort,

and was aided by appropriations of $16 million from the Dockefeller Foundation

after 1946. The focus of GIB support after 1940 was mainly on higher education

in the South for black and white universities sod colleges. Major grants for

endowment and building, were made to Vanderbilt, Fisk, Ulan', takes**, Dillard,

Atlanta, Emory, University of North Carolina. In Nashville, Tennessee, the GIB

gave major support to Meharry Medical College, Fisk University, George Peabody

College, and Vanderbilt University. Atlanta was another center of GIB attention,

with appropriations that brought the four Negro colleges (Spelsant_Yorishoues,-

Morris Brown, and Clark) to ,hare -a campus area and to participate in the grad-

uate progress of Atlanta University and Of the interdenominational theological

center which combined four Negro eilinaries. -The OBB_also made substantial

grants to Emory University and.Agnes Scott College in the Atlanta area,, and

assisted dory to develop an outstanding Medical tchool and*GradUate School.

,Ifie Advance of pawn Kaowledite.

It happened frequently that chinge In the 'residency of a.Foundation Co.

2ineided with a change in policy or program, This was partly due to the fact

that the new President wanted a eireful evaluation of the program ii he com-

menced office, a 4esirt'shared-by-the Trustees who wanted periOdic -review and

'valuation. it was also partly due to the fact that a strong and creative per-

gionelity in the Frosidency was likely to put the impress of his own interests

onto the program. This wee the case with Wickliffe Nose, whobecame President

of the GCB to 1923. by training a philosopher, Dose had moved.into theefield

of applied science as Director of the International With Division of the

Sockefeller Foundation (1913-23). Be wanted. an international field for,his'

work, and he had become convinced of the', prime importance of seisms and

cientific method. When'he accepted the presidency of the General Bducatioss

- .Board, he stipelated that" new organisation be created, the International

Iducaiion Board, with the miasmas of developing educational facilities around

the world, and with himself as President. This was doggie -and Bk..Borkefellere,

Jr.,-gave $2$\ million to the new Board:
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During the presidency-of Wickliffe- Rose, the emphasis was upon

improving the qualitY of education, and on the development of the sciences

through universities around the world. An office was set up in Paris, with

Augustus Trowbridge, professor of physics and dean of the Graduate School

at Princeton University as European Director of the,IEB. The International

Education Board, during its 5-year existence from 1923-217 provided'sev*1

410hundre doctoral fellowships for promising young scientists to enable

them to go to Europe or to the USA to advance their competence. _More

than a hundred Americans went abroad on these fellowships, several of whom

bectme Nobel Prizewinners. Grants were made to develop the physical,science

facilities at Copenhagen, Cambridge, Paris, Goeftingen, Leiden, Stockholm:

and Edinburgh. The first IEB grant went to Niels Bohr, for the Physics

Tnstitute at Copeilhagen. The "cultural sciences" got some attention,

with grants ofil million to the American Academy in e, and $500,000

to the American School of-Cgattical-Studiea en The largest

investment in this area was,$3.5 Pillion to Professor James H. Breasted

at the University of Chicago fan the creation of the Oriental Institute,

,hich became one of the outstanding, centers of archaelogical research

in the world. During this period, the IEB started the series of grants

which paid for the giant 200-inch telescope on Mount Palomar, California.'

/'

When Rose-retired in 1928, the Trustees of the GEB, the IEB, the

Rockefeller Foundation, and the Laura Spelman ROckefeller Memorial

got together anctreorganized things Go that the General Education

Board,and-the Rockqfeller Foundation divided the field between them,
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with the RF merging with the qm anebee.611Ing responsible for the

advancement of human knowledge on a world-wide basis and the:M.focus-
.

ing on the improvement and development of the American system of educa-

tion, especially at the levels of secondary and higher education.

Educational Developplent Activities of the Rockefeller Foundation'

Tables 1 and 3 give an overview of the financial activity, of the

several Rockefeller fOundations:'.-Our definition,of "educational actiV1-
',..

ry" places approximately half of the honey in the field of education.

Mueh of the work of he Rockefeller Foundation consists of the

0 application of science to human problems--to tropical diseases, to

food production, to population control, to, the protection of the envir-
.

Onment:- Also a good deal, goes. to the support of "pure" or "sic'-'-

research, often done in universities, but not directly related

.

to the develonmeztA4mprovement of education.
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Incidentally, the appropriations under the GEB mostly preceded,1940, when

thedollar had two to four times its purchasing power as of 1970: Based on

o
. dollars of constant purchasing power, the "educational" activities oftthe Rock-

_

-efeller,bundationScomprise about 2/3 of total appropriations.

. Tables 3, 5, 6, and 7 report the grants of the Rockefeller funds from 1903

.t91973 in dollars of Constant purchasing power, with, the 1967 dollar as the

basic unit. The total grants in the -field iCeducationiopazUnt to $1j160,416,000

in 1967 dollars, whereas they are about $700 million in dollaraof the dates of

the grants. This is seen in Table 3.. . ,

/
* .

As Table 5 shows, the largest amount of,money for eduCational activities '---

Was given%between1963 and 1940, amounting to about 74 percent 04 the total pints:
_

upto,1973, in dollars ofdonstant purchasinepower.

There was emphasis on the South, whtre-16 ercent of the educational-grants

went. .however,' this emphasis was reduced in the 1940-1973 period.' Almost half

of the total; grants went to "national" grantees; "as noted in Table 5. This sig-
_

nifiid either that a grant was made to a national organization, or, that a pro-
. IN

gram of grants covered.the whole nation. For instance, the GEB grants for col-

'. lege endowments and-for teachers' salaries went to institutions in all parts of

- the country. Simi/arly,'the grants for improved medical education went to medi- -

.

cal institutions in all parts of the country, inc din the 'South.

o

As has beer noted in a number of studie of educational foundations, the

monies have gone largely.to private-financed colleges and universities and.organi-
-.

zations, as hown in Table, 5. The .category titled "some of.eaehp refers to grants

made to associations or groups of colleges and universities some of whidh were

private and- some public.

It will also be noted irrlable 5 that 32 percent of the monies went to

institutions and agents outside of the USA. 'This refIects..the interest of the
" 4

InternatiOnal,Education Boardin major universities around the world; and even

more so, the interest of the Rockefeller Foundation in assisting universities all

over the worn.' 16en Tables 5and 7 are examined togethert itisseen that'93

percent of the total educational grants were fotusised on higher eddcatton, and

aboUt one third of this money, or $370 m4llion,-, went to aid foreign and inter-

national programs.
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After 1946, as th teneftl'Education Board gave a ay i -s, capital fund and
, -

decreasecrits program, the Rockefeller Foundation began pay more attention

,to education. Thre such programs were developed in the period immediately

following 1961 (coinciding with a othange'in'th0 Presidency of the Foundation).

RF FrostraOs_since 1963. 'Itose,ibree programs were:

1: University Development. In addition to,its su t of research bearing

t on its erects in health, agricu Lure, and population, the RF selected five

universi in_various partsof the "Third Wbrld" or the less developed coun-

trlesand undertook to help them systematically to become'major modern Univer-
.

cities. These were:

Colombia- -The Universidad del Valle in Cali, a middle-sized city in the west'

centtal part of Colombia.

'-Nigeria--University of Ibadan.

East Africa -- Universities of Nairobi (Kenya); Dat es Salaam (Tanzania);

Hakerere.(Uganda).
r

Thailand--Hahidoll Kasetsart, and ThaMmasat Universities in Bangkoilt:.
'PhilAppines--University of the-Philippines.

2. ,Cultural tevelopmbnt. The Humanities Division of the Foundation had been .

interested in the performing arts as well as the humanities since about 1930.

This interest moved after 1963 toward eduCational a a training programs in the

performing artst Theatre, opera, ballet, orchestr . Talented students were

Fe:calk:44nd given scholarships for participati n in a widespread movement for

the maintenanc healthy development_of the arts in community life. Approx-
.

imately $29 mil = as -used for educational activities in this program, from

163.to 1

The major new emphasis was on educational opportunity

for dis --especially blacks, but also Spanish - speaking, American

ppalachian.youfh. For this programi047 million was appropriated

yetrs from 1965-72. This was a vigorous, naietnavide program which

'-,involved the school districts i big cities, a number of high status colleges
_ -

and universitiea, and several rural institutions in the,4outh. For the first`
,

time, it brought several black edu ators into reaponsibiccpositionaon the. --

Foundation staff.
,
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Knowles ae Preeident. and the'Course Ahead: 1974- -

When John H. Knowles became President in 1972, the trustees appoin'teea

Program Review Committee to chart a course for the new-period. Their report,

entitled The Course Ahead was published in 1974. They established seven-major

program areas:

Education for Development

Equal Opportunity for All

The Arts, .the Humanities and Contemporary Values

Populatiomand Health

Conquest,of Hunger

QUality Of"the Envirigiment

Conflict in International Relations

These were kneturar outgrowth of the previous decade's program, but there

was more emphasis on education. The following.quotations illustrate this great

emphasis upon education.

1. The Arts program will be concerned with "Making the arts more central

to general education. This is a new program objective for the Foundation. It

will include attemptso demonstrate the importance of the arts to human dev-

elopment and to promote an increased commitment to training in artistic skills

'within school systems. An initial step, already under way, is support of a

--study designed to determine for the first time whavin 'fact is being taught

ip schools in114the name of art. Particular atteE(tion will'be °directed to teach=

er-training institutions, to strengthen and -.,hasize the preparation of arts

teachers before they'adsume classroom:res onsibilitiewa a condition too often

neglected in arts education."

2. The Humanities will be promoted and'developed outside of the colleges
.

and universities. /

"Leis than half of young Americans go to college, but virtually all go

,:to high school. In most high schools, the humanities are not integrated either

with the sciencei,or with dAtlyliving. The Foundation will encourage Lica.-

tors who are trying to enrich the moral and philosophical ntent o Sigh

school programs.".....-
/X.,' :-
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"Millions of men and women who have had no opp

nevertheless.want:to be able to comprehend the world

education may helP reduce' social, fear, while buildin

liberatinglreative energies." The Foundation Will en ourage explorations and

'experiments in this field." r

rtunity to attendcollege

around them. Humanities

a sense of dignity'and

3. e earlier University Development Program w 11beloushed vigorously,'.

espe ally in the less-developed countries.

"The Foundation therefore will continue to emphas

of selected institutions that show a capacity to be nati

The objective will be to help the institutions to reach

1,

ze the strengpening

nal and regional models.

level .Of excellence

*.thy, can be maintained without further assistance from ab 'pad. This point is

being reached at several of the universities supported ove sthel past deCade.

As Founda7'i4p assistance is phased out, work is beginning ith other universities

with:similar promise."

"Universities will also be encouraged to develop, on a experimental and

demonstration hasis,appiled programs and extension activitie adapted to the

needs of their countries ortr4ions. 'Such programs should pro ide a more

rapid transmission of the knowledge and skills which apply to to real needs

of the people."

4. The Equal Opportunity program will be pushed vigtoreusly wieh assis-

tance to "a wide ,range of,disadvantaged people, -even though primari attention'

is given to American blacks." "A new component of the program, ce*red sqUarely

'conclusions, T,

_ .

on minority groups in rural regions will be explored."

There are three highly chatacteristic qualities of the programkof the

Rockefeller foundations which have 'Persisted from the very beginnint. ne is

the oloie attention tp:detail on the part of the staff. They travei a g eat

deal, visit projects frequently, examine possible projects carefully, are

available for adviceif this is wanted by their clients. When the GEB stated

ita:workin-the South, President Buttrick as well as his small staff visited./

innumerable "villages and schoolstand small colleges. EVen the large progea
,

--

of endowment to Colleges and,$rants for teachersl,salaries were negotiated

largely through visits from staff members-to the institution. The Interniftiodal-

1 2 `1
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Education Board activities in Europe required an office in Paris ank

a staff with-power to make decisions on the spot.

The detailed visitatiOn by field'agents Jackson Davis'and'Leo

6 - -17

FaVrot in the SoUthern states from,1910 to 19440were paralleled by

visits of Charles_Smith, Bruce Williams, and others to the large

Cities in the 1960s where internships were established in school super-

intendents!' Oeticei for the.develdpment ofgminoKita gtoup members into
ti

responsible administrative roles: Many of the interns were personally.

visited, and their work observed by'll" staff memberkbefore'they were

appointed.

1

11

-

This has been parallelled by a Verge number of small grants,

usually called grants-in-aid, generally for less than $20,000. These

are very. likely to develop out of the cohtacts of'staff officers witii

.

individual educators and researchers, and represent very specific needs

wiich might be overlooked in themakingoof large grants for institutional

support a nd endowme nt.

A third characteristic is the use of fellowships and training

grantsjto encourage and develop youeople Of p se. Table 4 shows,

that approx tely $108 million dollars ecl.in this way, more
3

than.half of it since 1952. It should be noted, however, that a

fellowship grant in 1920 cost much less than-half of what was necessary

to support the sloe kind Of person in 1970. Fellowships ranged from

poet- doctoral fellowships for a year oAtito for a able young Ohysicilpt

to work in one of thelixest physics laboratories, to fellowships for

123
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1.

black teachers trsue graduate work in a first-class, uiversity,,to

scholarships fOr talented music students to get training for opera or

orchestra performance in a first .class music school, to scholarships

eior bright minority group students to get into a selective college.

President Knowles, in the President's -Review for 1974, placed

special emphasis on Fellowships in hi5 section'on Strategy for the

Years Ahead. Writing cf the Rockefeller Foundation (as distinguiShed

from the other Rockefeller endowed foundayon5; he said: "More than

10,000, fellowships and scholarships have been awarded since 1913, when

the Foundation ..as established. If one had to name the Single most

important contribution of the Foundation, it would certainly haVe to

14.

be that of supporting the development of promising young men and women.

The relative emphases of Rockefeller-supported programs are best

seen in the set a P Tablao. of grants for various functions in terms of

dollars of constant purchasing power, 'On the whole, one observes a

rather consistent pattern through time,, -with, however; the following

zpecial emphases:

.1. Initial emphasis on the South gradually decreasing.

2. Interest in experimental secondary and college level

a.

education focussed on the period from 1920.40.
S

3. Interest in fliversity Development in the Third World,

after 1960.

12 4
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4. A growiUg interest in extending educational pportunity to disad-

vantaged youth, especially black youth. Th11 has been amplified by

a program of internships and fellowships to aid you4 black educa-

tors to achieve positions of responsibility in the educational systed.

Y. Growing emphasis upon education in thefieldof the performing efts

and the humanities, with two goals: recruiting and training able,

-young performers; and making the arts'and humanities more central

to the general, education of American youeth.

The Trustee Program Review Committee closes its report with the following

statement of the unique place in society of the private foundations:

The role of a private foundation is in meeting contemporary

human need. A private foundation can take initiative; it can

pioneer; and by mustering available knowledge and human competence,

it can identify causes and experiment with Solutions. It can

move without'the-political complications created when governments

are igviolvedwith other governments. It can encourage cooperative

effort across national and political boundaries. It can bfing.e'

high order of individuality and diversity of viewpoint into the= -

field ofhuman betterment. It can provide a decentralization of

social initiative and responsibility. -Aneit can enlist the

*0 interest and.support of vigorous,' enterprising, and public-
,

spirited benefactors.

0,

1

WI
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Table 1

GRANTS MADE BY THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATIONS: 1903-74

$ Million

General Education Board- 1903-64 325.

Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial ,1918-1929 55--

International Edtcation Board 1923-28 : -28.

ROckefeller FOundation 1913-73 ; 220.

Approximate Total (current dollars)
$1,630.

Somewhat less than half of this total has been placed by us in

6-20

5

themeducation" category. In addition to these Rockefeller endowed

foundations the following Rockefeller family foundations heve_bad-

an interest in education:

'Rbckefeller Brothers Fund, founded- 1940
.

Ap!I 3d Filnd, founded 1963

Mirtha Baird Rockefeller Fund for Nhasic

,

Colonial Williamsburg ..,

O.

A

.26

NRA

;"

.
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Table 2

PRRSIDENIS OF THR

-*General Educatio4 Board
, ,

1992-23 :.Wealace o*ick
1923=28 WiCkliffa Rola ,

X128 -36 TwOrlAtnitt

1936-48 Raymond B; PosdIck

19487'52 Chestat I.4artuo.rc1
A

1952-16i Dean Rusk

19644' = j3 TO0;or0', Barra
- 0,

111:. 4."4.4.1n0

, -

6--21

WIJORROCREFULER FOUNDATIONS

Rockefeller FOuldation

1913-1Z John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

1917-29 George E. Vincent

1929 -36 Mai-Mason

1036-48. Raymond B. Fosdick

1948 -52 Cheater I. Barnard

1952-61 Dean Rusk

1961-72 .L*George Eirrar

1972- , John H. movies
k *

127
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Table 3
\ .

:mAJwcptcoRIPA OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY'BY THE ROtKEFELLER

4
.

,EdUcation In the South 1903-64
(Mainly .for: whites) i

ilegroes ' 1903-74

:Medical Education,'
k '1913-74

Endowment'Grants to 291,Colleges
and Uniervities 1905-25

College 'leachers' Salaries : 1949-24
'. ..

Experimental Programs in'Secondary
,

And ColiSke Education 'l 1917-41

Support o Science Programs in
Universities. Y 1924-32
(Includis $28 million groin the .

Interbitional ducation Board)

Natural ScienCes' 1925-63

Social Sciences 1918-63

Humanities ' 928-63
e

University Development (Third World) 1963 -74

Equal Opportunity 1963.=74

Cultural Development 1963-74

Fellowships and Scholarships 1916-74

FOUNDATIONS *'

. $ Miklions

Current $ 1967 Purchasing

70

62 .

200:'

60*

50*

, 16

37
,

.

..%

50

60 :

30 '

58

47

29

108* ,

Power

90

132

443

4,150*

95*

37

75

75 '

95

.. 45

58 -

"fii47.'

29

163*

, .

Approximate Total $700 1160

, t

*Some of these categories overlap Slightly; consequently Some apprOpriatiota are,.
reported twice. Those marked withn asterisk (*) overlap almost codplerely with
other categories. On the other hand, the Rockefeller funds have grantedanore than
the above amount for support of research and practical applicationsof:research ius
such areas as: \Control of tropical diseases, Agricultural divelopment, population
control, quality of the environment, medical research: These are not includedm
our rather narrow definition of "educational activities."
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Th1e

FELLOWSHIPS, SCH3LARSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS*

GemexaLgducation Board $ Thousands
...,

, (in current dollars)
Whites 1903-20 200

Negroes 1903-20 150

Whites 1920-40 950

Negroes 1920-40 950

Whites 1940-54 1,850.

Negroes 1940-54 500

. United Negro College Fund 1959 300

t Southein Fellowships Fund 1955-64 3,050'

Southern Education Foundatiod 1963 100

Association,of American Uni-
versities J952-56 500

International Education Board 1924-28 1,300

Rockefe.141er Foundation 1916-51 28,000

Rockefeller Foundation 1952 -74 70;000

Total $108,006

* Most of the 11M,and-RF fellowships werepost-doctordr, .

Mali of theothers were for graduate study, often leading

to the doctorate:

129
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Table 5

CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCKEFELLER GRANTS IN THE FIELD OF EI)UCATION
1903-1972 (Dollars of 1967 Purchasing Power)

Time Periods

Total Grants--$1.160,416 (000)

Amount Percent of Total

1903-1920 $149,420 13

1921-1930 481,192 42
t

1931-1940 222,115 19

1941-1950 49,428 4

1951-1959 81,840 7

1960 -1966 107,166 9,

1967-1972 69,255 6

Ltal

Regions

$1,160,416 100

Northeast--USA
p

42,200 . 3.6

,South 186,160 16.0

'North Central-Midwest 3,483 0.3

Southwest 104

West 1,150 0.1

National 556,531' 48.7 .z:=1--1

.Foreign - Outside
.

of USA

.: 272,404 23.4

International-Inclu--
ding USA

98,350 8.5

T00.

1Ype of Agent Percent

Public-Financed $192,157 16.5

Private- Financed -lb\ 637,216 55.0

Some of Each - 299,214 --7 26.0

$1,129,490 , 97.5

13O
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCKEFFITER GRANTS IN EDUCATION

(Dollars of Constant Purchasing Power"1967)

Function Am bunt (000177-, ,- -Percent of Total

Endowment $547,319 47

General Support 249,437 21

&din, Res. & Deve opmen 116,776 10

Personnel Develop' nt 163,177 14,

Feklowships, Tz i
ing Institutes

Student, Aid / 33,998 2.9

Scholarships,. Rebedial

Teaching

$1,110,707. 95

Education for Black
Minority $ 131,63S,-- 11

1311



Table 7.

DEVELOPMENT
(1967 $)

.Amount (000)

4,

CATEGORIES IN EDUCATIONAL

Higher Education . Percent,

Community-Junior College $ 4,482. 0.4

Four-Year Colleges 63,832. 5.5

Secondary-College Coordination 4,566 0.4

Under grad. - graduate education 4,823. 0.4

Academic Graduate Programs 519,618. 44.9

Medical Education '442,573. '38.2

Dental Education 960. ., 0:1

Nursing Education, .
-

14,10. -,,, 1.2

_Religion-TheologicalEducatban 2,264, 042

Library ScienceSchools 1,760. 0.2

Teacher Education 6,733. 0.5

Educational Administration 12,204. 1.1

Social Work 1,940. 0.2

Total $1,079,872. 93.3

"Eleientary'and Secondary Eddcation

Elemititary $ 3,2334' 0.3

Secondary 23,003.' 2.0

Combination 30,553. 2.6 '

.1Uncertain, 3,800. 6.3

6-,26

Total $60,589. 5.2

0.

0
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VI/. ,RMSOLL SAGE. F Q41-

When 10.ege4 artoW1,r in terMs:Of!conteMtorary'emphadis, the R4ssell..:Sage
,

FoundatiOn wodld appear.to bean unlileety.candidate-f-or:indlusiqn in ;:i,survey
. . .

;

of this sort with its rather exclusive echicationa-lA focus. -With some 25'jpro-.e.-
.

en
,

fessioally trained and credentialjed socjRlogists comprising%iti Staff and
.

. . ,
-:

.representing traditional sociology al area':bpecialtieS'dttOka# 0444ex irga,pi-
t

,

.. ' ,' At
iations,,social'indicators, ancisoCial:control,:thefoOndation couldpats for a

. .
, ,

:moderdte-sized sociology department in;a typical university' setting. Right down

to having a Nairman (i.e.preaident, the last three of which hays been sociol-'

.. .

°gists), 4unior.and senior staff, pre-.and post-doctOral fellows, research'
... .

assistants and visiting scholars* the siMilarity,is preserved. As such,it must
!

% , .
,

.

Certainly be one of thbest academic, research-priented sociology departmehts .

.

in the country.with an impiessive record of staff publiCatione and professional..

influence. 0
.

s

,
. . . ,

thatThe ration4le givenin.support of this emphasis is that in the'long run the- .

fodndation could best carry out Mrs., Plivia Sage's mandate to improvethe social ,i,
. . .

and living conditions in the !Rifted' States of America by supporting research -on .,"

.

social prpblems, rather tbottrying directly to alleviate.theConsequences of those
, ? . ,

.

aD

problems. '.RSF hopes that thisredearch will produce information Useful to policy-
,

Makers in the public' and private sector wh'are addressing..these.problems. MbreOver.. e, 6

current Rusiell-Sage leaderShip feels that since the foundation has a relatively
/-

small amount of money (Russell Sage is ividdle-size American foundation in terms.'
'

of capital - assets) to spend in support of social science research, it is necessary
.

to have the expertise of active scholars taking'part in the WeciSiOn-making. Such

an arrengement.has meant that Russell Sage has moved toward a blend between-a grant-
.

. .

ing agency andlan'internai research institute. Staff membersspend halftheir time
.,v.

doing-their own:researth and thp other half na administrative wori,et'the foundations,
.

134, .;
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. r

g and-development, Proposalemaluat1011-mpditoring of

Manuscripts, add so on. This peculiar blend of actiiiities

litwis that Russell Sage believes it does dot recruit dew talent froM the same
..

pool 'as do other granting agencies, either public or private. While this may be

. -
true, it; is probibly.;6Ore,the'result of a, rather exclusive disciplinary focus on

sociology as a criterion df selection Chan it is a result of recruiting active

acholers,something.that Ford Foundation, among others, alSo does.
1

Russell Sage tries very hard to develop its program ideas internallyT-to

developa program of research and the4 go outside the foundation to seek scholars

401.)otkmpreciselythosepertidular problems se/Acted. And since less-than
. ; . .. .

three million dollars a year_is spent,*-on everything; it is incumbent upon the

: foupdation to eScertain precisely that money is not spent in an'area duplicating

. p
the efforts of. other public or private funding agencies. This it appeats to do

. .

effectively bj mbintaifiipg close association with those agencies, particularly

.

Netional'Scrii0 Foundaiion, that it believes tbe turning, out roughly the

same kind of product.
11,

Russeil:Sage appears itithe 'last two-decides'to be' anxious that its funds
" .

lied to support. research projeCts.and not commissions'ortask'forces:r`train-

--'4om .

programs, or.inat44.00401' 4Butev4iteie.it must be very careful, using stated

poncy'interests-to heti-handle the-large'VOluie of applicatio4s. capitalizing on

their scholarly expertise, the foundation determines the degree of fit between the
4! .

teseirch_proposal and _its principal, investigators and the personal inclinOions of
, .

its on staff. The nature of the relationship between the foundation staff membar

. and a ierson who hasfftesell Sage supportfox aproject is primarily subothntive

and not administrative or financial so that the research interest of the foundation

staff may naturally and pOt;artificially'help.to Shape the

'oitteids. one 1igh7ranlcing foundation official put it this

'135
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'productive social scientist in th9 world came to us with the best-written proposal.

ever done on the most pressing social problemJn:the country, if it were not a
,41

substantive interest of one of the staff members,of Russell Sage Foundation, we

wouldn't support it." Ns,

In addition to sponsoring research, RS has felt tt important to dissemina e

its research findings. Arguing that if it is useful to support social science

research as opposed to directed social action, it therefore becomes'important to

tuaranteethat resuaNiC'of research be widely seen. Russell Sage Foundation got

:into the formal publishing house type of dperation early in'tts history and has

published a large number of books over subsequent years. RS'insists that it does

notgixe grants to iridrvidualsit awards contracts for research. When an individual

is thus supported for research, he or she signs a letter of contract to summit a

i: report to the Foundation which is suitable for publication.. Thep manuscripts are

reviewed by qualified-staff and suggestions for revisions made following Which the

piece is published.' No royalties are paid on grounds that the researcher's time

has been purchaSed,analogous to'paying faculty a summer salary.

Russell Sage can at the same time be praised and criticized for ittdecision
44/

to underwrite the publicatiOn of the results of rite own research"...Certainly the

foUndation has approached this task far more assiduously thin would ordinarily be

expected of a department of social scientists qua social scientists. The assumptiO

fi
of this burden could under the most charitable interpretation signify a basic, under-

.

lying commitment to bear the financial weight of this stage of the in.thouse researdh'

endeavor. A,somewyt,:different view of this side of ita activity is that the founds-
SP 44

should allow its research product to find its way to-print via the usual
/-

,

els of.referred 'journalsr'
'Aqi,Vg1 its cOmdiiMent to

and commercial publishing houses,

publishingAnd-tocarying out Mrs. Sagers intentions

of improving-the sodialand Lving conditions in the USA, foundation Officiali
.

critically auggesi -the heed for. a much .broader dissadinailion of 'ideasesmit "in- a. format

.
. .

t
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and style more amenable to the needs of policy-makers. This procedure would

doubtless meet resistance among academically-oriented social sctentists but

7-4

vould be a logical step for an academic research institute interested in improv-

ing'the quality of life.

PAST-. VERSUS CURRENT INTEREST IN EDUCATION
The support of education or.educationsl reieerch has'a marginal existence

in current Russell Sag; activities. in the post World War II period there.

has been's- gradual decline in interestn education. The foundation in this

period has taken a long close look at a number' of professions And concluded that

they-could benefit from the infusion of.a social science perspective. Perhaps

more than any other organization RS'is responsiblelfor Medical sociology and has

similaky been preoccupied with'law and social science and at one timethe foun-

dation contemplated a similar role for the, profession. of education. Over,

just as,the program for the mask t was dropped as. being unwieldy so was edu-

cation abandoned in this:Sense. It yes much easier to get social sciences into'
4

lav,than into education. Nevertheless,-the'Foundation did mount a large-program

that started in the late 30a and carried.into the 60a foCusing arogna ability

testing in-AMerican educition.

As these
. *
projects came to an'end and with the growth:of the United States

v

Education, the

"
1,

Office of Education and later the Ottablii6ent of the National:Institute of

Foundation decided that it was not going to carry or-develop

a new program in the area of education. Annual reports in the late 60s and

70a rEport a section "titled Human Resources in Education and it carries a few-

-projects which have been left over in the area of education. Currently interest

foundation Staff in education is nisei being limited to the overlap

with studies of occupations, minority and child development. A few

years ago RS provided support for a study epintroduction of standardized

testing in Ireland.

The two stiff members-most interested in eduCation, Orville Erik and
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David Goslin have left the Foundation:land Sarane Boocock, in thepast praminJ

ent it the Sociology of Education, is currently more interested in-international

comparisons of child care centers.

PreviOus to 1946 a more direct and ambitions role in education was main-
*

tied by Russell Sage trustees. From the beginning in November, 1907 the

Foundation took an active interest in elementary,educatien Spbnioring-a-variety

of studies under the administrative aegis of a Department of Child Hygiene with

the express purpose tolaid educators to substitute knowledge for opinion, and

to base action on evidence rather than on tradition or speculation.

The principal figure in the early Russell Sage activity in education was

Leonard P. Ayres, the father of the School Survey movement. One book, Laggards

in Our Schools, went tt4oughthree reprintings and sold 4,000 copies; a sizeable

number for the audience of that day. Early activities of Ayres and his colleagues

included studies on backwardChildren, school entrance age, !actors influenc-

ing progreis through phe grades, and promotion rates and systems.
.

10'1908 a study into the relation of phisical defects to progress in school

was begun by 16r. Luther H. Gulick and Mr. &refl. The book resulting from this'

effort,-Medical Inspection of Schools, was the first book published by the
.

.

foundation's awn staff, (eight months heforettsggardiin Opr Schools) and sold

5000, copies. Mr. Ayres published in 1910 another book on healthof,schooi chil-
.

dren entitled Open-Air Schools which is said to have been enthUsiastically--
o

received by an international audience of educators..

Vocational and induStrial education studies werejaponsored in 1913 which

questioned assumptions abOut.the kind of ocCupations that.ought to be the

object of deliberate training; in 1911, intelligence tests imported froiFtance
.

'were critically examined wiih the aid of the Foundation and'their applicability
p

'to vocational guidance examined;. scales for measuring tbe'cidilityof bindvriting
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were 4eveloped by Mr. Ayres in 1911.and enjoyed widespread usage; in 1914 a

spelling scale was developed.

By 1913 a separate Division ofiBiutation-had-been formed and the Russell

Sage Foundation entered a period of school surveys. A school matt' was-a

very special operation somewhat akin what today might be tOught of as a

comprehensive ethnography of school system combining a thorough investiga-

tion of all facets of school operation and numerous recommendations for the

solution of .problema which were uncovered. Some 25 of these surveys were car-

.ried out of which the best known and most sophisticated were the-Springfield

and Cleveland Surveys. All the surveys were directed by Mr. Ayres but made -

use of many specialists. The surveys were very comprehensive including such

details as average classroom humidi,y"and were presented in direct and forceful,

even hard - hitting language. Prior to 1917, whensoperations-weretemporarily

suspended, perhaps the greatest contribution of the Russell Sage Foundation to

education was the increased. respect for the application of scientific methods

to educational problemi.

One educational activity of the Russell Sage Foundation which gained

considerable attention because of its controversial nature, was the publics-

'tionln 1970 of a document by RS ff member David Goslin, entitled, Guidelines

for'the-Collection, Maintenance and Oisse mination of Pupil Records. This report

was distributed:videly_bY the Foundation to school-principals. The document.

dmicribed itself as the report of a confe e on the ethical and legal sepecti

of:school record keeping although"Loo ned considerable discussion of the

Collection of perional data about pup use by researchers., In general

the Guidelines sought to emphasize the value and importance of privacy for the

.pupil and his family and to warn the school -principal by counselor against

several practices which could be interpreted as infringement of privacy.,
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While this RS publication was unquestionably in step with:the public

mood of critically reassessing complex society's relentless intrusion of

personal Privacy it is fair to say that the report was met with a storm of

protest by the academic research community and many others who believed

that answers to many of education's most urgent problems would be effectively

blocked by the tight restrictions proposed by the Guidelines on access of

researchers to school records.

However, .the most, germane cri:ticisd for present purposes was the one which

questioned the propriety of a Foundation issuing statements on controversial

matters over its oWn.signature and thence disseminating it directly to policy

makers and administrators. Some educational researchers contended that the

RS document.should have been Circulated in profeasional channels to.stir bp

Aiscussion from which a more informed opinion and-perhaps official statement

',from the education, profession would arise.. Whatever may have been its merits,

the publication of Guidelines was a 49S effort that was well knOwt and spoke

directly to educational issues that were current and crucial.

ANALYSIS OF RUSSELL SAGE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Sage is one of the oldest foundations with a continuing interest in educe.-
,

tional support. It made its first sizeable grant for an educational purpose

'111.1967 and his remained'at-smodest level of activity since that time.. Since

, .

the turn of the century, We list a total of 78 grants in education summing

to:$10,367,000. As the Table shows, the foundation has-been mostActiven

the 13st 3decades. during which 89 percent of all its 'educational do4ars have

been awarded. However, the money awardedin grants.is only part of the 'story,

since the staff activity is not included. For'example, the period 1910-:20

was one of intense staff activityAin the area of education.
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TABLE

Decade N5O11ar Award* % of Toth N of Grants . % of Total,

1900-10 772,000 7 6

190-20 --- 0

1920-30 335;D0O . 3 3

1930-40 r!, OMMII 0

"194075O 56,000 1 1. 1,

1950-60 . 6,085,000.
,

59 31 40...._

1960-70 . 1,989,000 '19- 18 23

1970-80 _ 1,130,000 '11 19 24.

4

$10,367,000 '100 78 100

*Where die column is headed N Do liars, the figured are ,given in dollars
of 1967,4filue 4 '

The decade" betweed'1950 and 19(10 stands prominently as the period
,

of highest activity for Sage in Support .of education with 59Z of its total

expenditures made during this time span-. The mean Sise,of grants by the
.

oddda4on had been approXimatdly, 0:33,000: During the fire, 30 years of

the foun4tion's support educational grants:averaged arodud sloo,ctoo, then
\swelled tt? the figure Cited above in the 194q!s sad haVe for the'lltt

, part been in the range of $40000 to $80000 forfart last 15

s, The founation has been wet, actiie in 6. major, areas of .educational

mOR\Ort.

v
\ A. \ ''',.,

TABLE 2

AREA OF SUPPORT:.1\

\ Righir idu,ce
\ NEndosnient and Gen. Suplf.
':,',Curriculuni,Dev.

\ .1''ti-Ccilleti.ate Ed:
\ Tchicational. lath.
.11.14imcial .,Aid to Stud.

.V.,10TAL . ,

N DOLLARS

6,577,000
2,40,.000
'2,720,000
1.,,96,odo

, 1,'468,000
).,145,000

10,367,000

z;op SAGE TOTAL*

63.4
27.W

' 26.2

17.3

14.1
'130 0

..., 3
' 4\..::,

,

',...'N 3, ,.

_

L .

. 6

:A. ...., ,

401002 .Alatiple-oodins

, i N
. 41 ,

I ' .
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-Higher education clearly has been the primary focus of the foundation's

efforts. Since the data were in many cases counted in more than one

category, some of the funds for higher education arealso listed under

endowment, curriculumdevelopment and aid to studetns. Our -calculations

show that fifty -three percent of Sage funds have been given to priyate

institutions and organizations. Public institutions were awarded 32%

or $3,333,000 with the remaining funds going to institutions of mixed

character. i

Geographically, Sage's philanthropy has been quite evenly distributed

throughout the country (aside from the South). The Northeast has been
Nib

given slightly more than a proportionate share of grants receiving 41 percent

of total dollars, however, this advantage is muted as Table 3 illustrates.

I.

Region

TABLE 3
,4.

4

_)NUollar Award % of Total

4.

N of grants

Northeast 2,965,000 30 28

National 2,369,000 24 17

West 2,046,000 21 9 .

N Cent and MW 1,889,000 19 7

South , 404;000 4 3

Other 221,000 1 , 4

TOTAL, $9,904,000 100 68

Of the,grints given by Sage, 75 percent his been awarded inthe form

of grants which have run for 5 or. more years, The strong implication is

that the'foundatioa is ielective in its decision- making but once funded,
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a project enjoys Sustained support from some time. Twelve percent of the

dollar awards have been for 3-year ojects with 1,2 and 4 -year endeavors

comprising less than 10% of the remain ng funds. One would expect that

because of the longer duration of the = ards, the long-term grints would

be sizeably greater than those fun for shorter periods of time and this

is indeed the case. Grants for five-year periods or longer averaged

slightly over $300,000, more than triple the size ,of grants of shorter-

duration.

Sage's interest in educationaL research is reflected in the nature

of its administration staff. .Sage - fellows and other research specialists

have been instrumental in choosing projects to be funded and'in carrying

out the projects. OVer 83 percent of the funded activities have been

Chosen and carried oat internally. This corresponds to .68 percent of all

dollars totaling $8,539,000.

Of the 78' grants we-recorded 46 were issued for the :support of higher

education. Within that category nearly 90 perdent of the funds were.

divided among just three areas. Legal education received 33% of the

higher education money followed by the, education of social workers with

29% and medical education at 23%. The largest number of grants in this

category was 10 for undergrad/graduate edudation but the mean size of the

awards was only $47,500.

Only 17 awards were4made for the purpose of general support to educ-

ational institutions. This amounts to $2e804,000 adjusted dollars. The

foundation made no awards fof the.puiPose ofIstablishing endowment for

any of the recipient institutions.
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The foundation's over-arching interest in social science disciplines,

particularly in sociology, is reflected in the distribution of awards for

turriculum development, 4 traditional concern bf educators..

Discipline_

ft.

SoCial Sciences

Biological Sci.

TABLE 4

N Dollar Awaid

2,117,000

. -

285,000

4

% of Total

,78

10

N of Grants

18 -7-

1

Agriculture 282",000 710 2 -,

Religion 36,000, 1 1

TOTAL $2,720,000 10 22

In pre-collegiete education, 85 percent ($1,525, ) of the total vat

.

'spent for programs designed to benefit combined primarr and seconddry

-4

schools. Pre-collegiate activity is not high prioritat Sage as can.

be seen by the amount given and the additionarfaeihat only. fifteen

grants were coded in this category.

More than one-third of Sage's education-related-iWards went'towards

some form of edbcational research. Within this category, the foundation'a

appropriations were, relatiA to other foundations we studied, unusually

diversified as the following table illustrates.

' TABLE 5

Area of Research' N Diener Award X 'N N of Grants

, ,

Social -Context of 401,000 48
r,

Education
Administration - ' 06,000 19 8 : 4

Instruc, andLearning. , 155,000 11 2

Curric. & Objectives , 113,000 8 .:
, 1

'Counseling & Human 107,000 7 2

Development
,

History 104,000 7 .' 1

Measurement & '12,000 1 -.
1

Mach. Methods
.

,--
....., .

TOTAL : $1;468;000- 1011=-.-- 24 --
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Abe size of the awards in the social context of education research averaged

$78,000 adjusted dollars. The size of the Sage's support for research

_ .

in the social context of education relative to the die of the foundation

-
and its total expenditpres is in keeping with US general commitment to

an understanding of the nature of man's social order and the improvement
,

k

of his social and physical condition.

Only roughly 8 percent of Sage's awards have been expressly for

financial aid to students (9 of 78 awards).- Nearly 90 percent of the

total for this category was designated for either fellbOships or scholar-

ships. Of the money which have been emolicitly.allocated, 8 percent or

$92,000 has been for fellowships and 3 percent or $31,000 has,gone for

work study programs,,,_

Although only 22; of the 78 grants could'be assigned to a specific
4

area within s geographic region, it is noteworthy that 16 (732 of these

awards went toinstitutiiins within the same city', in which the Foundation

is located (New York).

1
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VIII. CARNEGIE CORPORATION

Throughout its history, the Carnegie Corporation, which was established

in 1911, has written a distinguished record in the field of national and inter-

national education. ',By alhost.any standard of foundation measurement,flexi-

bility of fUnding, innovation,' leadership, activism, Carnegie has excelled. A

mere glance at studies which Carnegie has sponsOred, from Gunnar Myrdal's

pioneering commentary on American race relations, An American Dilemma, to James

Conant's work on the American high school and to the recent reports of Clark

Kerr's Commission on Nigher Education, indicates the extent to which Carnegie

has profoundly shaped ideas in educational development through the generations.

- -Name any field'or significant academic structural change, and Carnegie hap prob-

ably been involved, froM adult education in the 192's and 1930's to concern with

the arts in the 1920's4 1930's and 1950's, to'public television in,thes.1960's, to-

011

the legal education of Blacks in the 1970's., A close study of Carnegie's patterii

of grants would reflect the'history of American education in the twentieth century.

The Corporation was fortunate in the vision bequeathed to it by its founder;

Andrew Carnegie. Carnegie in a memorable series of essays 44titillated an impressive

philosophy for private philanthropy. 'And in the application of his ideas, Carnegie

shapedand controlled several foundations,' the greatest of which was the Carnegie

,GoFpOration.

In his "Gospel. of Wealth," published in The North American.Review '(1889),

Carnegie made a distinction between two activities in the life of any sel f-made

erson of wealth. These were the periods of acquisition and distribution. Once

A man made his millions, stressed Carnegie, he had a public responiibility to

channel the bUlk of these funds into beneficial services for the society which

14,6
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1.

had rewiarded him far beyond what his labors merited., He would therefore

become a "trustee," a steward of great wealth. He set the'theme for his philos

ophy by emphasizing the need to, create the conditions for equal opportunity

rather. than simply giving free, unattached aid. "In bestOwini charity," said

Carnegie, "the main consideration should be to help those-who will helpthem-

selves, to provide part of the means by which those who desire to improve may

do so, to give those who desire to rise the aids by which they may rise,

assist, but_rarely, or never to flo all."1

Carnegie stressed an educational theme when he said that the

best means of benefiting the community is to place
within its reach the ladders upon which the aspiring
can rise--free libraries, parks, and meansf recre-
ation, by which men are helped in body and mind,
works of art, certain to give pleasure and improve
the public taste; and public institutions of various

Ra kinds, whicb will improve the general condition of the
people; in th4s manner returning their Surplus wealth
to the masa of their fellows in the forms' best calcu-

, lated to do them lasting good.

Here Carnegie demonstrated a bold design which would influence future dimensions

of his hilanthropic ventures: aid could and should have an impacton the

structural'system under which people learn. In surveying the "best fields for

,philanthropy," Carnegie pointed to gifts in the educational frameworki.from

universities to free libraries to museums to.medital colleges, to artistic works

in pirki to music halls to prograis of physicaLrecreation. Certainly institu-

.

tiona founded by his gifts,, such as the Carnegie-Institute of Pitt urgh, the
. ,

.

Carnegie Music Hall in New York, and the Carnegie Institute Of TechnolOgy were-
:

monuments to his philosophy.2

There were several limitations to Carnegie's ideas.' For one thing, A

.

person skilled at accumulating money might mot be squally skilled in distributing

it particularly since the latter function reqUired a national range of experience
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and expertise which the master of steel Could not pretend to hbe, 'particularly

in the field of educition. As Carnegie'i most-recent biographer, Joseph Frazer

ft

Wall, notes, while Carnegie was amassing hull fort ie, often 'at the expense 0E,
was .

the welfare of both his opponents and his laborers, there A litile'evidence t9

suggest he' was thinking of theoossibilitites offameliorating social conditions

of men.

Yet Carnegie's philosophy had merit for the field of educati9n.

of a poor Scottish family who arrived inthe United'States in 1848 when he was
, like Will Keith Kellogg,

twelve, CaAmegie4had been deprived of the benefits of a normal education, and

like others from a similar background, he was addicted to the educational faith.

While he refus d to dole out food to the poor,,he was willing to grant free educe-
..

tion:

Carnegie's s pathy with the problems of higher_education 4ecame apparent

'when he founded tie Carnegie Foundation. for the Advancement of Teaching with a

sum of, $10 million from United States Steel Corporation .bonds in 1905. Working

Closely with President Henry S. Pritchett of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Carnegie gave the Foundation the mission of devising a good retire-

x
. . .

ment plan for college professors who were, then as now, underpaid. Pritchett

became the Foundation's, first President. In his Autobiography, Carnegie noted"

that Of -.

7 all'professions, that of teaching Is probably the most

unfairly yes, most meanly paid, though it shoUld rank

with the highest,. Educated men, devoting.their lives .

to teaching. theyoung-receive mere pittances. When I

first took my'seat as a erubtee of Cornell-University,
I was 'shocked to find how.smair were the salaries of

the profesdors,'as a rul -ranking below the salaries

of Some of our clerks.. To save, for old age with these

men is impossible:3

The Foundation lailithe basis for the TeaSars,Insurance and Annuity Association'

of.America, still the major agency for retirement benefits for professors today.
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At'first directed' to private non-denominational institutions, the Foundatioli

soon extended its services to public colleges and universities.
o 4

linder'Pritchett's leadership, and in keeping with Carnigies philosOphy,

the Foundation began to influence academic standards by insisting that to
r

,qualify for the pension-plan, institutions of higher education must have,

acceptable admissions systems, requiring, of all potential students,that they''

complete' four years of secondary education. Also, it 'stated that these colleges

must have at least six full professors do their staffs.

While essentially an operating agency, the Foundation over the yeirs hes

also sponsored a series' of research studies on the status of higher education

in fhe United States, the most famous of Which was Abrahem Flexner's indictment

of the poor standards of medical educhtion. Later from 1937 to 1948 the Corpor-

ation gave the Foundation some grants which led .td"the creation ofthe Graduate

ir
Record Examination. Also, as a result of these studies, the dorporation helped

found the. Educational Testing Service in 1948.

While the Foundation still technically,mainteine its own independence,

with its own Board mid Annual Reiforts, it has increasingly 'become linked
,

to the greatest of Carnegie's ventureit'in educatioh*, the Carnegie Corporation,

founded in 1911, Today, the Corporation and Foundation share, the 'same.officers,

and throughout- the century, the Foundation has derived many of -its ,funds for

separate projects from the.Corporition.

In the early twentieth,centurydarnegie continued to establish other great

philanthropies; including the'Car4tie Trust for the Universitieof his native-

Scotland,the Carnegie_ nstitution of Washington, D. C. to ezicourage basic

research in scientific ftelds,,the Carnegie Hero Fund and the Carnegie Endowment'
.

for International Peace. But in the Corporation of New York,,, foUnded with a .\
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majOr endowment of $125 million" Carnegie.created-in-institution designed to

carry outAlis major intentions in education-. The charter of the'Corpbration

gave'itsBoar0 broad mandate:

to promote the. advancement and diffusion of knowledge and
' underitanding aaiOng the people of the United States,' by

aidingtechnicalsdhoole, institutions of higher learning,
libraries, Scientific research,- useful publications, and
by,suCtether agencies,and means as shall_ from time to
time be found epprOpriate therefdre.

.

Until his death in 1919, Carnegie, as President of his Corporation retained
, .

,

,

- close surveillance over the Corporation's expenditures, and as Waldemar Neilsen'
. . .

said Board Meetings simply confirmed what he had already done. In these Itars,

'Carnegie highly, favored other institutions which'he had founded, such as the

Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh and the Carnegie Foundation. Fiom 1911 to 1922,

grants,
these institutions received over a' third of the total Corporation, $23',415,032.

As the pres- ent Secreiary.of the Corporation, Florence Anderson, wrote, Corporation

activities in these years were largely devoted to Carnegie's traditional interests,
IP

0

especially in Supporting building programs of community libraries, provided the

community agreed to maintaiLthe library properly. In her work on the Corpora-
.

tion's library protiam, Miss Anderson noted that after World War I, the,building.

program wasAiscontinued in favor of grants to enhance training of librarians

and the purchase orbooks at colleges and!universities. From 1911, to ,196f, the'

Corporation gave$0,334,000 its .library program, ' 11 percent

of its total grants. The interest of the Corporation in 'libraries remains to
-1 e

,
.

this day, symbOlized by a recent'grant of $450',000 to the Center for Research

Libraries to enable thp Center to purchase 4,500 more,scholarlijournali fot the

,fuse of, Cooperating academic libraries
.

, / .. .

.
4 .

0. . . 4
,

Another pibjeet initiated in the early years was the CommonWealth,program,

/

Which has remained the chief international agent of Corporation activities.
.2
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In his study. of the program, Stephen Stackpole noted that it extended the

,n,Corporattons mission beyond the borders of the United States and reflected.

Carnegie's continual Interests in the colonies of his native country. From

1911 to 1961, the Corporation spent $24,&24:000 in grants to countries in

Africa, la, the Mediterranean, to Australia, Canada and 'New Zealand. ,Among

other th g theseigranta helped develop libraries and teacher training pro-

jects. lso, soy of these were travel grants to educators for visiting

institutions in the United Stites.5

Carnegie's legacy would remain strong through the'century. His funding_

of libraries both within and without the academic structure underlined the

tendency of the Corporation to support education in-its broadest context. In

its history, the Corporation has supported not only the formal educational

institutions, but alto institutions such as museums and educational television

networks, which cater to public education.

The Presidency of Frederick P. Keppel ft.

After Presidency of James R. Angell, who resigned in 1921 to kedbme
.

President of YaleUtiversity_and during the acting Presidency of Henry Pri,gchett

from 1921 to 1923, the Corporation Board, beaded by.the distinguished.Elihu Root,

selected,its first major professional President, Dr. Frederick P. Keppel.

Keppel.who had served as an Assistant Secretary of War, a Columbia University

dean and for the Red.Cross and International Chamber of Commerce, Soon emerged

as the leading. spokesman for private philanthropy until his retirement in 1941.

Hia.commentaries in the Annual Reports, which the Corporation had been publishing

since 1911, and his various separate publications such as The, Foundation,

articulated mady Of the stresses of foundation management which anticipated-

.
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preient'probleme of the modern foundation. The father of irancis Keppel, the

future United States Commissioner of Education, Keppel made the Corporation

into a pioneering agency developing new movements in adult education, in the

use of radio in education, in art appreciation. Under Keppel, the professional

staff grew from a total of four to eleven fn 1941.

. Keppel underlined the two major purposes of the Corporation, sponsoring

grants aimed at the'advancement Of knowledge through research, and those aimed

at the communication and diffusion of knowledge. In his first

reports, Keppel gave the Corporation a philosophy which still has its special

impact. One of his themes was public accountability. In 1924, Keppel stated ,

that like publicly supported universities, foundatiOns, although privately

endowed, are also'public "enterprises." "Grants made by them," said Keppel,

are "matters of public concern and. they should involve the largest possible

degree of public participation in what is recpgniZed on 91 sides to be a

cooperative enterprise." Years later,.Alan Pifer would 4cho the same idea,

In The Foundation, Its Place in American Life, Keppel emphasized the flexibility

of foundation policies:

. A foundation must be'willing to take the initiative, it
must show courage as well as prudence, it must realize

. that the value of individual enterprises can't always be
measured by general formulas, . Ad a social instrument
the mobility of the 'foundation gives it certain very , L.

definite assets, of which it should take full advantage,1"

In i934, with a fascinatine-avertute to a problem which deeply concerned

foundation executives in the 1960's, Keppel debated the question of the federal

government's increasing' activity, in the .field of education under theliew-DeaLT

Keppel recalled that.Dr. Pritchett,..4 Acting President, had, said thag '.'one of .

the basic conditions for the creation of foundatiOns in any cauntry
,

is
.

the

social tradition which favors private as:against government initiative in
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philanthropy." put Keppel stated that the Depression had_hanged the conditions

for aid and that the government had entered the education field on a permanent

basis.

ally speaking, experiment and trail=breaking in the
.natural and social sciences alike, have in the United
States been left to individual univeriities or similar
institutions, often with aid from foundations, or to the
initiative of the foundation itself. The most striking
feature in the recent changt is that it is precisely into.
these fields that government has entered.

Foundation Programs, 1923-1941

In June, 1924, the Carnegie Corporation at its own initiative sponsored

a noional conference on adult education. Ine1931, Keppel noted that the

"initial activitiesresulted in the organization of the*American Association

for Adult Education." In this program, the.Corporation anticipated contemporary

concerns-with lifelong learning, the necessity for the educations' structure, at

#11 levels, to provide opportunities for individuals who need either retraining

as a result of'economic dislocation or Who want an intellectual stimulus for

their leisure time. Under this program, the Association experimented with some

programs for prison inmates: From 1929 to 1939, ther Corporation expended

$2,685,000 or 4 percent of its total for adult education.

. Alio, in 1924, the Corporation began its program to sponsor art history

and art appreciation at all educational levels. From 1929 to 1939, the Corpora-

tion expended $7,185,000 or 10.6 percent of its total fot the arts. According

to a study by Brenda Jubin,. the Corporation spent $19,077,586 from 1911 to 1967

in its,arti program, and its grants contributed to approximately two hundred
.

publications in painting; music and architecture.

The art program has proved to be one of the most important contributions

of Carnegie, a tribute to Keppel's vision. Rather than a program ofkdirect.
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patronage to artists and musicians, Carnegie's project concenprated instead on

incorporating the arts centiallY-Into the educatidnal Structure 46exe they had

had little place before the 1920's. With a fellowship program between 1925 ,

and 1931 and grants-in-aid between 1938 and 1942, the Corporation did give some

direct aid to individual scholars and artists. But such of its efforts have

been aimed at enriching the art and general educational programs at universities,

museums and in public education. One of the most recent fascinating ventures

grew out of the Corporation's American Studies entity. According to Jubin, the

Corporation-gave $196,500 between 1955 and 1958 to the University of Georgia to

deVelop a collection of 2,500 slides in American art history. Under this project,

Carnegie paid half the cost of hundreds of these sets (which were distributed
Incorporated)

by Sandak, for institutions of higher education. While the quality of

some of the slides,is.poor, they have immensely useful in the- classroom

for a wide variety of courses. Student responses are often enthusiastic, and

A
"the visual education of many Americans has been enhanced :7

Under Keppel, the support of research studies through grants to various

institutions was great, The most famous study during Reppel's tenure was the

Swedish sociologist, Gunnar Myrdal's American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and

Modern Democracy. Commenting in 1938, this work, as Florence Anderson recalls,

proved to be at immense Indertaking for the Corporation, partially because it

was administered by Corporation personnel. But the.result, published in 1944,

numeAtal book, clearly stating the discrepancy between white Americans,'

eals of freedom'and equality and the-depressing reality of the treatment of

:1 --
many black American citizens in their midst. The book was one of the landmark

studies connected with the Civil Rights movement.

Under Keppel's leadershiP, 'the.Corporation continued.to support adult

edncation,,library service, the arts, and research as 'its major activities.
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Aeyond the Myrdal study,-there was no program specifically directed toward

universities, but several black Colleges, such as TNakegeel.nstitute, W

receive grants under Corporation programs.

World War II

\
Upon Keppel's retirement, the Corporation went through a transition \

period under three. Presidents, Walter Jessup (1941-1944), Devereux Josephs

(1945-1948), and Charles Dollard (1948-1955). In this era, under the special

impact,of World War II and aftermath, the Corporation left the stricter program

confines of the Keppel Presidency and became more broadly committed to

educational endeavors. This prepared the way for the Corporation's next major

phase under the Presidencies of John Gardner (195-1967), and Alan Pifer (1967-).

Jessup, who.became Ptesident of the Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching in,1934 and had been President of the State University of,Iowa, stressed

the need for cooperation between foundations and government during the national

emergency., He noted haw the trustels.in November, 1940 hadset aside $500,000

for aiding the war effort. For instance, Carnegie gave $100,000 to the "Joint

Army and Navy Committee,on Welfare and Recreation to conduct a variety of

experimental programs as a basis for the growing activity of the Special Service

Division of the WarDepaitment." Also, .Carnegie helped in the process of

keeping "colleges and universities informed as to the coMplex personnel needs

of .defense agencies" through the American Council on Education. Grants wete

made to,the Red Cross, United Service Organizations, and the National Buread

of Economic Research for a study of war research.
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Postwar Era

Under Josephs and Dollard, Carnegie launched into a bold postwar educa-

tional venture, with great emphasis on both the social sciences and teaching.

In 1948, Dollard noted that in three Annual Reports, Josephs had outlined the

major directions of the "postwar" era: he

urged the need .for wider understanding among American
adults of the realities of the world situation and of t

the new responsibilities which victory brought to us,
more rapid development and more efficient utilization
of the social sciences, greater use of the expert
competence which our universitiesoffer, and more effective
teaching.

And in a major departure, noted Dollard, Josephs "reflected the developing

conviction of the officers that . . . the achievements of these ends might best

be sought . . . through the formal educational machinery of the country."S

Hence the Corporation increasingly gave grants designed to,strengthen

the "formal educational" structure, especially at the undergraduate and graduate

levels of higher education. Central to this aid was the improvement of college

teaching. As Dollard said in 1952, the "teacher. . . is the central ingredient

in any kind of education, and Above all, in libual education." And in his

summation of postwar education in 1953, Dollard stressed the Corporation's goal

of "reconciling liberal and specialized education." Dollard noted that $550,000

was voted to a number ofjnajor technical schools such as the' Massachusetts

Institute of Technology "to enable them to experiment with the expansion of

their liberal arts offerings." At the same time, the Corporation did not

neglect precollegiate education. In 1948, the Corporation helped establish

the National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools, devoted to publicizing

the needs of public school-EL.
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In John Gardner, who became President in 1955, the Corporation hadfOUnd

a man who had the experience and wisdom to capitalize on the new patterns of

the postwar era. Gardner had contributed to those patterns, having joined the

staff in 1946 after serving in the Office of Strategic Services in Italy and

Austria during the war. Before that, he had received a doctorate froth the

University of California in 1938 and had taught psychology at Mount Holyoke

College.

Gardner's first report, entitled "A Time for Decision in Higher Education,"

was seminal. Here as he reviewed the higher educational structure and its

future in the United States, Gardner delineated several apparent tensions.

While the'national needs of more teachers and more institutions, as a result

of the population boom, were clear, there was no national educational system,

only decentralized local mechanisms to resolve them. While specialized training

was necessary, so too was the incorporation of liberal arts into every four-year

'curriculum. As colleges and universities responded to democratic pressures

and college enrollments increased, there was a need for continued individual

excellence. As Gardner said,

Neglect of the gifted is not a necessary consequence of mass
education. We can give full attention'and consideration to
the average student and still not neglect the gifted one.
&nthronement of the 'average' is one of the pitfalls facing
iiy democracy, and the ohe way to avoid this pitfall is a
lively recognition of excellence wherever it appears. All -4--

able young people should be provided with the, sort of educa-
tion which will provide the maximum challenge and the most

'effective cultivation of their gifts fl

Under Gardner, the Corporation responded to the growing power of institutions

of higher education. It continued programs in liberal arts teaching like the

internships it began after World WWII. As the 1955 Report stated, the Corpora-

tion provided the University of Chicago,- Brown; Columbia, Harvard and Yale

Universities with funds to "enable youngprofessors from_other institutions

1 57
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1
throughout the Country to come to their campuses and learn about their innovative

methods in liberal arts teaching." The Corporation emphasized its American studies

programr with a five-year annual grant of $15,000 in 1955 to the Columbia University

Oral History project under Allan 'Nevins.

Through the early 1960's, in areas such as international affairs, graduate

and business education, life-long education, women's education, the education of

the gifted student, international education for American students, Carnegie had an

impact. A grant of $60,000 in 1955 to the Association of American' Colleges helped

create the Institute for College and University Administrators. In the late 1950's,

the Corporation sponsored projects to identify and recruit superior students for

college, to initiate honors programs in colleges and develop advance standing

mechanisms for students arriving on college campuses.

Secondary Education and Equal Opportunity

Under Gardner, the field of, secondary education received impetus, especially'

with the publication in 1959 of James B. Conant's famous study, The American High

School Today, and later,. The Education,of.American Teachers (1962). His first

work was supported by a grant to the Educational Testing Service from the Corpor-

ation and was published by McGraw -Hill in the'Carnegie Series in Education.

In the early 1960's as Waldemar Nielrn stresses, tht Corporation moved

away from its emphasis on educational leadership to a concern with-what the 1964

Annual Report termed "Opportunity for All." For instance, the Corporation gave

$90,000 in 1963 to the University of Wisconsin to sponsor a fellowship program

for women at the graduate level. _In 1964, responding to public events at the

time, the Corporation made its first fulllentry into the problem of Black educa-

tion. Fofexample, it gaxea general grant of $250,000 to the United Negro

GoilegeFund;.$350,000 to Tuskegee Institute and $300,000 to the University of

Wisconsin fof a program of-faculty exchange with southern Black colleges.

1St
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When Gardner left for his Cabinet position ia'1965, Alan Pifer became Acting

`Presidentand succeeded Gardner to the'Presidency in 1967. Pifer had been with the

Corporation since 1953, after'service as executive secretary of the'United States

Educational tomMisSion in the United Kingdom. Ae hap become a national spokesman

for foundations and vigorously defended them against the encroachments of the Tax

Reform Act of 1969. He.has strongly opposed the 4 percent income tax as excessively

high and punitive. On February 15, 1972, he sent Secretary of the TreSsury, John

Connally, an eloquent plea that such a tax destroyed the principle of pluralism, the

cooperative union of public and private spheres. He pointed out that Addrew Carnegie

had given away his millions long before he could have had federal tax advantages and

that. no member of hiS family hadderivea private benefits from the Corporation.

Noting that the Corporation was sending the Internal Revenue Service $521,116, Pifer

stated that "this sum . . ..would, without the_tax, have been given in its entirety

to colleges, universities, medical schools and other-charitable institutions, mostly

under private contract.
"10

In a number of his reports, Pifer commented on the growing involmpment'of

government in grant making in education in the 1960's. In"19156, Cirttegie and the

Ford Foundation-weld take a lead in governmentfcooperation when they established

6
the Children's ielevision Workshop with the Office of Education. This venture became

an immensely successful project in preschool education with the popularity of programs
8

-like "Seale Street." Pifer hoped for a continuing creative partnership but was

increasingly wary over the criticism of foundations which led to'the Tax Reform Act.

In 1973, Pifer reviewed his ow twenty years with the Corporation and emphasized

prOkrams imAfrica, higher education, television, health, children, and social justice.
4

' In the latter afe, Carnegie has made significant progress in the 1960's with large

grants totalling over $1.3 million for 1969 -73 to the NAACP-Legal Defense and Educe-

,tional Fund, Incorporated to develop scholarship programs at southern state university
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law sthools-to increase the number of Black lawyers in the south. It gave over

$500,000 to the LaW School Civil Rights Council for recruitment of BlaCks to law
/

sohO61 for 1969-73 and over $300,000 to the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools for assistance to Black colleges. And in 1973, Pifer illustrated his on

consciousness of the-Black problep by publishing his lecture, The Higher Education

of Blacks'in the United States.

Also, like the Danforth and W. K. Kellogg Foundations, Carnegie developed an

urban/public-affairs focus in the late 1960!s'. FoiInstance, in 1967, it gave the

National Urban League, Incorporated, $200,000 for a graduate fellowship program,

and in 1968, it gave the'New York Urban League $300,000 for support of the Harlem:.

Preparatory School1 a

Calihegie Commission on Higher Education

In 1967, under Pifer, the Cprporetion began to fihance-through theefonndation

for the Advancement of Teaching, the Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher

Education under the chairmanship of Dr. Clark Kerr with annual grants of $1 million:

In a sensethis commission was a response to the turmoil on campuses,in the 1960!s,

and while its reports have received mixed reviews, they have influenced Carnegie's

,own grants. For instance, in response to the'report, Less Time. More Options:

Education; Beyond the High School, Carnegie is now sponsoring a'nuner of experimental

programs aimed at a three -year degree,a middle' college or a college degree encompass-
F

ing grades 11 through 14. In 1973, Carnegie gave $350,000 to Simon's Rock, a small

private, experimental college in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, to "establish an

evaluation unit to monitor the experiment" of granting the degree at the end of

grade 14. In 1973 -the Commission' published its final reports, and ended its existence

after six years. However,a new group,' the Carnegie,Council on Policy Studies in':

Higher EducAtion with Clark Kerr as Head, was formed under the sponsorship of the

Carnegie Foundation.

1 6.0
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Ip recent years, Carnegie has also supported, research studies ih. child develop-
..

ment, the. external degree and collective bargaining for college faculty. It has aided

significant 'publications such as Christopher Jencks' Inecitality: A Reassessment of,

the Effect of Family and Schooling in America (1972), and Christopher Jencks' and"

David Riesman's The Academic Revolution (1968).

Generally the Corporation has given grants to other agencies to admihister,'

but in the 19601s and 1970's it has administered a few important projects itself.

Among these were the Carnegie Council on Children under Pr. Kenneth Kehiston, Charles

Silberman's study which resulted in Crisis in the Classroom: The Remaking ofAmerican

Education (1971) and a recent research, project by Dr. Milton Senn,on the history of
rA

child development in th* United States.

Also, as Florence Anderson said in an interview, Carnegie no longer favors

a.
private institutions as it once d4 even through the 1960's. Miss Anderson stressed

that Carnegie simply does not have'the resources -to save financially pressed small.

colleges.

Today, Carnegie is noted for its commitment to program flexibility and its

willingness to consider creative proposals in edeCation, regardless of the.specific

field., It sponsors heavily both basic and'applied research. It 'supports grants in

higher education, early childhood development,', elementary and secondary education,

ipaiblic affairs and in the'British CommonWealth. It has a staff of twenty -five persons,

,

and many of the staff meet both formally and inform011y with the Board to discuss

, -

Palicies and procedures The` Board, with seventeen members, 'is `a bit large for a ,

foundation, but it has a broad representation of civic and educational leaders. TO*

many grant recipients., Carnegie seems to be the-most gracious and. innovative founds-
,

tion with which to deal. As in the past, it frequently dips into its capital to

finance its grantees. In 1973, for inBtance, it expended 818,431,000 or $6,95.1,000 '

more than its income.
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Carnegie is still trying to work out acceptable evaluation procedures,Which

,remain.largely internal, relying heavily-on annual reports of recipients. Occasionally

it will hire outside consultants to evaluate a series of grants such as tho$e designed

,''to'assist the 'development of DO-ctor of Arts degrees.

During the 1950,4 and 1960's, the Corporation has evolved from an eliflest

`approach, favoring often the professional and talented individuals in edUcation, to

a more demdcratic theme, favoring opportunity for the many from preschool 'to post-

doctoral programs. But consistent to Carnegie from the earlY 1920!s.has been its

emphasis on the creativity of student and teacher, administratOr and scholar. In

this sense, its password has been freedom,- and it has given its recipients sufficient

latitude- to deviate 'and risk failure.

Magnificent in its reach an 'generosity:. Carnegie has emerged as a'great

national' institution open to all possibilities in education. If any single institu-

tion is,equipped to anticipate future needs, dainegie irethe One.

.9
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Table 1 - Carnegie Corporation
if
Aiew York*

(in millions in Constant dollars)

IA -1973, 1973 .

Prp-Collegiate . 1.2 :4.4

e.

Higher Education 98.3 0 6.9

,1', Perdonndl Developments 74.3. 1.9

4
Financial Aid to Students ,16.3.I . .5

Educational` Research . 87.3
.

6.9
.

Educational TV « ' 5.4 .2

National Focus 100.9 c' 6.3

Foreign - Outside U.S. 10.3 1.3
4

, Minority.FoCus
t ,,

: 18.6 2..4

Support, PublicInstitutions,
0 .

15.3 .4 '1:6

. Support, Private Anititutions Y0.8 r 1.6

Support, Mixed- 30.0 7.7

)

-0

*
.

*Note: For this study, tabulations were made from the year 1962 betause
the Carnegie Corporation has publishid several'bookletsion programs such
As the arts, Library services, the Commonwealth, catalogniqg granti until

1961.- The most sophisticated analysis was devoted to the. year 1973; for #
thd period 1962 to 1973, glare was'much collapsing of grants. 'Therefore,
the figured for the total period are compared with those for1973 for two
reasons: /to give an impression of more recent trends and to indicate the
greater. accuracy'of the more recenefigures. At best, these figUres suggest

I themajor capegoriee of Carnegie grants. NOt all of Carnegie's philanthropic

interests:ere represented in these figures. Also, most of the minority grant,:

Went into the field of Black education. ! . .

1

. f
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IX. DANFORTH FOUNDATION

In the field of education,. the Danforth Foundation has made amajor

contribution with ices insistence that reform. be felt not just in the super-
,

ficial structure of educational institutions, but ibthe spe'cial way an

institution relates to the people whom it'serves and who serve it students,

faculty and administrators. With its emphasis on human values and its concern

With the'quality of 'education, the Danforth heritage seems moscrappropriate

and wise in an age still to resolve the issues raised by the dramatic

enrollMent increases and accompanying student dissent of the 1960's. Starting

primarily as a highly rsOnal venture of the William R. Danforth family,the

- Foundation, after ini al thrusts in the 1950's, dramatically and convincingly

emerged as a major force in the fielpfLeducat on in 1960's, both as a result

of its operational Fellowship programs and its innovative grant-making in Black

educatibn, faculty development and urban affairs.

The Danforth Foundation, Which is established in 1927 by William R.

.Danforth and his wife, derived its principal assets from the Ralston-Purina

Company which Danforth had founded in the late nineteenth century. A Missouri

native who waeborn in 1870, Danforth, like W. i. Kellogg, displayed a'special

talent for turning his small St. Louis cereal and, grain company into an American

business empire:, With.his exuberant personality, religiows conviction and deep

interest in youth,.Danforth lent a unique personal touch to the Foundation

whieh,still influences it.

The or iginal Board of-- Trustees was composed of'the.foUnder and his wife,

his son Donald, and his daughter. Dorothy D. Compton. Until his death in 1955,

Daiforth kept activecontrol over many-foundation activities. 'In the 1930's

)

1,1
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and 1940's, he pursued grant making in what some call a "hip-pocket" fashion,

making out checks in the forma of loans to college students and sponsoring.

from 1946 the building:of chapels at institutions of higher education.

The Treasury Department, in reference to Danforth's.tynx exempt4itatus in

1939, accurately summarized early foundation activities:

$ .,.

In furtherance of your purposes you'sponsor the American Youth
Foundation in carrying out -its,Christian leadership training
program"through camp activities in the summer months and activ-
ities inchurches, schools, colleges, 4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Young Men's Christian Associations, and Young Women's
Christian Associations throughout the entire year. . .you, have

granted scholarships to the camps, conducted by theAmerican'Youth
-Foundation, to students of home economics, to students of state
aiticyltural colleges, to students of Berea College, Berea, Kentucky,
t Future Farmers of America and-organizations from the States. . .

to various .State 4-H Club organizations, to students in high school
a ori to individuals whose character and ability warrant such awards.
Approximately 60 awards are madeeach year to outstanding boy and
girl students from state agricultural colleges. You also operate
a loan find for the benefit of college students and make contribu-
tions:to other character-building educational and religious Alrgani-:

vzations.1
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Danforth always wanted to attach to his aid a personal message, which was

affirmative in spirit but offensive to some because of its didactic quality.

Essentially the theme was creative individualism: each inti4ual should

measure his potential capability and push himself to achieve that standard.

Every man and woman had more worth t he4cir she realized, and each person

must be boldin the' quest for- 1f-improvement. Danforth's philosophy was

best expressed in his famOus tract, I Dare You, first printed in 1930's and
friends

later distributed7by a committee of his Ato various schools under the auspices

of I Dare You Committees. Somewhat humorous anedatecelby contemporary standards,

the book nonetheless gave the foundatioh phil-citophy-a-useful_word-,- "daring,"

,and in certain passages, D1110rth stressed the fundamental impact Of formal

education. Iii a characteristically personal episode, Danforth recalled how he

had met a mechanic at an American Youth Foundation Camp meeting:

;A few yeari ago a-young fellow, who was working -

as a mechantcin a large electrical firm, came
to me much perplexed. He had been forced to go,
to work-whan_he had finished high school. Later
he saw boys with technical college training out-
strip him. Sensing he hid ability to be much
more than'a mechanic, I dared him to-leave his
job and go back to school. Again t saw that
priceless light ofhattle leap- into the eyes of
a fighter. He had no money, but, somehow, he
govto college, was graduated with honors, and
today the might-haveubeen mechanic is a prominent
engineer. I can tell,you one,of the secrets of
his'life, too. .he keeps on growing by sharing;
because now he hass' mania for,helping others.got
an education.

In.a similar manner, Danforth entitled one of his chapters, 1!I Dare You'to

Think Creatively."2
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To this day, the Danforth Foundation staff likes to stress the kind of

personal relationship and encouragement so vital to the founder. Danforth sends

out personal checks to approximately 15,000 individuals a year and at various

annual conferences like that held for Danforth Fellows, foundation personnel are

able to meet and know individual grant recipients. As the 1958 Annual Report

stated, "the primary concern of the Danforth Foundation is with individuals rather

than with bricks and mortar."

Furthermore, more than with most great foundations, the Danforth familial

influene remains strong. Danforth's son, Donald Danforth, succeeded his father

as chairman of the Board, and in turn, his younger son, Dr. William Danforth,

Chancellor of Washington University, became the current chairman. Two othet grand-

sons of the founder, John C. Danforth, currently Attorney General of Missouri, and

Donald Danforth, Jr., have been Board members. On the preSent eight-member Board,

thiee members are related to the family.' Also, the Foundation's 'St. Louis base

has been significant, From 1962 to 1971, for instance, the Foundation gave approxi-

mately 15 percent of its grants to St. Louis institutions, agencies, and activities.

In his year with the Foundation, William Danforth set vital precedents for

, the,future. Under his stewardship, the Foundation's commitment to education was

firmly established, and its national focus became clear. The original Charter of

the Fouhdation, adopted on May 25, 1927, stated that this "Foundation is forme

solely and only for charitable purposes and to promote the well-being of mank

throughout the United States." In 1941, the Danforth Associate Program, whi

emphasized the development of student- faculty. interrelationships, was found

in 1943, the first Danforth Fellowship Program was initiated.

168
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Under this "Danny Grad" Piograt, abdut a dozen women college graduates were paid

a stipend to work in Christian leadership programs on various campuses. On

January 8, 1946, the Board talked of planning "similar awards for men who are

preparing themselves'for teaching as a profession," a program which, eventually

evolved into the nationally famous Danforth Graduate Fellowships. For all his

personal style, Danforth gave the Foundation a remarkably robust and

expansive vision, that allowed it wide latitude in .choosing'its mission. As

Merrimon Cuninggim noted to the Board upon assuming the Directorship in 1961,

Danforth's "greatest single contribution was his exercise of 'conscientious

trusteeship'.

The Tenure of Kenneth Brown

In 1940, the Foundation took its first step toward professionalism by

appointing William J. Hutchins, President Kmeritus of Berea College, as permanent

Advisor, and in 1951,'the Foundation made Kenneth I. Brown, President of Denison

University, executive 0irettor. The appointment of Dr.'Brown introduced a

transition period for Foundation activities in terms of organization and grant

making. Under Brown's ten -year leaderships permanent operating programs including

the Danforth Graduate FelDawships were stabilized; the first significant grants

to Black colleges *ere made; the staff grew to a tobal of four permenent pro-

fessionals; the primary priority of Higher education was solidified; and the

first Annual Report was published in 1958. Brown had served the Foundation id

an advisory capacity since the eatly 1940's and hence could combine hie knowledge

of the.Foundation history and of higher education, particularly in the private

4

sector, as support for his leadership.
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Upon assuming the Directorship, Brown issued a series of'memoranda to

the Board outlining plans of action. The most important.af these was

memorandum No.10 of June 1, 1951, which recommended that the "Trustees

approve for an experimental period of three years, the proppsal for recruit-:

ing-training -counseling a limite4 number of able young students who are

planning to prepare themselves for teaching, either at the preparatory school

or college level, and who came to this, vocation with strong Christian motiva-

tion." Established 1.n 1952, the Danforth Graduate Fellowships were awarded

initially to fifty-six individuals, and the success of the program was

signified by the gradual growth in the recipients to the annual total of 127

in 1965. An important administrative mechanis established by the Foundation

was that while the funds would be administered by the Foundation officers,

the nomination and selection process would be superintended by an advisory

council, composed of college faculty and presidents, without

foundation interference. This has continued to be an important guideline for

all the Foundation Fellowship Programs.

In the 1950's these grants were designed to attract able students to

careers in higher education after graduation ata time when poipuIation

projeCtions predicted a rapidly increasing student population and hence a

great need for good college teachers. In this way, the Foundation.undoubtedly

served an important need and stressed its continuing' concern with good teaching.

In other ways, however, the Fellowship program in Its initial years

had some apparent flaws. Ostensibly open to any person, regardless of

race, sex or creed, the program tended to favor white, Protestant males:-

From 1955 to /964, woman (Jere ineligible, although this guideline was initiated by

the Foundation because 92 percent of the women recipients before 1%55 left the program

before completing their degree.
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However, in 1959, the Board did grant a total of $250,000 to several private women's

colleges for Graduate Fellowships. Also, because of the religious overtones associ-

ated with the awards, Roman Catholics and Jews were clearly not encouraged to be

recipients. And because of the severe competition and lack of equal educational

backgrounds, minority membeisfliP among the FelloWs was modest averaging six a year

from 1952 to 1964.

Nonetheless, by the 1960's, the amount of the award was impressive, because

it covered not only the recipient's full graduate tuition and ,fees at an institution

of his choice, but it also provided in 1962-1963 an additional stipend of $1,50Q for

a sin&le'man, $2,000 for marrieds and $500 for each dependent Child. As well, the

award was renewable for a total of three more years. The cost of the program has

grown from $446,715 in 1958 for 91 recipients to $1,920,811 in 1973. And in recent

years, the program has fully encouraged the participation of women, Catholics and

News. In 1973, out of a total of 102 awards, 42 recipeints were women, and twelve

were minority members.

The selection prodbas is now quite sophisticated, be inning with a screening
c

process.at the institutional level. In 1973,,Approximately 2,000-individuals were

nominated, froth what 363 were chosen for personal interviews. Of these, 102 were

finally chosen. The number of recipients has decreased slightly over the years,

for two reasons, accotding,to the Assistant Director of the Program, Lillie Mae Rose:

one -has.been the increased fiscal cost, especially with increasing tuition rates;

the other has been the need to keep the number of Fellows small enough to allow for

the personal contact treasured by Foundation officials. The program has tended to

aid the graduate schOols of the private-universities, as a high percentage of recip-
4

ients have chosen such schools whose tuition rates might otherwise prove prohibitive.

'In a sense this was in keeping With the Foundation's historic commitment to private

education.
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The BroWn-era sponsored thelintroduction of other significant operational

programs, which emphasized good teaching and the religious heritage: Danforth

Teachers Study Grant programs, which helped college faculty finish their doctoral

degrees; the Danforth Campus Christian Worker and Danforth Seminary Intern Programs,

which enhanced religious education. The Foundation continued the Danforth Associate

Program, which encompassed a "small annual grant (to selected faculty). . . for

use in entertaining students in the home, fostering faculty conversations on

academic excellence, as well as other services to students and faculty." In 1959,

Danforth moved into the international sphere with its first awards of graduate

fellowships to teachers in'Indian private colleges to enable them to_study in the

United States. In this period, the Foundation made an important contribution to

Black education, with its award of grants to Negro colleges to assist them in

winning full accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools and with its program of Negro faculty fellowship grants, designed to

improve the training of the faculty at these colleges. In 1958, the Foundation

gave a total of $221,024 for this purpose, renewed for several years and hence

,

proved its value as a resourceful, innovative institution.

At the end of Brown's tenure, the Foundation's program was, for example,,

clearly divided between,an operating bddget of ongoing programs (fellowships)

-and a separate grant - making budget. This was a unique situation for a great

foundation in higher education, and some might object that harnessing so much

of its-funds in ongoing prOgraus has hindered the Foundation's flexibility.

However, Danforth reviews its ongoing programs every five years and has shown a

`ready willingness to terminate such programs. Furthermoie, the grant-making-
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budget has steadily outstripped the A program. In 1958, the two budgets

were roughly equal; in 1973, the grant-making expenditure of $8,197,000 was

approximately twice that of operating, rograms, $4,091,000.

Despite problems, Kenneth Brown gave Danforth the kindof leadership

necessary to transform it from a family oriented concern to ,.'fully prolessional

philanthropic enterprise. . Many connected with the

Foundation look back to the "Brown era" as a period of tranquil progress, and

Brown keeps reminiscences alive by visiting the Foundation offices occasionally.

Presidency of Merriman Cuninggim

By naming Dr. Merrimon Cuninggim Director Designate on July 1, 1960, the

Board of Trustees made one of the critical decisions in its history. From his

assumption of full-time duties on May 1, 1961 to his resignation on January 1,

1973, Cuninggim emerged as one of the finest foundation Presidents. He led

Danforth into new ventures in Black education, the AppalaChian region, urban
t 4

affairs, Secondary education and citizenshipeducation. He was in many ways

the first foundation executive to create meaningful ties with new government

education program* in the 1960's, and he over;aw the major growth of Danforth

,p uueering in programs for college teaching likgraduate teaching internships.

In an age of student protests, Danforth responded most directly to student needs,

with its traditional 'concern for students and with its willingness to support

new experimental colleges and programs_ of independent study on great university

camPusea.

Coming from a religious training, Cuninggim was Dean of the School of

Theology at SoUthern Methodist University. His generous spirit and open person-

ality became apparent in his pungent remarks in the Annual Reports, which he
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first signed in 1966,- but which he had begun to transfotm in 19,61. Under his

aegis, the Reports became more informative and reflectednanforth's Aew thrusts.

Cuninggim was also deeply sensitive about the Foundation's need for an identity

apart from the Ralston-Purina Company and therefore moved the Foundation offices

out of the company buil ing in 1962.

Cuninggim's directions were adequately outlined in his first report to

the Board on April 18, 1961. 'The Board had granted him ten months' leisure to

study and consult with officials of educational institutions and foundations.

In his remarks, Cuninggim praised Danforth for the "quality" of its staff, its

interests in teaching and religious values, its "willingness to cancel programs,"

its national focus, its concern with individuals and its "willingness to spend

beyond income." He stated that Danforth was not "in tge mainstream of educational

ferment," and he meant to put it there. 'Cuninggim then discussed the problem

of the foundation's imate,noting that by reputation, Danforth's "central theme. .

(was) thought to be religion." But Cuninggim emphasized that while religion

would remain a central concern of the Foundation, Danforth was an educational

foundation interested primarily in higher education." In this sense, Cuninggim

called for "strategies of action" toward "revitalization of teaching," the

"relation of religion to higher education," the "humanistic studies," "Concern

for Values in Education," "Education for Civic Responsibility," "Secondary Educa-

tion," "International Education" and "Latin America." Also, lie asked for new

ways in which Danforth could contribute to Black Education. 4

During this period, the Board'expanded its membirship from nine

to, twelve and included several national educators such as James W. Hester,

President of New York University, Benjamin E. Mays, black President of Morehouse

'College and James E. Allen, Commissioner of Education of New York. Senator
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George McGovern served, although his tenure was both brief and largely inactive.
rt

In 1965, Dr. William Danforth, Chancellor of Washington University and son of.

Donald Danforth, became Chairman of the Board. The Foundat'ion's flexibility was

emphaslzpd by the number of ongoing, operating programsit began andended in this,

era, such as the Harbison kwaids to excelleht teacheri-scholars (1962-1972),

the Post Graduate Black Studies Fellowships'(1969-1971) and the Short-Ltive Grants

for College and University Administrators (1968-1973). In 1962', the Foundation-----,,,,,

took over the Kent Fellowship Program, designed for persons already-engagedin.

graduate training. In 19641 the Foundation also made a serious effort in the

field of women's education by introducing a Danforth Graduate Fellowships for-
,

Women program, especially designed to aid those women whose academic career

d had a "continuous break of at least three years."

During the 1960's, the Foundation recommitted itself to Black education

with rants of more than $2,600,000 to the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools with the purpose of aiding Black students in gaining access to higher

education. In 1966, the Foundation gave $5 million to the Council of Southern

Universities, to develop a program of Southern Fellowships toward "faculty

development among predominantly Negro colleges." Ahd in 1965, the Foundation

responded to need in the Appalachiah region through the vehicle of higher

education by awatdin: a series of small grants to private liberal arts colleges

'such as Davis and Elkins for "various prograns of faculty enrichment." The

concerns of the dispossessed and the needy increasingly became Danforth's concerns.

According,to Danforth's own tabulations, the Foundation gave through 1973 grants

to serve minorities of $14,884,000 or 9 percent of its total grants.

,Under Cuninggim, Danforth made clear its commitment to the value of an

educational process as an important end and experience in itself. As oppbsed
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society, Danforth concerned itself with the inner life of-faculty and students',

add tried to amend educational structures to adapt more appropriately to these

needs. It.stressed the "persen43element" in education and its ..'commitment to

.

'liberal arts% /41.ence, it remained involved with religious programs, sponsoring,

a series of grants to public,institutions_to-establish departments of religion..

Cuninggim also noted the tremendous growt1 of Danforth's grant funding which

uld increase from a'total of $2,819,000 in 1958 to $12,282,000 in 1973, while

ass s increased'from $27,398,000 to $197,513,000.

Cuninggim stressed the foundation's continuing concern -with the quality
,- ..,---

of education and hence stressed thmo-irt46iianCeof good teaching: "The cause

, 2- . .

.

of good teaching is not enhanced by setting it over against schq4rship or
),

research; the genuinely able teacher is usually the able.scho r, and vice
_.:.----

5
versa." I'n the 1960's the Foundation made a series of grints-t6-graduate

A

schools to develop teaching internships' which tried to integrateteaching more

effectively into the graduate program than teaching assistantshipprograms did.

Hence the foundation had inaugurated the Harbison Awards, and in 1967, the

interaction of governMent and Danforth was symbolized `when' tIle Harbison

recipients discuiScd'education with President Lyndon Johnson at the White)

House. "Education is our cause," said Cuninggim, "bettep education for persons

.of promise who can make a difference in their time and place, edUcationthat

is aware of''its own built-in sense of values and is prepared to'uphold them."

On January 8, 1968, the Board ofTrustees made a decision which underlined

'Danforth's experimental quality: in response to the .crisis of the cities, they

established an urban affairs program primarily for the St. Louis region. While''

.

4 education would still serve partially as a vehicle in,this_concern,
A
for the
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-first time the Foundation agreed to look for solutions outside the trad ional
,

ducational frameWork. While the bulk of grantastill-Went to educa oral .

inst utions, the Foundation committed itself to giving monies t organizations

who coulcrespond directly to the inadequate housing,and employEnent opportunities

of the urbans ssessed. But the Foundation also developed the St. Louis

Metropolitan Fello hip Program,,whiefi is an.9perating project. 'It*gives approx-

imatelyimatelY twenty awards a ear to individualafrom the Sit'. Louis region to support

study programs, both at the Undergraduate and graduate levels, Who "show promise

of becoming effective leaders in promoting conmemity progress am:Community
Allo

N
',/

, .

reconciliation. Most of the Fellows are Black, and they are encouraged to
.

study ateeiropolitan area institutionsiin order to stimulate 19cal leadership.

In-recent years,,the Fotindationc has narrowed its -urban focus by stressing

grants to educational organizations in St. Louis.' Indeed, in 1972, a table in

the Annual Report showed tha while urban expenditures had amounted to 8.5 percent

of the total from 1968 to 4972, only 4 percent was urban in 1971-1972.

//

Current Programs

In March of 197 ,,fhe Foundation announced the award of two huge endoWment

, .

grants, $60 millio to Washington University and $20 million to St.,Louls Univer-'

city, which mar a widt departure from its traditional pattern of giving and

which brougfit/With it the resignation of Merrimon Cuninggtm.

In 1970, the Board granted Si. Louis and Washington Universities

$1.5 million and $15 million resiectively as general support tot fiveyear& to

Improve undergraduate,graduate and, in the case of Washington, medical programs.,

, This meant that St. Louis University' would be receiving $300,000 and Washington

University,;$5 million each year until 1975, in the,hope that more public funds'

from,Missouri would be forthcoming.' Latef, as this hope diminished, some of the

177
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Board members suggested that instead of supporting the universities in this way

for many years, the EGundation might do, better to give-them simply'- the endowment

. .

capital to insure plipetual incomeeo the institutions. A coymittee under the'

Board thmber, Georie E. Pake,.Vice President of Xerox Corporation, recommended

'large grants to these universities, and the Board approved the principle of these'
. .- .

grants in October, 1972, the final announcement being Made on March-9; 1973.

. -

In his public letter of resignation (which became effective January 1, 1973),

Cuninggim stated that,

The Trustees of the Danforth Foundation-Slave developed
changes in policies that will alter the nature of the
Foundation's activities. These include a greater emphasis
on local concerns, teas Board representatibn than formerljr
.of national educational interests, and a trend toward
larger grants to fewer Institutions. . Since I,cannotagree
with these developments, I believe that my ,presence as the
Foundation's etecutive officer would no longer be fitting.6"-

The reality of this was that once the Foundation had divested itself of

:°

million.or 37 percent of its capital holdings, it would of cour6e,no longef have-
.

the income from_that capital for other-needy projects. However, one shbuld add

that, these grants would free the Foundation in the futura' from perpetual links to

these local universities and hence make it even more riational. As Well, the Board

saw these grants as traditional in the sense of its continued support of pilvate

higher education, and undoubtedly these two great universities,. with national student

! -
and faculty constituencies, deserved solid backing: Furthermore, the Board, in-

.

granting the money, required that botkinstitutionsIsatch the grants iroom other funds

;
.

3
within five years.' The Board essentially linked grants with large matching

gifts to three other institutions-with which it had historic connections and from

which it would also be reed from future commitments: $5'million to Berea College

in' Kentucky; $1,406,000 to Webster' College of St. Louifi; and $1.5 million to the ,

,

Amerjcan Youtb.44datipn. lit a statement accompanying the jitnnouncement of these'

grants, the Trustees stated that the 14ualdat.t6n "believes that stabilization of the

,1
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two univeesiiies is essential to progress in the St. ,Louis community."

In retrospect, however, doubts remain for potential foundation recipients.

If the grants were supposed to help the St. Louis region, there may have been other

.attractive alternatives like the urban affairs program. One could wonder about the

commitment to Black edUcation in view of the reality that both Washington and St.

Louis do not have high vinority enrollments although one should note that these

grants were specifically not intended for its Black education programs. In this

case, pforth was clearly not putting its money in thearea of sreatest need. Also,

white Danforth his had an excellent record of willingness to invade its capital gains
4

NN and principal for expendituyes, the question of whether it can xontinue its high

level of funding is unresolved.

. Despite the controversy over these -grants-, the DanLorth Foundation seems to

fhave survived quit* well and today looks optimistically t%f continuation Of the

' flexibility and innovationit has shown in thepast. The current President, Gene

Schwilck,who joined the staff...in 1417 and was the Director of Precollegiate EciUca-

.

'tionr, has spoken eloquently of the FO6datian's experimental'role.. In arr interview,.

Dr,'Schwilck has said that, in,visw of large Sollernment funding, the major role of

foundations is the " risk - orientation," 24/er.the:years, faubdations can docuMent
:f

histori6apy anumber of thin they at least accelerated or encouraged to happen

,

more tapidly than otherwise such ae Admission of women to the Academy. . . "it ,

should4test ideas and push certain principles or concepts before the Publicftis ready

to risk the public funds therein or may not haire the Vision clearly articulated." .

*.
% .

Theirore% in one sense, the foundation riot tie all its'money to..;ongoing 1
. 4

's

projects because it would not have money "freed up"-for"new ventures; However,,
IP

another justification' for foundations is that theyUn give multi4y0r-grants which

'would allow projects the time'te deveiOp properlywithovirtheolsediate pressure of
0

visible accountability which public.monies require Said Schwilcfc-, foundations

should give more ,"longitudinal grants ;.r,7

179
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DanfoAth has also become quite systematized in monitoring grants. Every

five years it reviews its ongoing programs and recommends terminatibn, modifica-

tions or continuance. A document of May, .1974 entitled "Procedure for Evaluating

Grants" stressed that evaluation of

grants is conducted to assist Trustees and Staff to learn
from funding efforts how better to award funds in the future,

- to assess the value and impact of the grant in the recipient
institution (including spifi-off, or unexpected benefits), and
to account for the expenditure both ipternally and externally
Also; evaluations are conducted to assess the degree to which
the F6undation is attaining its objectives as stated in its
position papers an idelines and/or the degree to which
grantees are achi ini their stated goals.

Now, in a proposal, an evaluati n procedure must be included for the staff's con-

sideration. While some grants re evaluated internally, generally Danforth employs

outside consultants.

Also, Danforth has been remarkably generous in that its expenditures now

tar eXceed its income, which was certainly not the case in the early 1950's. In

1913, imcluding -administiative costs, the excess of expenditures over income was

$9,932,644.

The.Ptecollegiate program begen is the 1960's under Manfiing Patillo with

grants tolperal St. Louis area schools and is now a fully national entity, thanks

to the efforts of Schwilck, who has held a variety of adMinistrative posts in public

and"privaie attic:Cols. While taking up a small part of the overall budget, the

prbgiam has.beefi treative. In the late 1960's, Danforth gave $1,033,000 to the

National-Association of Secondary School Principals forft staff and sChool reorgani-
4--

zation project for 33 demonstration schools. Recent grants of $226,000 and $125,000
. .

to the Constitutional Rights Foundation of Los Angeles and theMUssouri Bar Associ-'

ation sponsored training of thachers and students in law and civic responsibility,

Oe'Foundation-has accepted.a spacial responsibirity tO aid public mnd.private

schools.and to improve s ool administration.' . -.-
.1 -

ti 8 .
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The Foundation, while becoming more secular, as Waldemar Neilsen notes,

has continued its interests in religipus studies with its Underwood Fellowships

fdr the Campus Ministry. Its commitment to Black education was underlined by a

recent grant of $262,000 to Princeton University to support a program of bringing .

"twelve undergraduate students from predominately black institutions" to Princeton

for summer study and for granting Visiting Fellowships to four "junior black

faculty" from similar institutions. In addition, the Foundation now spionsors both

a Community College Institute and an Institute for College Development, both of

which sponsor weekly seminar sessions for representatives of the respective institu-

tions. Recently, the Foundation added five able staff members, Dr. Warren Bryan

Martin VP direct the Danforth'Graduate Fellowships; Di. Geraldine Bagby to direct

the_Graduate'Fellowships for Women; Dr. Otis Jaikson in urban affairs; Dr; G. Rice
0

and Dr. John McClusky in higher education. 4

In Philanthropy in the Shaping of American Higher Education, Merle Curti

and Roderick Nadi suggested that,impact of foundations has been that of encouraging

the role of professors as researchers rather than as teachers. As Curti.and Nash

state,

foundation philanthropy's principal ipportance has been
helping to make the college or university a center for

- research and advanced study. . The foundations, which
declared new ventures to be their special concern, were

. especially'eager to support the professor as researcher. .

De- emphasis of,the'professor's teaching function is the
price that must be paid if Philanthropy is to concentrate
on advancing kAnwledge through the medium of higher educe-
tion.8

With its stress on teaching, Danforth.has prOvided an important counterbalanie to

this trend and has made universityadministrators pay more attention to teaching.

'Also, in this role, Danforth has gradually loved sly from the philosophy that

private philanthrOpy should aid mostly private institutions.

.
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,Despite its recent internal controversies, Danforth maintains a strong

and viable influence on education. With its insistence on good teaching, on

respect for students, on interpersonal relationships in the academic setting,

on democratic educational structures, Danforth has served a vital function of

reminding educational administrators that institutions of learning, great and

small, high and low, public and private, must cultivate a soul, an iriiier life

to accompany its institutional structure and organization.

Addendum

The Danforth Board of Trustees took stock of the financial situation and

announced the following, in trie Danforth News and Notes of December, 1975.

"The Board of Trustees of the Danforth Foundation, responding to the pressures

of inflation and declining income, acted on September 5, 1975, to reduce Foundation

disbursements in an effort to utilize its diminished resources as effectively as

possible.

:"The first action of the Trustees was to reaffirm that all grant commitment's

previously entered into between the Foundation and'various institutions and organi.--

zations Ciould be honored.

"NeNt,.the Trustees set the budget ceiling for 1975-76 at'approximaely

$7,000,000; and for 1976-77 at $6,000,6100.

"Finally, Trustees affirmed that the Foundation will serve. the followirig areas:

higher education nationally through support of self-administered programs; precol-
.

legiate education nationally through grant-making and program:activities-, and urban

affairs in St. Louis thrpu4h grant-making and prOgrai activities..

'Trustees elected to discontinue grant'acelyities in higher ed cation. At\
. -

the same time, they acted to continue Foundation sponsorship and admi strrtion 'of

the Dapforth AssoCiate.Program and the Danforth-Graduate Fellowship Progr i. The

combined costs of theie two programs in 1974-75 approximated. $14;oloccoclo.'

182 ' e



Table I - Danforth Foundation

(in millions in Cionstant Dollars) of 1967 Value

1958-1973

Pre-Collegiate 6.1

higher Education 164.4

Personnel Development 61.8

Financial Aid to Studehts 35.7

Educational Research 5.2

Endowment, General Support 101.54'

Support, South ,16.1

Support, Central & Midwesc, 89.6#

National Focus *49.7

Support, Same City 86.3#-

Minorities

*Curriculum Developmerit 21.9

General, Liberal Education 36.7

Support, Public Institutions' -'7.8

4upport,,Private Institutions 99A#

Support, Some of Each 62.6

9-18a

Note: For this,studx, tabulations were made from the year 1958 because
in that year, the'Foundation began to publish figurei systematically_and
publicly in Annu41 Reports for- the first time. At best, these figures
represent only treads and are nbt definitive, although they do'suggest the
major categories of Danforth grants. "For-Ais tablet-both grants.from the

', Foundation's operating programa including Danforth Fellowships and from new
commitments are represented. Not all of Danforth's OhilanthroOical intereata
are indicated in=these figures; most of the minority grants vent into the
fiaeld- of lack education. .

4

Ma data here include the total'of Pog Million (in 1967*dollars) given to
WaihiAgton.and St. Louis Univeraitiet is aew,ommitmeats-in 1973.

7 e.183, .ot
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:X. KELlOGG FOUNDATION'
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The history of the W. K. Kellogg Founation,*.since its inception in 1930, is,

a remarkable story of how a family foundation with initially modest assets and

ambitions has grown to become one of the great'national foundations in America.

Concerned at first with the health, education and welfare of children in Southwestern .

rural Michigan, the Foundation now has national add international activities which

encompais everY state, Canada, Europe, Latin America and Australia, activities which

have sought solutions to a wide variety of, problems from the development of Eastern

Kentucky, to the education of urban youth, to the training of dental technicians.

From an endowthent of approximateli$35 million and expenditures of $405,000 _in 1935,

the Foundation and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation Trust in 1973chad combined assets

of $577 million and fiscal 1973-74 expenditures of $21,715,595, enough to rank it

as the sixth largest foundation in America. "Total philanthropic expenditures by

the Foundation through its 1973-74 fiscal year have been'$293(03,100." In this

period of growth, Kellogg has displayed a pattern of evolutiOnary transition, remain:-

ing closely tied to the vision of its founder, W. K. Kellogg, and yet venturing into

new fields 61 human endeavor where need seemed paramount. . In an interview in 1970,

the late Dr. Emory Morris, President of the Foundation from 1943 to 196/, spoke to

this point..

(Mt. Kellogg) didn't want our program confined, he
# .wnntedus to be able to-expand our scope of activities

responding to the changing needs of pe001e. Flexi-
bllitymmst always be our concern. We nustbe alert
to the needs'of today,.but we must also constantly
strive to disiover and evaluate what the pressing: 5

concerns and needs of people will be tomorrow.

Since 1946, in the field of cducatIon,'the Kellogg Foundation has responded to

' this theme with its innovativevants sponsoting'the development of continui

.

education centers, communityotolleges; educational piograms for adminiStrat
.

4.
, -.

4.#4,-
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training programs for paramedical professional and nurse personnel, and public

Black colleges.

Born in Battle Creek, Michigan in 1860, Will Keith Kellogg made a fortune

in,his middle years merchandising the cereal food invented by him and his brother,

the eminent nutritionist, It. John Harvey Kellogg, head of the famous Battle

Creek Sanitarium. By the 1920's, Kellogg had enough money to begin giving

generously to various'causes. In 1925 he had established the Fellowship Corpor-

ation, which made some grants on a local scale, but now he wanted something

bolder. In a famous quotation, Kellogg said to an old friend, "I know how to

'invest my money. I'll invest it-in people."

In a fascinating early example of government stimulation.of private

philanthropy, Kellogg found hiscfocus,for giVing when he attended the 1930 White

House Conference of Child Health and Protection, sponsored by his friend,,Herbert.

Hoover. Kellogg felt that he had peculiarly suffered as a child, because he had

had no forMal education beyond the sixth grade and was in a sense educationally

disadvantaged. Hence, he initiallyentitled his foundation, which was chartered

in tyolop state of Michigan, the W. K, Kellogg Child We are Foundation, and the

first Articles of the Association of the Foundation identified its purpose as

"confined. . . .to receiving and administering funds for the promotion of the

welfare, comfort, health,,care, education, feeding, clothing, sheltering and

safeguarding of Children and youth.' . .without regard to sex, race, creed or

nationality." 1,

A

In this period Will Kellogg also estabLished the Kellogg,Foundation,Truit,

whichcbms provided the main source of income.to the foundation since 1934.

Kellogg gavethe Trust" a substinaal portion of his common stock in Kellogg

company.and the Trust wad chartered to give 100 percent of its income (less
.

modest administrtive expenses) to the

,186
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Foundation. Today, while the Foundation itself owns a total ge ral fund of

$47,674,000, the Trust owns stock valued at $529,081,000. 1973, the income

from the Trust was $18,943,000, while the General Fund ly produced $2,009,000.

Kellogg always gave the officers of the Foun tionsgreat freedom in their

operations, but remained actively involved in is affairs, serving as chairman

of the Board of Trustees from 1935 until his death in 1951. Leonard White, now

Vice President for Administration at Kellogg who has been with the Foundation

since 1946, remembers that Kellogg would dictate notes to the staff every morning

on an old wire recorder as he was then totally blind.

Kellogg's influence is still deeply felt at the Foundation. The Foundation

has expended $13,493,353 or 5 percent of its total' giving in the Battle Creek

region since 1931. It still gives to the W. K. Kellogg Biological Station at

Michigan State University almost every year, and to California State Polytechnic

University at the Kellogg-Voorhis Pomona branch located on what was once Kellogg's

horse ranch. The power of tradition was apparent at the five hundredth meeting

of the Board of Trustees on February 21, 1972, where the Board members received

a photocopy of the minutes of the first Board meeting.

The Foundation has also consistently favored certain Michigan based institutions

of higher education. Since the 1930's it has-donated $12,086,506 and $11,339,557

to Michigan State University and to the University of Michigan, respectively.

Current Policies

While the Foundation's original emphasis on'children has'broadened to include

women and men, the process of change'has been gradual and clearly linked to the

original goals, as,Dr. Robert E. Kinsinger, theocurrent-Vice-President for Programs

in Education, havade clear. By June 27,1939, the Articles of Associa-

tion had been amended to read thaithe "purposes," of the Foundation Obuld entail

the "promotion,of the health, education, and welfare of mankind, but principally-

1 8'7

-
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--
of children and youth." The present Articles, as amended on May 19, 1953, two

years after Mr. Kellogg's death, state that the "purposes for which this corpor-

ation is formed shall be to receive and administer funds for educational or

charitable purposes."

But as Dr. Kinsinger has noted, while there are now few foundation programs

that deal exclusively with children, other than some grants to the Boys' Clubs of

America and the like, the concern with children remains vitaI.--The best way to

serve children, the Foundation now feels, is through the training of professionals

in the fields of education, dentistry, medicine and nursing who must treat children.

Said Kinsinger,

The policy began to change slowly in that the
response to problems of children was in a more

indirect fashion. One of the early things that

we discovered was that services to children come
through professionals of one sort or another,
whether they be school teachers-; or physicians or

dentists. . .one of the major problems in serving

children was that the professionals who were serving

them needed a better background and updating, and
that is one of the ways,we got into continuing

education.2

. ,

Hence, the Foundation has heavily endowed training programs in these fields and has

eyolved into a major sponsor of professional and subptofessional education. It has

compiled a record'tf favoring neither private nor public institutions with its grants.

Ahother consistent theme from the early stages has been the Foundation's

policy that it,should support what' the 1973 Annual Report defines, as the "application

of knowledge rather than researc4ges se." As Emory Morris stated it 1970,

. . ...in those early days, studies indicated that
several of this country's foundations were supporting
basic research in health and education fields. W,

believed there was a place on the American scene for
a foundation primarily concerned with tlie application

of existing knowledge. I hope we will continue to stress
the application Of knowledge as our most important pur-,

suit and that our experimental programs will provide the

basis for expanded demonstration programs and their
replication by others.

.1,0L8

- ,
4
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Beginning: 1930-45

As the study The First Twenty-Five Years, notes, the histqry of the

Foundation falls into three distinct peiiods: the early phase, 1930 -41; the .

wet phase, 1241:1945;,and the present phase, beginning in 1945.. In the initiaf

.period, the Kellogg Foundation was an operating foundation, manned by a no-

aSional s a and was known for its pioneering Michigan Community Health

Project. This Project involved both -financial aid and direct partici-

--potion by foundation personnel in improving the health and educational facilities

-

of seven Michigan counties adjoining the Foundation'headquarters in Battle Creek,

starting with Barry County in 1931. Under this program, whiCh Herbert Hoover
. .

inspected in 1936,, the Foundation established county health departments, to

which it gave $2,631,000 froM 1931 to 1951. Also, the Foundation modernized

490 rural schools, gave-direct welfare relief, sponsored a school lunch program

fte

and Welfare camping and improved school libraries. This program proved to be

'a creative response to the ptoblems'of poverty ltn the Depression, a good example

of what Emory Morris woad call the beneficence, of "genteel capitalism." The

9

project also included the initial thrusts in fieldi which have solidified
...----

.
,

_,., education'

Kellogg's reputation: a continuing education program for county
A
agents, community

.
,..T.,

leaders and others which underlined llogg's commitment in what is now termed

learning;'community'service programs which laid the basis for''the

community college concept inaugurated by Kellogg, in the later 19504; health

care delivery services; programs in post-graduate medical and dental education
N

)end in dental assIptante training.

Also., the Foundation Sponsored a fellowship program in dentistry, public

health and educa4omat such places as the University of ,Michigan. AlthoUgh':

the dotestic phaSe of this fellowship project terminated in the 1940's, it laid
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the basis for the Kellogg Fellowship Program for training professionals from

Europe and Latin America in the United States after the War:

In a letter to the Board of Trustees bin 1934, Dr. Stuart Pritchard, the

General Director of the Foundation, stressed that the Foundation's central

concern for,the 1930's was the health of the children Education was supportive

in this effort. ,Only in the late 1940's did an interest in education itself

develop,

In this phase, the Foundation gave mainly to Michigan activities. Of

$8,228,000 granted between 1930 and 1940, only $277,855 was distributed to

'national and international agencies outside Michigan; and some of this was for

research, a practice since discontinued. Yet as Dr'. Pritchard's letter made

clear; the interest, in a more national program was growing in the 1930's. As

an unpublished history completed iv 1939.stated, "During the eight years that

the W.K. Kellogg Foundation has beenin existence; the scope of its interests

and services has gradually expanded 'so that at the present time projects of

national and international viewpoint are encompassed." To celebrate its past,
!

the Foundation published its first history, W. E.'. Kellogg Foundation: The First

Eleven Yeats y. in

. War Phase '

In the second phasg of its history, the Board of Trustees made two vital

'decisions. First, it decided to abandon. its local concentration and contribute

directly to the war effOrtin an early, example of government.:foundation cooperation;

and in 1943 it made Dr. Emory W. Morris President, a position he held until 1967.

As the Report of President and General Dite'ctor, George B. Darling, stated in

. 1

1942: "Iftediately Upon the declaration pi war, the officers and trustees of
4

the Folindation feljt that,everY effort should bemade:to help with t r and

,

190
""
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every program should be considered as to the contribution it might make to.the

war qffort." As a result of this new direction, programs in the County wealth

Project were curtailed, and a numberof the professional staff including doctors

and nurses went into the armed services. The 1942 Report listed,thirty-three

Foundation personnel then in the military area. The war years also saw the

widening involvement of the Foundation with European and Latin American countries

and the initiation of a new organizational structure.

In Emory Morris, the Board had selected a leader

41,
of exceptional_ vitality.

A dental surgeon by profession,' Morris had assisted the Foundation on a part-

time basis from its beginning in 1930, but became a full-time staff member in

1932. In 1936,'he was elected to the Board, and upon his'leaving the presidency

in 1967, he became Chairman of the Board. He emerged as one of the major

leaders in private philanthropy in the Unite States; his statement in Kellogg's

Annual Report represents a precise yet flexible mindi.seeking to define and

redefine the Foundation's-role in'reSponse to changing realities. Morris'talked

continually of pioneering ventures of, the Foundation, of taking risks with

capital. In 1961, Morris stressed that the Foundation was "affiliated with no

other agency or institution. . .(the) foundation's role in seciety properly is'

.that'of risk-taking on man's cultural, intellectual,, scientific, and humanitarian
, .

frontiers. SNOW. and then, foundation Monies, . .act as catalytic agents, literally

to open new vistas forthe development of'man and his environment, . aoundatian
,

giving presents tife.opportunity to'show some of the benefit§ from benevolent

capitalism, for most philanthropic organizations, of Cours, derive their funds

directly or ihdirectly,from 'industrial profit's',"

191

N
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Present Phase

The third phase of the Kellogg FOundation has been its most impressive.

With the'end of the war, the Foundation now became an almost exclusively.grant-

.making institution, ending its support of direct management programs like the

Michigan Community Health Project. The Project, like other Kellogg programs,

had set standards which others could imitate.

One special project which did require some direct administration and which

became fully established in the 1940's was the Kellogg Overseas Fellowship,

Program, Originating from earlier domestic fellowships and "terminated after

'a successful run in 1970, the Kellogg Fellowships served a special need for

health professionals from Latin America and agricultural leaders from Western

o

Europe to receive training in the' United States.

In the late 1940's, the Foundation divided its staff into program divisions

and for the first time placed an empnasis on education outside allied professional

. ,

fields. The 1951 Annual Report listed six divisions: dentistry, hospitals,

international, medicine and public health, nursing and general education.. But

as Dr. Maurice Seay, Natio headed the division of edu9ation from 1954 to 1963,-.has

said, the division is really .concerned with education other than those in, the

4
other diviatons, where a large percentage of aid also involves education. By

1953, a aftigion of.agriculture had been added. For the first time in the 4967

Repoft, the names of program directors were listed without the identification

of specific divisions although the various fields of agriculture, health and

*

edueatiob remained.

4
Cr

In 1951, after Will Rellogg's death; the; Foundation began publishing Annual

Reports, although it had internal annual &ports from 14131. From 1952, under

192
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the leadership of its energetic publications director, Horace B. Powell, until'

his retirement in 1970, the Kellogg Foundation provided extensive reports, some

,running over 200 pages. These have proved exoellent for the historian of founds-

tions, bit as Leonard White has pointed out, ,theyidid not always serve the

purpose of promotion and easy access to information. From 1970, Reports have been

could
much shorter and therefore A be'more widely distributed at the rate of 40,000

a year. Yet the sheer volume of the Reports underlined Emory tprris' and the

---

current President Df:-Russell.Mawby's belief in full disclosure of foundation

activities.

t

The Annual Report of 1955 listed a total of $16,779,000 that was expended

in the field of general, education since 1930. This was roughly one-third the

total expenditures; but of course, more_had been spent on education in other

divisions. That breakdown of"one-th4d of the total expenditures holds for 1973

also.

Outside the strict education field, education became a mechanism for training

in the health and, griculture areas, both at home and abroad. While most grants

were given to institutions of higher education, they were often designated for

leadership and technical training in rural development, farm management, nursing,

medical technology, paramedical and hospital personnel, public health adminiitration.

Indeed, many of the interests in these areas led the Foundation into innovative

programs of higher education. The push to develop two-year degree prograds in

nursing led the Foundation into the community college field, and the need for

service
continuing education in hen th

A
1ed to Foundation support for continuing education

centers.

193
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Continuing Education, Community Colleges. Educational Administration

In 1949, the Foundat ob initiated suppoit of the construction of a Continu-

ing Education Center at chigan State University, kiloWn today as the Kellogg

Center. Since that time, the Foundation has spent a total of $2,203,420 on the

Kellogg Center and related programs. *Subsequently, the Foundation built other

such centers at institutions such As the University of Chicago and thus pioneered

in a new movement. In 1972, in a departure from its policy of no support for

research, the Foundation gave a grant of $40,000 to Michigan State University to

create a task force to study Lifelong Education. The research resulted in a

publication entitled The Lifelong University, which emphasized flexible programs

for continued learning by adults at thq higher level. The Chairman of the Task

force, Dr. William R. Wilkie, later joined the Foundation staff on a special two-

year assignment to work on prog mming in the area of lifelong learning.

In 1954, Dr. Seay left the Chairmanship of the Department of Education in

the Universitylof Chicago to direct the Division of Education. Seay had become

a major figure in the field of adult education both because of the tutelage of

Dr. Floyd Reeves and of his experience in directing the Tennessee Valley Authority's

education program in the 1930's. In his service at Kellogg, Seay supervised the

Foundation sponsorship of community colleges,whiCh essentially began with a grant
l' 1

to the Association of Junior Colleges in 1960.

The present Foundation building is symbolically contiguous to the mpus of

Kellogg, Community College where the Foundation has given several majo grants."

The Foundation embraced the concepts that community colleges could serge a

more effectively than other institutions of higher education, could becoie

-colleges" representing a more democratic base than others because/3f ,E
/

accessible admissions policies, could provide meaningful terminnl:Vo

194
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programs for some.and could 'ease the transition from high 860°1 to a,baccalaureate

program for others. Seay has published extensively on community colleges and is

widely recognized for his contributions. Concerning CommUnity Colleges, Dr. Mayby

has said, "A couple of decades ago, the notionik the community colleges wet some-
_

thing_tbat was beginning to_be developed. It needed to be eted, it needed to

be fostered. .
.It was too early for that idea for public funds to step id in a

substantial way."
5

Another program sponsored by Foundation support in these years was'in the--

area of education administration( and management. In the early 1960's, the

Foundation,supported a ptogram entitled Cooperative PrograM in Educational Admin-

istration for prtservice and inservice training of school administrators. As

'Dr. Kinsinger has also explained,

The Foundation's interest in educational
Management grew naturally out,of problems sorely,-
vexing the educational systems of the.thirties,
during the formative years of the Foundation.
Management was in the hands of principals and \

superintendents who had no formal training for

their administrative duties. Economies of size

and an enrichment of curriculum and services4ould

\

Only be effected through a pooling of resources

and school district consolidation. Such programs 1401

were stimulated,by Foundiriqn assistance. Founda-

tion-aided leadership training programs for school
administrators were created in direct response to

cthe great need fox this special training. Latter-

day Foundation programs have focused on poit-
secondary educational management and governance,
leadership training for higher education and efforts

to assist a shift from institutional competition to 4.
programs emphasizing pooled resources and-shared

services between educational agencies.6

Through these years, Kellogg had a strong international program in needy

Weis' especially Latin America.' In -1973, Write field of agricdlture and health

in Latin America, the Foundation gave a total of $20.50,310.

195,
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Minority Programs.

Waldemar Nielsen has criticized Kellogg for its passivism concerning

pressing social problems: "But Kellogg's enthusiasm for activism, never great?.

7

has begun to decline." His comment is perhaps unfair, becau6Irman.) of the

fOundation-suppOrted projects such as community colleges and health delivery

services have aided the poor and disadvantaged.

As the 1968 Annual Report stated, "In the broad field of education, there

are groups which for varying reasons do not have equal privileges or built-in

advantages--for instance, the small, ynderfinanced, liberal arts colleges, the

Negro colleges, women seeking continuing education especially tailored to their

vocations and avocations, the underpriyileged boys forming the membership of

--Boys' Clubs of AmeriCa, and the misunderstood enile delinquents--and the

Foundation has demonstrated its concern for these minorities."_ Indeed, both

private as well-as public eolleges have often been fay by ,the Foundation.

In 1962, the Foundation made grants of $2;50000 to 25 vate colleges,"
t

(4)

including some Black colleges, to improve their libraries for teacher ed =tion.

The commitment to both Blacks'and private colleges.coalesced with a ant of

about $100,000 in 1970 to Kalamazon Co ge for.the "eatablis of a special

program of pre-professional educatiOn for promising young b ck students. The

College's goals for the program are to seek out'able you blacks and to provide

them the necessary support to enable them to complet pre-prof sional programs,

'of study." In- -1967, the Foundation made a four-y r grant $70,000 to Michigan

State University to .dentify and recruit Black students from disadvantaged

areas," particularly in Detroit. _The grant ejped igan State boost its

. -

Black enrollment iubitantially and spons ed the velopment of a Special Service

for Minority Students office on cam , It als underlined the F'oundation's

growing interest in urban affairs. .

96
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In addition, the Foundation has.supported a sating program of minority,

enrollment in the health sciences and has recently assisted American Indians.

In 1973, for example, the Foundation gave a new grani of 053,000 to the Navajo

Health Authority, Window Rock,.Navajo Nation, Arizona for "programs to develop

educational opportunities for minorities in the health professions." The

Foundation has also supported programs in Appalachia with a grant of $754,000

to the University of Kentucky in 1960, for a program entitled Appalachian

Resource Development, and in 1971 the Foundation made a grant of $3,830 to

Appalachian Leadership and Community Outreach, Incorporated, a program designed to

serve "isolated mountain residefits," using "students of participating colleges."

.The case of the Foundation's support of public Black colleges is an

exceptional stoic of foundation initiative and special support. Furthermore,

r. this Matter provides a good rationale for private philanthropy even with theti

incursion of enormous sums of money in education from the federal government

in the 1960's. 'Dr. Mawby, the current President, recalled his_central role in

this project. Noting that in "relation to government expenditures in education,"

any foundation's resources are usually quite small," Mawby stressed that "the

,special. role of private philanthropy is not core or operational support,

(

generally," Initials that of providing "venture capital'which can lead institu-

tions of higher education . . . into new areas,.experimentation, different

43(

patterns."

In line with Di. Mawby's approach, Dr. Kinsinger strese&rhat as the

staff and Board reviewed prOgram priorities, they would try to locate issues

about which they "could do something." During the 1960's, the problem of

1

47

minorities was "something'' over which the count was agonizing: "We began

to see some areastwherelwe might make a differ ce with limited resources."

1 i

i

191
Om.
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One of those was "historically black colleges. . .As we worked with them, we

discovered that the greatest need they bad. . . for risk capital'was for

recasting their curriculum so that they could provide for educating Blacks for

new vocational areas which suddenly had opened up for them. . . The whole social

scene'made it now possible for Blacks to find jobs in husinessl in pharmacy,

in librarianship, lots of things they never could do before."- But, stressed

Kinsinger,'at that time the_only things these colleges could teach Black college

graduates was to he teachers themselves.9 Therefore, the Foundation could make

a difference.

The different areas of foundation activity and an ad hot advisory committee

system proved useful in this case. The awareness of the pled of Black public

colleges came from a meeting of an all hoc-committee on agriculture where the

condition of rural poverty in the South was being explored. -Mawby, who came

to the Foundation in 1964 with, the Division of Agriculture, then reported to

the Board on the Committee's recommendation and in 1965 and 1966 took the initia-

tive to write and visit with the presidents of seven-of these colleges to explore

the possibilities of aid. Many of these colleges respOnded enthusiastically to 41,

Mawby's visits.10 From 1968 to 1972 the Foundation gave the National' Associ-

ation of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges $253,500 to "establish a

development office for historically black colleges."

The Office for the Advancement of Public Negro Colleges, which the Founda-

tion supported almost fully in this period, provided another interesting case of

foundation stimulation of goverhment involvement. As a Report of Program Officers

stated in 1972, the "Office has been effective in presenting the case of thg'

(public Black) colleges to a variety of potential sources of support . . and

has facilitated the obtaining of a number of grants for special programs, from

198
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both federal and private sources." ,A significant grant was one of $290,000 from the

Office of Economic Opportunity to "establish a Rural Community Assistance Consortium."

Beginning with 1968, the Foundation hasgiven'about $5 million to historically Black

colleges (a few of which are priqate) todevelop vocational programs. In addition,

grants totaling $1,600,000 and $539,000 respectively have been made to Tuskegee

Institute-and Fayltteville State University to aid the development of programs in

continuing education, huMan resources development and,community services, and $500,000,

has been granted tO Tteharry Medical College to strengthen its teaching program'in the

basic sciences.

Evaluation

Kellogg Founktion officials confess that the problem of evaluation is often,

as complex for them as in other foundations. Dr. Seay felt that,in his period with

the Foundation, evaluation needed much work. In a program report presented to the

'6-Board on February.18, 1974, Dr. Kinsinger stated that the

.
.success of,Foundation programs in responding

to pressing educational concerns has been difficult'

to'measure. Frequently there is no universal stand-

Ard for Such assessments. . . For example, projects

to, assist community colleges in proyiding more
effective services to their communities may be
successful in creating and developing the new services,

consistent with the original project objectives.

Only-ma y yeatt in the future-will. it be !mown if the

aCtivity s sustained or firmly 'institutionalized',"

The process at Kellogg is aliost entirely internal. Grant recipients mast

file annual'reloorts with the VoUndation, and the program officer who approves the
.

grant makes on-slte viiits during the year. Sometimes, the ad hoc, advisory/Commitiaes

make evaluations. In their annual Program Reports to the Board,'the officers will:

include evaluation.\L-So mtimes an outside consultant is hired.

In contrast to many major foUndations, Kellogg for many years has -hot worked:
.

.. .

closely with other foundations.' Ithas'eponsored little multiple financing. of the,

same project (except with Roaefeller.in Latin America in the eaflyl960'0, and

-wbils dutifully supporting the Council of Foundations, it has remained largely'inde-
A

pendent,. 1-9-9
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It does not, for instance, pass, rejected proposals
A
to other foundations.

Since the passing of the Tai Reform Act in 1969, and largely becauseQof it,

Kellogg has taketi a far more active role in organization of foundations. It

has been a major force behind the organization of the Conferenceof Michigan

Foundations, which held it first annual meeting in 1973. Leonard L. White,,
,

Vice President for Administration at Kellogg, is Chairman*of the Conference, \

and it now has a publication, The Mi higan Scene. .

Kellogg, serene in its` independence and firm in its cherished heritage,

will move toward the futures with grace aid confidence. It has compiled an

envious record in education andpramises.to'confiemt.the difficult times of

the 1970:S with flexibility, and compassion. It history has shown that private

institutions, under dynamic leadership, can anticipate and respond to many

educational needs of our day

. guo
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Table 10.1 'SUMMARY OF KELLOGG FOUNDATION GRANTS IN THE

BROAD AREA OF EDUCATION: 1956-73

Millions of 1967 Purchasing Power

1970-73Category 1956 -73

Higher Education 181.3 51.5
61.4;

Medical Education 8.7.0 26.8

Adult Education 11.4

Within the USA 134*.7 30.4 -"

Foreign--Outside of'USA 35.8 10:2

Minorities (Mainly Black) 6.8 (Fro 1965) ' 5.8

Type of Agent
Public-Financed 13.8 13.3

Private Financed 8.7 8.3

Some of EaA 161.9 32.9

0

Note: 'For -this study,»tabulations were made frOm the year 1956 because in the
foundation's Annual Report of .1955, there is a summary table for:grants by category

for the years 1930;to 1955. The'mo§t sophisticated' analysis was devoted to the

years 1970 to 1973 because for*the first time'the,found4tion broke out its new

commitments for each year prior to 1970, only expenditures were listed in the,

Reports, Also, the figures for the.periabefore 1070 were taken from summaries
listed in the Reports. Therefore the figures for the total lietiod are compared

with those for 1270 toI973 for three reasons: to give an.impreasion of more
recent trends, to indicate the greater accuracy of the mere recent figures and to

shou figures for new commitments. At best, these figures only represent trends

and are not definitive. .

Is
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ested primer y in donating to the educational and charitable concerns of the

Prior to the o

FORD FOUNDATION

set of its activities as national philanthropy-in 1950,

e.Ford Founda on, established in 1936 by Henry Ford and Edsel Ford, was inter-

/ .
.

state.of-1.1yhigEmIh"1950theFordfsmilydecided
?

increase_ the resources of the
. .

_,-----,i .

. .

Foundation and the activities of the Foundation grew in proportion. This expansioh

of the resources of the Foundatipn coincided with that period inithe history of

American education which saw the near simultaneous, appearance of many and seri

challenges. Among these were the explosive growth in:the pre-collegiate student.

/
population together Filth the concomitant shortage of teachers, tbe.rapid.e0pns On

of knowledge particularly in science-based fields, A problem exsCerbated'b
, -

Soviet Sputnik success;` and, in same parts of the country, the hitherto
/

hink-

hble,presa for racial desegregation.'

r The financial assets .of the Ford Foundation totalled $3.7 billion in 1968,

equal to one-third, of the assets of the next thirty-three foundations in order of

size, In the first six years of the 19150s, the Ford Foundation made several, major

.grants which established it 1.1kprofound force in the area of'education. In

rd
\1951 and the following two yearsAcreated two quasi-independent agencies with grants

df more than $100 million. The Fund for the AdVancemeUt'ofEducation and the Fund

for Adult Education were able to speed this money with no need to conserve a. capi-

tail fund. Then, in 19551 a package of $50 million was granted to a number of

Private colleges, followed the next year with a distribution of $260rmiliion to

more than 600 private colleges and universities td incr se ?acuity salaries.

For each of theten years afterJ95711Ford made educational grants averaging
.

'$75, million a year. Table 1,shovs the record of Ford grants in the field of

education.
A

2
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Table FORD FO

*,
TION GRANTS 'UCATION: .1942-1973

in dollars of 1967 pur basing power)

Year Amount
-(thousand)

Percent of
Total

1942-50 3,102 0.2
to>

1951 107,241 7.4

1952-55 68,985 4.8

1956 312,209 21.6

-1957-59 229,760 14.9

196o-64 369,035 '25.5"

1965-69 397,686 21.3 t
1970-73 47,855 3.3

Total $1,445,873 100

5
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Though immense by comparison with other philanthropies these resources were

nevertheless far from the level of governmental inputs. Ford determined that it

would not support programs that might be supported by ordinary school system budgets

or already established governmen agencies. Furthermore Ford hoped that its

support of any educational pro am would be essentially seed money, with the

explicit intention that the program set a trend that other agencies would quickly

, -

support.' Ford hoped to be innovate and experimental, reasoning that by chgpsf

ing very select areas at the right point in history its 'comparatively small efforts

would have large effects. This way Ford hoped to convert pralising trends into

dominant activities in education.

FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION

Prior to 1957 the Ford Foundation's activities in support of innovation and

experimental education were by and large the responsibility of the Fund for the

Advancement of Education. In 1957, the Fund and the Education Division of the

- Ford Foundation became one with the merger of their respective, staffs. Although

the term "Ford Foundation" is used in this report to''cover the activities in edu-

cation by both bodies, it would-seemappropriate to direct a few lines to. the

activities of the Fun{.

Prior to the_official launch 'of the activities of,tbe Fkind,,..a special

trustee Appointed committee had explored the.possible directions the new vastly

enlarged foundation might take in its funding activities. Education figured

prominently in the report of this committee under the:heading "Education in a

Democratic Society." Two central themes pervade the committee's report. The
e

first emphasites the view that persons of all races and colors do not have

access to education in America. A second deficiency of the educational ,tea

wag held to be an almost delusive concern with the teac4ing of infOriation

rather than the "molding of whole persona."

2 05
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So it was in 1951 the Ford Foundation brought h to being the Fund for the
,

Advancement of Education hoping thereby to address the range of problems contained

in the report of the committee recommending future foundation philanthropy.

Between this date and the ending of the Fund in 1967, a total of approximately

$65 million was given out. There appears to be no single theme tieing the sev-,

eral Flind projects together. The largest expenditures were in the areaof the

preparation of liberal arts graduates for teaching and fellowships for teachers

to pursue advanced study. Substantial but lesser investment was also made in

the development of various teaching aids and technological aids. Considerable

attention was also given to increasing the opportunity for educational attain.-

ment in economically depressed areas in Appalachia and the South, Ail toldthe

.accomplithments of the decade of the Fund are difficult to summarite,'not because

they were ineffectwil, but because they were diffused. Many relember best the .

teacher education'eiphasis but close..examination of the pattern,of funding ravials

a much broader,impact\generaliy inthe'area of'llberal arts gradtate education.
t%

Oneof the outatihding contributiong wai,the organization and publication of
%

The Negro and the,SchooNe, which was put together by Harry S. Ashmore, executive

editor of The Arkansas Galettet a liberal southern editor. He asembled a group

,

of 45 scholeaeostly frosouthern4colleges'end.univeris,iiies; to examine and

report'on educatiOnal,probler of Negroes-in thelblithern and border states-.

Fortuithusly, the\bohi,:was Pul4dihed- on Sty, 16, 1954,454' day vefore the U. S.

,I,i .Supreie'Court anifoun4bOts-ruling,that ratial'segrelttion:ine pualic sChoOls
,, , ,,.

.,e,

was a violation Of the.lhited dtateinstitutioi. This "bock was td4WOortant
,

'

.
., .

. . ;
.

,Anstrumentfor the'rather fayorable reaction of southern educatoit.i&tiie Supreme
. ,,. ,..

Court ruling, ,` \'. -.

, ' ,
T. N

% .' 2'0-6
. . ...

...

0

. ' *, ,. ..' :..
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Another:'very interesting action of the Fund was to pay for the Educational

Supplement to the Saturday Review. The Fund agreed to pay s-ptri.-"of the editorial,

costs of the Supplement fof an experimental period of 4 years, commencing in 1

?
.

The Editor of Saturday Review, Norman Cousins, and the officers of the Fund ,

picked a team of four men to create and carry on the Educational Supplemnt, the

chief being Paul Woodring, who took a leave from his post as Professor of Educa-

tion at Western Washington State College. Within five or six years after the

appearance of the Educational Supplement, Saturday Review doubled its circulation,

from a quarter million to a half million subscribers.

The Fund for the Advancement of Education was always controversial, largely

because it initiated and supported activities in the field of teacher education

which were regarded as undesirable by some leaders in university schools.of edu-

cation.' The Fund stressed the ,liberal arts and especially the humanities as

- central to .the preparation of school-teachers, and attacked the prevailing emphasis

on courses in methods of teaching, and of courses in Departments of Education

rather than liberal arts departments.

, . The Ford Foundation in 1967 employed Professor Paul Woodring to write a

critical history of the Fund for the, Advancement of` Education. Woodring had

served for six-,years as Editor of the Education Supplement of Saturday Review,

with financial help from. the Fund, and was personally well acquainted with the

workings of the Fund and with its officers. He wrote what is generally regarded

- 'as'a fair and balanced account. His 65:page 'chapter on "Judging the Results" is

a model of judicious balance. He quoted criticisms, favorable and unfavorable
.6.

Prams member of well -known educators who responded to his invitation to write

their judgments Of the work of the nnd. Woodring said that the negative judg-

pent made by professionil educator, as due to their disagreement with the

directors of the Fund on the philosophy of education, He wrote: "At a time

2_0 7
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"when eduCators were s1ressing the importance o
'%4

the Fund stressed thec_pziority of the intelle

urging more professional tiaining for teac

,/
educating the 1:ihole child,'

s,/the

a tune when educators were

,FUndSupported programs thEW

provided more liberal education for teach s/and postponed professional training

until'the fifth college year; and at a time' when professors of education,iete

engaged in bitter conflict with acadethic/Protessors in the universitfea, the Fund
e I

was lending its support to prpgrams that mhde itormore difficult for th* to win

li (pp 218-19) 0 . /their battle. AP
.

. 4

At the conclusion of his eval4tion, Woohring wrote:,"The fact that theZd

.

, i
. .

_

..

aroused the animosity oP a consicievable nUnirlof educators in paverftl positions
f c

. r

is less important than the fact that it gal4 spcourageMent and sup ort to-other

educators who gaw a need foesubstaniial changes in education but whose innova-

tive efforts were being' blocked. by the 'conventional wisdom of their establishment.

/
/

Those who -were respons. le for tOt Fund can take satisfaction fmam the fact that

many of the ideas and ints of -view that they espoused against much opposition

in the Fifties bece populaewith educators in the Sixties. The new breed of

educatorawhic rapidly taking ever the positions of

id American

eparly Fi

and

er and influence

includes many individuals whOm the Fund identified in the

ies pote tial leaders and whom it brought together in conferences

ttees." (pp. 265-66)

COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

If one thinks of the Fund for the Advancement of Education as depicting

the central thrust of Ford Foundation activities in education for the 1950s, the

next decade can be Summarized by the activities of the Comprehensive School

Improvement Program, the Ford Foundation's effort through the 19608 to improve

public education. In some ways the decade of the 60s was a iontipuation of the

,
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problems addressed in the 1950s with the d ant climate of opinion being that

most eda±ationa4Pproblems were the result of too little of almost iVerything that

constitutes the American formal public education system.

The stated objective of the CSIP wis t put to good lite the innovative

schemes that had been developed in previ years. Furthermore it was not intend-

ed to-invent additional innovations or xpand further educational facilities

but rather to orchestrate a series o activities across the educational horizon

which hopeftlly would make school stems receptive to'the changes which previous

research and innovative developm t had deemed desirable. The foundation pOr

that 30 million dollars was gr ted for these purposes -titr-S(me 25 different

school systems. In order to evaluate the impact of this spending the Foundation

cOmmissioned an independent assessment from a, Colorado educator, Dr. Paul Nachtigal.

Profes ?or Nachtigal's report is foynd todayin the form of a 50'page booklet

entitled "A Foundation Goes to SdhoOl." 7

The CSIP started from the. assumption that it was necessary to reverse

what was regarded as a'decline in the quality of American education. It was

felt that thftnew programs, instructional techniques and curriculum developed

in the 50s represented in themselves a significant educational advance but had

not been used effectively in reYeraing the trend downward in quality education:

It was argued that what was needed was the joining together of such new practices

4: Olilv, -, 1
,

as had been created in previous years to form a critical mass sufficient to oVer-

skl.
.

.

1

come the inertia of traditional school systefa and allow the introduction of the
A

.11 helpful but largely unimplemented projects of the past decade.

The educational practices promoted by the CSIP were twelve number and

'included such'things as team teaching, para-profesSionalsc programmed instruc-

tion, and non-graded school programa,

In ordeeto obtain the necessary critical naafi the foundation sought to

it o9
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involve as many arts of y parts of any school'system as possible, that is,

all grke lev s with a school and different types of schools in varied social

settings. few si s were sought where the likelihood was great that such inno-

vations world be cepted and where sufficient sophistication could be found for the i

proper implemen .tion and where there was 6 high probability that financial resources

to continue t programs would be forthcoming once the foundation withdrew its

support. first awards were made to so-called "lighthouse" school systems which

were tho capable of serving as guides to other community school systems. Early

on in t CSIP the foundation officers themselves saw that substantial light was

cam from the Ic1;tViNights protest placing in glaring relief the fact that little

been done to address the problem of inequality of educational opportunity.

"lighthouse" programs yielded ground to new types of "compensatory education" .--

/4
programs which were'thought to yield ideas more readily transferable to the needs

of disadvantaged children. Thishift, early in **history of CSIP, refocussed

attention from a general renaissance to an emphaita on the "disadvantaged."

/t seems clear that the general emphasis on implementing new pract &ces

was not combined with comparable sophistication-in evaluation techniques and research

generally took a back seat to so-called action projects. Several sources would

indicate that an evaluation of the CSIP funded projects in terms of actual educa-

tional outcoMe would be imPaslible to make from the kinds of data that are available.,

.

It is generally conceded that the main successes of the CSIP reside in its

widespread or comprehensive influence on promoting change in professional teaching

practice. The objective of the:program to change traditional habits of teachers in

School systems to what might be called a more broadly flexible system of group

learning situations was unquestionably realized in many areas.

:
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OVERVIEW OF FORD PROGRAMS

A general overview \:if the education grants made by the Ford Foundation and

its subsidiaries is provided by Table 2, which represents a total of approximate-

y billion. The emp asis on higher education and on the liberal arts in

seen clearly. However, the sums are so large that even an expenditure of only

2.8 percent on Minority PP

was primarily for the inc

large number of coll

ams amounts to $40 million. The Endowment

of college faculty salaries, a grant made

iversities in 1956.-

Table 3 gives more detailed information on the support for higher education..

Tables 4 and 5 report on grants to aid the development of personnel in education-
.

al institutions, and on financial aid to students. The expenditures on Educa-

tional Research, shown in Table 6, amount to almost a half billion dollars..

EVALUATION

It is hard to pent:a generalized picture of evaluation in the affairs

of the Ford Foundation in'earlier days. Prior to 1960 evaluation was not given

a high'priority. As in other foundations there appears to have been the view

that evaluation, in any technical of scientific sense, would not lead to much

and the way-to' test and prove the worth of Something is simply to put money on

it. Most evaluation'in the Ford Foundation, at least in so far as action

projects are concerned, was the description of what went on by an outsider com-

missioned for the task, or, the report of what went on bythose involved in the

immediate administration of the project. Internally, Ford has adopted the pro-

cedure that the officer who makes the grant hatyL monitoring 'responsibility for

it. Those monitoring responsibilities are primarily to make certain that tin

people running the program, or project are doing what was agreed upon and that
,

they are accounting for the funds in a proper way.
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Table 2. CATEGORIES OF FORD EXPENDITURES IN EDUCATION: 1950-1973

AREA AMOUNT PERCENT*

Pre-collegiate Education

Higher Education

Adult and Continuing

Personnel Development

(Thousands of
1967 dollars)

243,469

1,363,330

63,723

48,926

16.8

94.3

4.4

3.4

Financial Aid to Students 124,372 8.6

Educational Research

t

4i0,998 32.6

Endowment . 264,339 18.3
: 1

leibraries, Museums, TV,etc. 4,131 0.3

Buildings & Equipment 46,579 3.2

Minority Programs U,401 2.8

Curriculum Development 73,880 25.9

General Liberal Education

apecial Education

1,221,834

..-7;740

84.0

*3.3

Women's Education & Status 655 0.04

Economic Status of Teaching Prof. 256,601 17.7
. 4

Ed. Institutions and Associations 951,295 65.8

)....Publication___ 6 2,299 0.16

AzdelerSted Degree Programs 182 0.01

Community Ihvolvement & Control 353 0.02

:I I

*TOW. MOT than 100% due to overlapping classificatiOna. Dollars of 1967
purchasing vier. ,
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Table 3. FORD SUPPORT TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Commpnity or .Tiunikr College.

AMOUNT PERCENT
(Thousands of 1967 dollars)

cademic Graduate .

Four. Year College
t

Med1ca041011tion

Business Education

Library Science ,

'

Teacher Education and MAT, MST

Education Administration

Undergraduate-graduate

Secondary-colle Coordination

Total

11-8b .

260 0.02

t 210,643 15.4 a

87,560 6.4

122,000 8.9

14,774 1.1

332 0.02

26,414 1.9

5,248 0.4

894,675 65.7

680 0.05

$1,363,330 100.

2113.

't-
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Table 4. PERSONNEL 'DEVELOPMENT

AREA AMDUNT ._.

(ThEligiteU of

Ddllars)

PERCENT

JO,
.

1967

Internships . '. 6,652 13.6

Fellowships, 10,692 =21.8 .'''

Training Institutes t 31,582 64.5

Total $48,926 100.

J

Table 5. FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS

Scholarships . 59,5,11. 47.8

Fellowships -38.8 1

loans , 8,21D 6,6

Other 8,430 6.7'

Total $124,372 100.

11-8c

Table 6. FORD SUBPORT 00i EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Administration 24;768 ..,,

. 5.2

Curriculum 18,498 3.9

Instruction Es-learning 112,955 , 24.0,,

.Measurement & Methods 353 . . 0.1

Counseling & HUman
M.

Development 3,186 0.7

History ' . 269 ,0.1

Social Context 1,387 : 0.3

School Evaluation &
Program Development 309,579 65.7

'
Total $470,998 100,

(
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In the past several years the picture'of evaluation at Ford has changed

-

as'is noted in chapter 4. Illustrative of that change is the repo done by

Dr. James C. Stone on Ford's preakthrough Programs in teacher educatibn. Stone

was a full-time consultant to the Ford Foundation and in 1963 was given the

task of evarUating the Foundation's intensive activities in experimental teacher.

education programs which had begun in'1958 and cost the Foundation,i0me 29 mil-

lion dollars in support of 43 different programs. Stone wrote4 book, Break-

`through in Teacher Education, which is a series of case histories and which

represents the first large scale evaluation of this sort.

Increasingly the Toundation is/turning to outside evaluations by independ-

ent observerf Who write 50-100 page reports for strictly internal-use.' The

r

exact procedures differ from division to division inside the FoUndation./,,In

some instances, Ford/projects are reviewed by several people simultaneously; for

example, by the, individual responsible for the execution of the proAect, by the,'

Foundation officer principally concerned, and by a committee of outsiders.

0'.
ho.-

A novel-procedure in self-evaluation to 31973, when the. FOrd
_ .

Foundation appointed Merrimon Cuninggim s C44kultant, to take a/searching

Look at the Foundation and act as a waif" professidnal critic, with full access-

to the files of the .Foundation, to staff members; and to outside parties_who

have had dealings with the Foundations. 'Mr.:Cuninggim had just resigned from

the presidency .of tilt Danforth Foundation and, at the age of 62, Was in a

position to accept a useful and impOrtant assignment. Accordingly, the Fora

Foundation employed Cuninggim and his Danforth associate, Mary Brucker,

asked them to set up an Office in St.-Louis, and to make a dozenor more major

reports'omas many aspects of the Foundation's work.

4

245
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"1.

ADMINISTIKTIVE MECHANISMS

Morelthan other Foundations, Ford Foundation has frequently adppted a

.,procedufe whereby large sums of money are.granted,to an organization which

%, 4

theu1:u turn.adMelisters Ford funds for a specific/prograM or purpose. In

some instances, the pioper'organization for this administrative task did

Xist at the time the Foundation.wished to becode involved, in .a certain ,

progr area. Ford then"might-simply create such an organization with its

_own autonomous administrative hea$ and staff who resloond to the original

grant mandate and to the close monitoeing of Ford officers.- Such an admin-
, .

istrative arrangement obviates the necessit of close 1.mmolvement of FOundation'
,..

r,

. .

officers who are theoriltically free to pursue new and innovative channels
,

rathez than bebogged down in otanary operating details. An illustration

of this ptocedute is the minority fellowships progtam in higher education.
.

,

With this program the Foundation started in-house with its own staff. The

. -

Foundation had hopedto farm out the administration othis fellowihip.
.

program but was unable to create'Or firia-agency Capable of meeting its

. -

expectations., Finally, a Ford representative himself created a cofpo -tion

41
for fhis purpose which was successful.

216 atr
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Ford recognizes that once a grant has bein made very little leverage Is

retained to mold its'operation in a way perceived as important to the.interests

of the Foundation. Thuit is that a good deal of Ford staff support is made

available before a grant,is actually. made. If the problek isAmproving reading

Scores, for example', Ford would likely send experts in test construction and

measurement who'would help the grant recipients build their own evalliation compon--

ent or offer assistance oftheir own. Those.close"to the Ford Foundation have

often characterized this involvemeht of'Ford staff in foundation-sponsored pro-

Jetts as a type of close management from a distance. In same cages the Founda-

tion uses its Staff-as technidal assistants before the grant is made in order to

insure that certain acceptable standards are build into the opeiation of the

.

program. Once a grant ids' made; in addition to the,program officer in charge, the
. . 4

sometimes. ffers.more technical assistance. Ford argues that making
,

------.....,_ - ,

a grant and ,leaving flinteet can be fiarmful in an unusual way.- In se;.,...,

eral inetancelt, money was allocated to iiiititutions which felt-bound tolive by
, -,

they letter of 6e Original agreement even though lodifications'ih.the orienal
, -

agreemerit Would be.a substantial improvement in the project. Situations- 'would

arise,according to Ford, inwhich without the preience of Foundation officers, .

.

project administratbrsmould say to school - authorities that such'and such a modi-
.

fication wouldlnot be possib/S even though apparently desirable since that would
A

be contrary to the-agreement struck with the Ford Foundation. However I ?
with

ss

the close monitoring of a foundation officer ouch modifications can simply and

,readily be accommodated.

a FUNDING PRIORITIES

The Ford Foundation like.others um studied has not wished io",fund;, anything'

-;for,which federal funds might be considered applicable. _Even the Ford Founds

:tion, with its enormous size relative to other foundations; does not collaborate
-

/
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with the government except in unusual circumstances and at the level of the granteq.

TheFoundation simply doesnot want its money used for what are the ongoing costs

of-any operation, the salaries of teachers, for example, althbugh there have been

excepttohs. The Foundation prefers to give its money tq those operations, pro-

jects, or activities that do not repeat themselves, unless with the financial

11:11

backing of someone else. An &ample was a grant to the Massachusetts State Depart-.

ment of Education. This was a grant made to build a planning unit in that state.

The state indiAted that 1 had no planning capacity and the Foundatibtkresponded

favorably by indicating that it would give the money necessary to devise one.

The agreement struck was that the foundation would set up the planning unit pro-
.

\riing that the legislature would vote money tedontinue it in th1( session

of.the legislature. Another illustration is that of the so-called "alternative -

schools" which came into prominence in the ,60s. The position that the Ford Foun-

dation took, after becoming involved in some projects of this hind, was that to

' continue was dangerous in that there was no end to,the subsidy required. ,
,

rF
V a

CONCLUSION

This rather bried description of_Ford.Foundation activity in.the broad,

fl d of educationhardly'does-justice toy the tremendous impact the Foundation

ha4141
s had upon'Aberican education:, esPecially,higher education, singe 1950.'' Also

. ,

in the controversy-laden 1960s the Foundation moved into the area, of relation-,

.

shiiis:of the public school system to the local Community or neighborhood in,:

the lrge'Cities.

te bring minority

community school,

By supportihg the experiments in New York Cits,:that were aimed",,

groups in the local neighborhoods into close cooperation with'the

educational controv

dealAbf atter*

/

the>1060, Foundation found itself in the midst of the mador

sy of the day. The future historians will devote a great '4.-

'n to thitepisode. At present,,the atpospberesia,relativaly

21.8'
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a

.calm, but the broad educational changes which must come With thei.contemporary

youth crisis hill almost certainly find the Ford F

porting innovations.

P

Ala

I

.4

Am/

dation involved in sup-
.

II
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XII. GRANT FOUNhATION

J

Grant'has maintained a strong interest over the years in questions of

'mental health. It has funded projects appropriate to a narrow definition of

%-
this field seh,as the biochemical treatment of schizophrenia as wofl.as'projects

..,

in the allied social and* behavioral sciences%incldding those of a very applied or
0./

A
.

AP'

clinical viewpoint, It is said that Mi. William T. Grant, A successfdl clothing

and household waresretailer who at retirement had created a chain of over'/100

tores across the country, was increasingly distressed by the fact that so many

.. ,,..
jramising an cd..a'pa6le young men failed'to lead rewarding lives. He became

..' interesteeinunderstanding how people could live' more productively and fulfill

;heir capabilialest a definition of Gtaht's view of positive mental health. Thus

the foundation has supported activities that would increase, knowledge of preventive

mental health,. especia/ly-as'it affects children and youth, and which could, then
.,_

fie applied .;Co help pramialing young teopli be more rational and productive. Many

.

of these applIcations were,:at'course, edtcational and the field of educatiOn-and.
I. .

.-
..>

rielated...research...hfts.nev'er been. far from center' of the Grant Foundation's concern.
.e... . . .

,

....

e The Grant'Foundation has displayed no reluctance to work with government on

10k"

.111.4!'7!.1L7u°4154111P,
-Ventur47- 4Inay

ti f.

.,mentand for the moat part have been happy.aarriages. TheIonniktfOir4* good

partnertorgoVerenmat'in4iit government agencies often v restrictions

While foundations have greater flexibility. - GOVernment funds, 40F be impounded or

they must be spent by a certain rigid data or returned to the treasury. Grant' has

hoped to supplement the Fedetal Government in the sense of doing those things that

to4ernment-could not or_would not do or which were more difficult for government to

..vb
particularly with the National Ustitute.of Mental

have beeninitiated by_gither the foundation or govern.-

dt0,.such is equipment grants or money to renovate a physical facility or a grant to

221.
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finish an analysis or writeup. Grant has not tried td compete with the government

by picking up even a very good-project if it were eligible for government support.

Although Grant is basically pro-academic and favorably inclined to basic

research, they, like other foundations; -are in the position\of having to convince

,

a board consisting of practical-minded businessmen that th2k _venture is useful.

clear that it is interested in givig'seed money, pilot .

awarda pr even h 1ping someone get a grant, but that it does not wish to provide

Likewise, Graft has

for lOng-term oper ting costs of a project. Many university p rams, if suCcessful,1

immediately generate higher costs in the form of more students andmore faculty,

all of which results in increased need for support.- Grant," as a sMaltfoundition

has Bought to Make it4momey-multiply by trying' to get at the "cuttin eageand..-

.

by funding those projects,that have been judged likely tolaave a contritoution-that:.,

is wider than'the immediate grant itself.

Historically Grant has been interested in a wide range of education\related

projects. In the late thirties Grant sponsored a very comprehensive; - -psychic ric,

medical, anthropological and psychological' uation of bright young Harvard

._students. The researcb,design, which m fit' appear adequate bufwas-th

novel, was,a form of tracer study in Whickthe career trajectory of students was\
.

followed over time wit the. objectiVe of determining what made,,some succeed
. N

4,

others fail in order to asses, the precursors of success, and failure. Other projects:

in the'30s'and 404 were designed to do what departments of eduCational ps7chology do

.
today, which was to introduce principles of human development to prospective teachers.

Much early Grant support was in this vein. - There was also_interest in tpe idea

A .

teaching pediatricians something, about human behavior. There was an interest in

adolescent medicine and Grant supported the first adolescent medical program at

-- --Harvard's Children's hospital. There was a definite penchant at Grant to support

the introduction, of psychoanalytic thinking into educational curricula. In virtualsly

all of Grant educational programs can be found elements of a psychoanalytic

orientation.

222
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A longrterm interest in mental hygiene and child development involved the

Foundation in one of its major programs--support of the InstitUte for Child Study

at the University of.Maryland. This centered around one man, Professor Daniel A.

Prescott, who went to Maryland in 1947 as Director of the Institute, after 8 years
A

at the University of ChiCagO where he directed the Program of Child Study and Teacher

Education, a project of the Commission on Teacher Education which was supported,

financially by the General Education Board. A major% book, Helping Teachers Under.

stand Children,'provided the conceptual basis for Prescott!s program of training

teachers in service and pfoopective teachers to understand and use child development

knowledge in teir work) Grant Foundation supported the Institute with grants of

approximately $1.5 Million,- over the period from 1949 to 1966.

Today Giant supportsfrograms_concerned with graduate training. of a wide
. _

variety; Wrio4VOIT ;Mash Program -for, returning black veterans. The founda-

.
_ t

-tiOn, typiQatii-conciruedmAh_moioas isovq4 a,different way in the funding . _,

---%- ..:--..:.,,,:
.

of pre-medical remedial programs. It now supports some summer 0'6gram:which' attempt
.

. -
to bring aftrity gtoliptstudents to the top 4 science, math, reading and general

study' habits. Grant's programs have differedIri)Mothers in'that'they try to pick

,

. . .

up students betweeg,high, chool and college and place them into intensive summer

--ttaining,-. The objective.is.stated aiexpOSing,theie Minority group students to
i

.--

ste&ICine$iia strenftbekchsir basiccscience_skills with the ultimateAriatentOb
. , ' Ai 4*: ". At ....... - * ,. . --,

, *

orienting them to the'health-related,professions and to giYethem a head start in

. % e
, _

.
.

.

* the diffia9lf competition leading to the.scarce seats in medical siboolso-

CR

-Analysis

According to our classificatory scheme, thelgrant/bOndatioa. made:411 first

award for educational purposes 1.11,1937. Since en its history of educational

activity has been spordVic. Ouor, to 1962 no more than 10 awards were made is any

223,
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given year (except in 1956 when 14 were made) and in 6 years none was made. From

1963 to 19,72. the frequency of education-related 'gifts accelerated briskly. In this

ten-year period 107 awards or 55,percent of the total Grant dollars were destined

for education and of this amount half was given in 1970-72.

Over the 36-year period the. Grant Foundation has been active, approximately
. .

$23,615,000 has been given to education. We coded 193 separate awards or clusters

of similar awards for which the mean size was slightly larger than $122,000.
0

Since-1968 the average grant has diminished in size to roughly $62,000.

. .

Grant's educational contribution, if judged only by dollars awarded, has

t
been small relative to other foundations in our study. -

Ranked in terms of dollar contributions to education, the,Grant Foundation

`is far down the list among the nine foundations we studied, placing eighth. Its

total awards are a small percent of the total in education.

The duraiion of the Grant Foundation awards in education is'simila to

patterns elseWhere in our study. Nearly one-quarte'r of the awards we categorized

weremade for'one year. ApprOximately the same number, however, were made fOr a..

e

period of five years or More and the balance, or half, of the educaiional grants,

were made for an interval somewhere iii between, that is, more than one but less

than five years.

If ,the Grant Foun:dation the 'otherif irks regard to the duiation of its

'awards; it is a leader among foundations V its propensity toward highly-regional

distribution of funds.- Like most otheifoundations me.studied, the Northeast is

favored with 40 percent of Grant'i educational dollars. This is a striking contrast

4
4

to the 4 percent given to the gombined regions of the West and South. It is un-

questionably, diffic.ult_for the smaller foundations with proportionately small

administrati4e staffs to travel the wuridlnsearchof fundable projects. Grant

is i fOundation with one professional staff member, and its funding priorities

are understandably limited in the main to.problems that are proximate. The limitations

224
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imposed by virtue of small size are seen in4:shother way in our Grant Foundatiod

data.

Under out category asiessinOhe extent of involvement of foundation

officers in the evaluation and administration of funded projects, our data

show the Grant Foundation to have virtually no involvement of this sort. The

awards in education have almost always been made to individuals or institutions

who themselves administer and oversee all aspects of their,project.° Our data

simply show no cases of projects selected and administered by the Grant

Foundation staff.

Grant has shown a marked propensity for giving educational money to

small private causes rather than typically ,larger public ones. Private.

enterprises have received 72 percent of Grant's. educational ;dollars and 80

percent of all individual awards made in edUcation. By breaking down the

education-swards into eight general areas'of.support a more revealing funding

profile emerges.

The^following table is illdstrative of the funding priorities in

education of this foundation.

TABLE/

CONSTANT (1967) DOLLAR EXPENDITURES'
AND PERCENT OF.TOTAL BY AREA OF SUPPORT

AREA AMOUNT 1

.4,
PERCENT*

Higher Education, $15,558,000 6'5.8

End t 6 General Support 10,330,000 43.7

ancii1 Aid to Students 9,348'000 39.5'

ucational Research 4,511,000 19.1

Pre7collegiate Education 11,N 4,263,000 18.0,
_

-Curriculum Development '3,567,0000
c.

15.1

Educ-Experiments 6 Demonstration
,

Special Edutation

2,907,000

2,671,000

12.3 t.

11.3 .

*Percentage totals do not equal 100 percent due to multiple coding of_in-

dividual grants into more than one category. 226
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leis clear then that a typical Grant Youndation award has been_to private

institutions in the area of Higher Education. But for what purpose?

Anyone who ls even remotely aware of the work of the Grant Foundation

or who may have pursued its annual reAts will not be surprised to learn of the

preeminent position of the Foundation in Medical Education revealed in our

data. Under the heading of contributions affecting higher education, 31 percent of
Grant's dollars have gone towards medical education, the

A
largest amount. Somewhat smaller proportions were given to the general

support of graduate and undergraduate programs and to MST And MAT teacher

education programs, with 25 percent and 21 percent respectively. Lesser

.//

amounts were given in furthe / mice of academic graduate programs and social

work education.

Table I indicates that in addition to higher education per se, the

/
Grant Foundation has given extensively t

Pcard

endowment and general support

Of educational endeavors. Our figures indicate that of the ten million

classified in this category almost all of the total was to be used for gen-

t

eral support and not strictly to increase endowment site. In some waysa.the -

general support of medical education might appear to be a strange Choice for

a small-foundation whose reputation must be built on the unique and the-

quality.of the "all amount its giving may produce. The other side of this

story is, of course, that a small administrative staff imposes severe

limitations on the amount of experimenting or innovating the foundation can

do before its operating expense rivals the size, of the award. We db not

question the. judgment of foundation offers in operating as they deem most

suitable but we doleave open to question the'likelihood that not all approaches

are in the long run equally impaCtful.

Along with the qupport,of medical programs, Grant has also supported

some pre-medical programs such as intensive summer institutes for minorities,

and other efforts to pick out promising high school studenti and orient

227



them toward jnedicine or other'health professions

11-7

In all-educational ifteres

- ,

Grant gave newry ,000,000 for financial assistantt-ato students.

w
Grant's support of educational research-vis primarily in the area

of instruction end -learning which took 53 percent of the four and one half .

,

' million designated for'researeh. None of the °the 'research categories

received more than a million and each w s roughly equal.

Regarding pre-collegiate educati , which as a category, received

"1.only 18 percent of Grant's educational funding, we foUnd it noiewprthy
.
t,

that preichool, elementary and secondary were all represented in fairly
ore.

e04jr4ortions. Pre-school educational, endeavorsamounted to appro-

ximately ane fourth of the total and elementary and secondary with a little

moremore than a third a piece.

The Foundation'e'priority commitment to the medical sciences is alsb

evidenced in the area'of curriculum elopmeht where slightly More than

half of nearly four million has been'spent in science education curriculum.
.. .' .. 1-

, . .. . _ .
.

,

The majority of the balance was given to general. curriculum development; ,

.Special education, with 11.3 percent of the total educational dollars

y

has been acontinuini interest of the Foundation. The biggest emphasis
a

by far in this area has been the education and rehabilitation of the socially

,
maladjusted with 9% of the total. The physically and mentally hdicapped-

/4

,

anenta

.

.

and the gifted received the.rest of the monies in this area which amount
.

received
_

/

over the years to nearly $300,000.

1 . .

Other indication of the Foundation's concern for the general better-
.

moot of the educational process has been its Oupporeof programs devoted

. to experimentation and demonStration. Although dilly 12.3% (approx.A3

lion) of the FcIundatiOn's l mundatiOn's tota education money falls into this

22
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category, this amount-is proportionately far in excess of the as} o ,given

by ter foundations we stud ied. From the awards made f(pr rimentation

and demo nstration, 64 percent was a/lodated for work-study programs and

' 36-percent went for adult education.,

,

According to aux-data Grant has made eight. separate awards for

explicitly black education totaling $1,335.000. Five awards were 4nthe

,aiea of,higher education, two-for medical education, and one each for teacher

education, undergraduate, and'graduate academie program. Interestingly, two

of Mese awards were made to southern institutions apd together the two

constitute approximatley one third of Grant'i total spending in that,region.

2 2 9
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x1 1. THE LILLY 116qm:a ,

The Lilly Endowment has operated since 1937, when its first_grantAntsmade,

amounting.to$4,500, to the'indianapOlis Community Chest: At that time the prin-,

cipal fundmaa relatively small, anciLonly $15,570 was availebl*si endowgentincome.
, v, ' 4'

.
In'the early days it was a very infOrmal operation Eli.LillY 15:43ecietary-Trea

"(1)
p

surer'"began operitions out of the left-hind drawer of his desk. With growth

'in assets, the Endowment made grants of $5 million in 1962, and $24 million in

1972.

Grants frog the endo;sfient fund reflected the interest of the Lilly family

in "favorite charities" at first.' Almost at,once the custom was established to
.

0.0

make'annual-grints. to private colleges in Indiana; the first of these being $1000

to Hanover College in 1938, followed by a grantto DePauw of $2,500 in 1939 By

thevend of.1956, ten Indiana colleges had received $3;604,000 for operating expenses

and $1,944000 for buildings.

Describing the early years, the 1962 Report on the History of the Lilly

13.

Endowment says:

The Endowment operated quietly during the first ten or fifteen years,

and little was known -about its activities beyond its own community and

its immediate beneficiaries. BY the yeti'. 1950,'howevers the board '

decided to publish its first. annual retort, inasmuch as its increases

in assets hadAndetht Endowment:One of the major foundations in the

country. Since that time we have issued reports each ,because

we recognise our responsibility not only to place our mo ey
(2)

/,
, gently, but also to make a public-accounting of our stewardship.

C

230
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In 1956, the,Ehdowment adopted a basic policy statement, defining th areas
- 5

of major,interest: education, community services, and religion. Crania had
.

cumulative totals in 1962' of $43 million. 'Almost hilt had gone into education,

and almost another sixth into the field of religiod, Which included religious

,ands theological educatibn.

The Lilly Endowment has been especially responsive to needs in the Indian-

apolis area and in the state of Indiana., Ofd the $18 million given out before

1957, IAdianapolis organilations received orlethird3t,and Indiant'organizatfons

outside of Indianapolis another third. As the Endowment grew larger, the propor-

tions going to Indiana became somewhat smaller. In 1972, the proportion of grants..

remaining in Indiana wakeepprozimately 6O percent,' including`t*o'large'grants !or

'4

44.5 Migilon: As:Inciicated in Table,i, 55 percent of to total:.grants'between 1937 s.

and 1972 went to Indiana recipients.

In the.area of community servizesthe,Eadowment placed its giants for sup-
.0

port of prograde "for the preservationof human liberty-in the United States."

In this connection, the Report says:

The, Declaration of Independence affirms that man's rights,'

inCluding life and liberty, come from God. It therefofe follows

that individual freedom is the natural heritage of eagh living

American, Apt to be infringed upon by society regardless of how

paternalistic the* intervention may be. The etress"which our
Christian religion places on the value of the individual implies
ihat each person must be,free to select his own path through life, ,!

without restraints imposed by the state other than those required

to maintain order and'justice; Our constitution provides this
liberty by 'an elaborate system of chetks and balances which attempt

to limit the power of government.

We recognize that this freedom releases the maximum amount of

energy which can be applied to the production of...goods end services

tad the solution of life's( problems. For this reason, the minimizing .of

. regitentation by the state happily releases the creative ingenUity
and initiative that have caused the United States toonSoy great
material advantages, but these are just the by-products, not the

'major purpOsi, of our system. It is/Our spiritual heritage thatis

of primary importance. (3)

23i
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In 1962 grants were made:which "contributed to a better understanding of

the anticommunist, free-enterpriseOlimited-government concept. 'In community

services, a grant of $36,000 was made to the Americtui Bar Association iUnd for
(4)

Public Education to help underwrite a new program_in anticommunism."
11

This emphasis on religion and on moral aipects'ot economic education gave

the Endowment a reputation for conservatism, which was bolsteied by severe,'

small grants to collegewoperated by fundamentalist religioui leaders, and by

grants to some orgadizations which pithnoted a right - `wing' economic- political
-,...

"Q
.

.-
, .

'program aewell as,to
*

the Chrittiin Afii-Communistic Crusade4of the Auttralian
....

Fred Schwartz.
,. .

, ,

= Nevertheless, the largest and most numerous grants went to liberal religious 4

organizations and schoolt. The educational grants frequently were aimed to

assiii.black college students, and the United Negro College Fund received annual,

iArants commencing almott with the beginning of the EndOwment. Enrlham College,

a liberal Quaker college in Richmond, Indiana; received aid of various' kinds.

The contemporary Executive Vice President of the Endowment,, Landrum R. Bolling,

was President of, ESOlam until he. joined the Endowment. in 1972.

The Endokment has made a number of grants in support of the Council for Basic

leadingorganization_Which_espouses nneducational philosophy of

emphasis on academic values in education.

A most consistent and extended program centered on supportAkr the Character

'1

Research Institute at Onion:College, Schenectady,New York, and Ernest Ligon, its

founder and director duiing 'his long professional career. A first grant was

made in 1946, and annualgraate of about $115,000 a year continued through the

lateit report for 1972.
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The theme of values -- ethical values,.and religious values--runs through ,

the years. In 1947, a grant of $120,000 was made to HariardUniversity in

,support of the'Research Center in Creative Altruism, whose founder was Pitirim

Sorokin, the well-known sociologist who led the forces, within the field of soc-

iology Against what he called, the "sensate" or materialistic culture of contem-

%

porary America.

Administrative Procedures

The administration of the Lilly Endowmenthas a Simple structure. ohis is

not an oneratiwfoundation and therefore has no staff toappoint Fellows, admin-

ister projects, or conduct research. There are three major administrative

officers-lthe Executive Vice-President and two Vice-Presidents. are assisted

by several junior staff'maibers who visit potential grantees and nate grant

requeits.

This is an example of a foundation with clearly- targeted program objectives,'

working simost entirely through a small staff who are selected .tor theirkamieri:
h.-4' -

standing and experience With the tree of foundation interest. Furthermore, even,

as a' very large foundation, the En do4ent contipues\to focus on Indianspolis

and the state of Indiana. -4 .4.
.

,...1 ..--

, Table 1 svms,cp the major galtetr-te- the period from.the\Endowment'irbeginning *#

ie1937 throUgh the year 1972.. The funds have been computed in
\N
terms of dollars

-' of.1967 pnrcBaiing power, which gives the grants made before 1946 almost twice

,

theirdollar value when the money was given out. The emphasis on suppor'tof '

privaie higher. education in Indiana is clear. !Agencies and edicuational'institu

tions in thAstats of Indiana eived 55 percent of the total grant money.

Also, the emphasis on support,oi.pri

a ,

.

educational institutions is clear.

2.83 -



Table. 1

GRANTS or THE LILLY ENDOWMENT: 1937-72,

IN THE AREA OF EDUCATION .

(Thousands, of 1967 Dollars)

13 -5

Total Education Grants, 1937-72 $77,217

Percent
.of
Total);

10o

Higher Education 1
61,500 79

Elementary and Secondary Education 16,500 21

Recipients in State of Indiana 33,460

(Excludes Indianapolis) .

Recipients in Indianapolis 9,000 12

pri4te Educational Instittitions 58,087 75

Public Educational Institutions 3,300 7

Public and Private Combinations - 13,800 18

Religious Education and Theological Educaton --mo;Sop 14

Charactei Education .5,350 7

234
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FOOTNOTES

1. Lilly Endowmea, Inc. The First Twenty Years: 1237-1957

Indianapolis, Indiana. p.4.

2.'` Lilly Endowment, Inc. The First Twenty-five Years: 1937-1962.

Indianapolis, Indiana. p. 9.

3. ibid, p. 15-16.

4. ibid, p. 17.
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XIV . THE CHARLES STEWART MOTT FOUNDATION

One of the very,large Foundations was established in 1926 by Charles Stew-

art Mott. Its present assets are betv!ea $300 and $400 million, depending on

the market value of the common stocks which make up the bulk of its assets.

Charles Stewart Mott, one of the founders of the General Motors Corporation,

placed much of hIszvealth in the-Foundation. At his death in 1973, at the age

of 97, his estate/ added a final $14 million to the endowment.

The Foundation acted like most other family charitable foundations in its

early years,making.gifts to Modal charities-in Flint, Michigan, where Mr. Mott

lived and -where major General Motors plants were located. The econoky of flint

was based primarily-on the General Motors Corporation; With a 1970 popula-

tion of aliFhtly over 200,000, the city experienced major growth-between 1925

2--alad 1960.
4,

In the 19308) Mr. Mott, became attracted to the ideas of Frank J. Manley,

supervisor of physidal edudation id the Flint public schools. Manley proposed

that the schoolTUildings be kept open afternoons and,evenings and weekends

tp meet recreational and leisure-time needs of the community--adulta as Well as`

youth-

The first small grant was made by the Foundation tothe Flint public

schools in'1935, and annual grants have been made ever since, for community

education and community schools in Flint. In the Sirst half of 1974, about

4 .

$7 million was given by the Foundation to comsunity education projects,

including about i.2 pillion to the Flint Board of Education. The Flint public

schools have for years maintained a community.education program called_the Mott

Program of,the Flint Board of- Education, with an Associate Superintendent in

charge. The Mott Foundation has supported this program on the basis of a kind.

236
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of performance contract, renewed annually.

the community school and community education ideas have spread over the

whole country, and the community education movement has been supported in

large part by the )btt Foundation. In 1974, grants totalling $2.4 million

were given to support 15 regionally-based community education training centers,

which provide fellowship stipends and train men and women for positions as

Community School Directors. In 1972, there were 572 school districts in the

United States with 2,284 school buildings serving as community schools. These

programs were directed by1,424 community school directors, nearly all of whom

had been trained for this work with Mbtt Foundation support at the training

centers. There was an average Of 903 persons enrolled in each Coimunity sdhool

. program--some taking adult' educatiimi coursesfor 'academic credit, and others

pursuing an avocation or hobb7 or a sport. MbanWhile a National Community .

School Education Association has'been fbirned, with a- Journal titled o.e Com-

munity School and its Administration. -.

The Mott Foundatioti has been unique among Foundations placing a great

.deal of its money on one kind of activity, starting locally and moving to the

national scene, Approximately $72 million, or 42 percent of the, Foundation

grants of $167 million between 1926 and 1974 have.sipported the concept of

community education.

The growth of the Mott Foundation's givingim shown in Table 1. Alinual

grants reached-$200,000 in 1945, and $1 million in 1957. In i964 the total

was $11 million, And since 1966 the annual amounts have ranged Ircar$12'to

124.5 million.

237
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Nationale of the Program

The underlying ideas that motivate the'Mott FoUndationare described in the

Annual Report for 1967-66, as follows:

"The philosophical purposeiof the Mott Foundation is to increase the strength

and stature of character in individuals and thereby also streegthen our free enter-

prise system of society. The goal should be first'to produce citizens-of strength

and quality, each of whom accepts his full responsibility as citizen. .

"The purpose of the Mott Foundation will be to learn how to do this'in Flinty-

help to make Flint the laboratory and proving grounds, and let other communities

observe and hopefully adopt these programs.

"To do this it is necessary to increase education, recreation, physical

fitness, children's health, understanding of basic economics, social service,

spiritual values, self-reliance and useful living.

"In our opinion the best way by which these objectives can be promoted by

the Mott Foundation is to conceive, research, test, and support demonstration

of the programs that accomplish these objectives in Flint."

Even after the community school movement had become a national movement

through the 15 regional training centers assisted by the Foundation, a central

focus was maintained in Flibt, through a National Center for Community Education

operated by the Flint Board of Education and providing fellowships for candidates-

for the doctor's and master's degrees. who spend d year in residence in Flint,

-though their advanced degrees are-taken through one or another of seven state

universities in Michigan..

I

4
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Other Foundation Actisrities

Over the years since 1926 the Mott Foundation has made grants to advince

the cultural life and the general welfare in Flint, of approximately the same

magnitude as its grants in the field of community education. These have included:

large funds provided fora campus in downtown Flint for the'Flint Branch of the

University of Michigan; substantial funds for the public-supported C.S. Nbtt

Community College; and the establishment and continued support of the Mott Chil-

dren's Health Center, at a level currently of about *1.5 million a year...

The major concentration on Flint and the'State of Michigan is illustrated

in Table 1, which shows that, for the three years of 1970-72, educational activi-

ties in Flint took 59 percent of the Foundation's Educational Area Grants,

while another 12 percent went to other educational agencies in the state of Web-

ion. However, the trend in recent years; with substantially greater fiinds than
I

in the past, is toward makihg grants with a national scope.

Another way in which the Mott Foundation has differed from moat of the large

foundations is illustrated in Table 1, Elementary and Secondary Education got

37 percent of the educational grant mcney.in 1970-72, while most Foundations favor

Higher Education. Also, public-supported education received 75 percent of the

grant money, and only 4 percent Went to private institutions. Both of these facts,

reflect the interest of the Foundation in 'community education.

Conclusion

The Nbtt Foundation. program has been a model rarely been among major founds-

,-

tions, of-concentration on one program and one geographical area. low this-policy

48 changing, though substantial local support hill no ddUbt be continued. Sari),

in 1974' the Foundation created a Community EdUcation board of Advisorsshady of

twelve men andimmmemJ-mho will advise the "Foundation concerning its commmnityeduca-

tion activities for thi remainder of this decade End through the 1980s.
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Table 1

EDUCAVION GRANTS BY THE MOTT FOUNDATION.

1970-72

Total Education Grants, 1970-72, in 1967 dollars $29,708,000

Nature of Educational Grant Percent of Total
Education Area Grants

Elementary and Secondary Education 37

Higher Education i 38

Adult and Continuing Education 25

Public,Suppo ed,Bducation 75

Private-Supported EduCition 4

- Mixed Public- Private Education Rri:iiU7s

Program'and_Projects.in Flint, Michigan 59.

Programs and'Projects in Michigan, outside of Flint 12

Gross Level of Mott FoUndation.Grante

Liss than'$100,000 per year 1926-38.

Between $130000 and $200,000 per Year 1938-45'

petween $200,000 and $1.million a,year 1946-57

Pion $1 million to $11 million a.year 1958-65..

,

Between t12 million and $21! Million a yeir 1966-74.

4
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APPENDIX 1.

Number Variable

1 Foundation Name
& Grant Number

2 Pre - Collegiate

CATEGORIES FOR STUDt -O

Punch Card
Column Nos.

f' ,--:---"2-----. . _.------ 1
....)e..K.,- - __.--, ----->

--_ ---------;--d ---
41.

ION GRANTS

Descriptors

1-4 Names and'Grant Number

3 Higher Education 6,7
, -

4 Adult & Contin-
uing Education

5 Vocational & Para-
,

professional Ed

Development of
-Personnel for
Education or
Research

1. Pre-School

2. Elementary,
3. Secondary
4. Combination of above

5. Uncertain*
9. NA*

01. Community or Junio
College

02. 4 year College
03. Academic Grad. Program
04. Med.ical Education.
05.'Dental Education
06. Nurs,ing'EducatiOn
07. Business Education
08.-Legal Education
09. Religious or Theological

Education

1. Extension & Home Study

2. External /Degree
3: On Campus/Degree
4. Non-Credit'
5. Sub-Collegiate'
6. 'General Support
a. NA

10. Library Science
Education

11. Teacher 'Education &
Master's Degree_tn-
Teaching

12. Educational Admin.
'13. Education for Soial

Work
14. Undergraduate/Graduate

Program

15. Secondary-College
Coordination

99. NA

1. Technician & Industrial Training

2. Pare-professional
3. CommercialTraining
4. Career Education
9. NA

10 1. Internships
2. Fellowships
3. Training Institutes,
9. NA
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Nu Mber Variable

7 .Financial Aid & Other,
Services to Youth

8 Educational Research

9 Endowment'& General
Support

10 Libraries, Museums, Tele-
vision, Radio, Theatre,
Recreation (Outside of
School-or Co4ege Plant)

Column Nos.

Buildings & Equipment

11

12

13

15

Dollar `"Amount of Award

'Year of Award

C

A-

Descriptors

1. cholarships
2 Fellowships

. Loans

. Uncertain
5. Worts -Study '

6. Remedial Teaching
7. Social Adjustment or

, motivation programs
8 Religious Programs
9. NA

1. Administration
2. Curriculum & Objectives
3. Instruction4 Legning
4. Measurement' & Research Methodi
5. Counseling & Human Development

"6. History of Education,
7 SocialContext of Educatiod
8. Evaluation of School Practice

& School Program
9: NA .

16-24

25,24

'

-/
243%.-

Endowment
;:General Support

§ NA
X'

1. Libraries
2. Museums
3. Educational-Television
4. Vim.
5. Radio '

6. Videotape
7. Theatre
-8. Recreation
-9. NA 4

1. Partial Cost .ot BuildAng '

2. Complete Cost of Bugding
5: Uncertain/Building .

4. Equipment
5. Library Collections
9. NA

Exact dollio fire, rounded
to,nearest hundred., Right
justify. .

, Enter fast twolAigits

P



Number

14

15

17.

Variable Column Ifog.

41uration

of Award

27'

legional 28
Focus 2,

3:
4

4.

5.

Area Focus '29 1.

2.

9.

Administrative .30 1.

Responiibility
for Grant 2.

18. -Minority 51,32-

Focus

' 19..: 'ftral/Ueban
Geographical

Fodusr:::

20. Curriculum
Development

. -

re 1

t

Northeast
South

No.Central
,Southwest
West.

s.

.

Descriptor's
1.

_ ;-

1.. One-year
2,1 TWO .yeatS

Thrfieyeard
4. FoUrytirs
5. Five years

6.' More than five years
9.- Don't know . ..

6.,NatiOn4 USA
7. Foreign"(piclud... USA)

&Alawestr"8. International (Includ.
USA) -

9.-NA or Don't know.

Local--Same city,as.Foundation Office
Same state

NA

Staff selected by Foun ion.and funds

administered by Fo dation
grantee agency administers the funds, in close

cooperation with Foundation staff for plan-
ning and conduct of the project.

,

3. Grantee selects staff and administers program

0
40 4., Don't knout

01: Black
(lg. Mexican American

OT. Puerto Rican
04: Cuban
05...Japanese

06. Chinese
Phl.lippinQ

-08, European Ethnics'
09. American Indians
10.

11.

12.

99 NA

1. Rural/Agricultural
2. Big City
3.' Inner City

4. Metropolitan Area

5. SUtinrati

9. NA or Don't knOw

O.. General Curriculum
1. Interdisciplinary
2s HUminities and Arts

3. -Soiial Sqiences
4. Biological Sciences,'

5. Physical Sciences and Math

6.. Agricultural

7. Religion
8. Commerciaktechnical
9. NA
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_
, 0 A-4.

,
,

,

Number Variables Column Nos. Descriptors

21 'General, Liberal Educ -

tion

As
22 SPtial Education

35 1: 'Yes

9. NA,

1. Physically Handicapped_
2. Mentally Handicapped,
3. -Gifted

, 4.

.9. NA

23 WomeQ's EducatiOn'and 37 Education of Women
StatUs 2:. Status of Women in Education

3.

9. NA

24 Economic Status of
-leaching Profession'

I'

4

38 1. Retirement Annuities
2. Salary
3. Collective Bargaining
4..

5.

9. NA
It,



er Variables Column Nos Descriptors 3

25, Institutions
& Educational
Associations

fro

39,40 01 Institurioni for
Educational Development
not named below. .

02 Center for Advanced
Studies in Behavioral
Sciences

03 Educational Factlit.
'Lab.

Q4 Educational Tesking
.Service

05 Acidemy for _Ed '

06 Educational ComMission
Of the US -'..

07 Inst. for td. Develop.
08,Institute ofInternael.

Education
09 NationalCommission, for

51.

52.

.53*

'54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

..

r

Support'of Public 59
*Schools

10 Institute for Advanced 60.

Study
11 EducatiOn'& World Affairs 6

Inc. 62.

12 ResoUrces for the Future
'13 Organization for 63.

Economic Cooperation & -

Development (Patis) 64.

14 *emotional Association-65.
for the Evaluation of . -66.

Educational Achievement 67.

15 National'Acadeny:of '-
Sciences

16 College Entrance Exam
.Board

17 Metropolitan Applied'
,,Res"Center 9

18 United Negro College
Fund

191-AMericintollege,Test.
Program

.20 U. S.SOtional Student
Associalion

21'SOUthein Educational
..," Foundation

22 Southern'Regional Council
.23 Southern'Educati6nal'Bd
24 Southern Fellowships Fund
25 State Departments of EducatiOn

26

27 :"

28
2 %-

30

A -5

Educational Associations
not named below
American Assoc. for
Bigher Education-
American Council,os'
Educatidn, ,-

American,Association b
University Professors
Southern Assoc. 'of
Colleges anOchools
American Association of
OomMunity and JOhior,

Colleges
Association Of
American Cblleges
National Education
Association. '

American Association
Of State Colleges
Ameridsa Association of
School Administrators
Assoc. of Amer. Univ.
Progressive Education
Association..
Neighborhood Teachers
Association

99. NA

O



/7

Number Variables Column Nos. Descripto

26 Public, Private, 41 Public
or MiXid 2. Private

3. .Mlixed

4.

9. NA or Don't know.

27 For Purpose of 42 1. Council
General Sduca- (Use always 2. Commission
ionak Develop- with 39,40) 3. Task Force
ment or Policy 4. Conferences
Making

28 Educational Experi- 43

mentation or Demon-
stration.(Extra-

curricular. & intra-
currieular)

'29- Co-supported by 44

osier Foundations
or Government

4

0 Costs of Publication
of Journals or Books

32. Community Illvol'Ihmerit

and/or Control. 47

c
4

0.

/- 247

9. NA

A-6.

1. Camping
2. Work-Stuffy"

3. Agricultural
4. Commerce/Trade
5. Adult Educa.
6. Alternate Schools or Freeichools
9. -MA .

1. des
9. NA

1. Yes
9. NA

1. focal community aeaViol
2. Local community involvement,

without control.
9. NA

-

.4
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APPENDIX 2. CONSTANT DOLLAR COEFFICIENTS
(For' Converting Cutient Dollars- to Dollars of

.

A-T

1967 Purchasing'Power)

Constant Dollar

Year Coefficient

1900 4.00

1905 3.70

1910 3,44

1915 3.28

1920 1.66

1925 .1.90

1930 2.00

1935 2.43

1940- 2:38

1945 1.85

1950 1.38

1955 1.24

1960 1.12
IP

1965 1.05

1967 1.00

1970 .85

19 73 :75

.

Source: Statistical Abstract of.the United States, 1973 and earlier editions.
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APPENDIX 3. STUDY OF FOUNDATIONS,.

QUESTIONS FOR RECIPIENTS OF FOUNDATION AND GOVERNMENT GRANTS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION

4.

4

1. Please compare your e4erience in securing support for research and development
projects froM private foundations and from federal government agencies.

.

2: nd the one'or the other type of organization do a more satisfactory job of
'44valuating.your projects? If so, will you comment on the differences?

3. In your contacts with government officials and.writh foundation officers 'when
you sought financial support, did you have betterexperiencewith one or the
other group? Please explain.

.

f

Please. return to: Professor Robert S. Havighurst
Department of Education
The University of Chicago.
C4itago, 6063?

249 .
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A--9

STUDY OF FOUNDATIONS-2

4. The federal government agencies often use a committee or.council of your peers
to determine which research applications' should be supported. Private foundations
rely on their staff members for this determination. What has been your experience
with these two procedures? Do you favor one or the other?

5. If Foundations had the same amount of money to award as government agencies,
would you prefer doing business with one or the other agency? Please explain.

v

6. Since 1960,
-

a. About flaw many research grants have, you received tram-government

agencies?

b. About how much money did these grants pro4ide?

c. AboUt how'Many research grants hae you received from privace foundations?

4.4f1ftelowe

d. About how much money did these grants provide?

250
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STUDY OF FOUNDATIONS-.-3

7. On the basis of your experience and your knowledge of Foundation activity in
the broad field of education, would you name the three Foundations which you
think have performed most usefully and efficiently since 1950. We are not
thinking here of quantity of money granted, though that may well figure in
your judgment. Rather, of the competence of the Foundation staff, the effiniency
of their operation, the quality of their policy-making, the success of the
projects and programs they supported.

illease rank the Foundations, and add one or two if easily limit
yourself to a list of three,

1.

2.

r.

3.
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